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aders, Forum i
Proof Seekers
I have admired your willingness to
discuss Book of Mormon origins in
some recent issues. Underlying much
of the growing neo-scholasticism
among Mormon "scholars" is what I
consider to be a crude attempt to prave
their religion. This attempt is crude
not only in its methods, but in its
motives as well, for a "proven"
religion is a frightening thing indeed. I
cannot escape the suspicion that what
the proof-seekers are really looking
for is a stick with which to beat
others. Once this stick is in hand, the
unfaithful can be beaten into
faithfulness, the sinners into
repetance, and finally, a recalcitrant,
unbelieving world into conversion.
Most orthodox Marxists insist that
that ideology is scientifically proven,
and we needn’t look hard for
examples of how that "proof" has
been put to use. Whatever tlheir
approaches, be it word count, New
World archeology, or a prettying-up
of Church history, the proof-seekers
generally make their conclusions
before beginning their research.
Whatever dedication their activities
may seem to demonstrate, there is
something fundamentally un-Mormon
about their motives, because "proven"
religions or ideologies always seek to
force the human will. The basic LDS
belief in free agency must extend to
belief as well. God withholds certain
knowledge of things in order that we
may exercise such agency. Proof-
seekers attempt to thwart this great
wisdom. In addition, they undermine
the credibility both of serious
Mormon scholarship, and of
Mormonism as a religion which is
hospitable to unbiased, intellectual
inquiry.

The origins of the Book of Mormon
are shrouded in a good deal of
mystery. While academic historians m.ay
yet find relevant material and produce
much competent research on Book of
Mormon origins, for religious purposes,
it is better left shrouded in tnystery. It
is probably ultimately unknowable
empirically whether the Book of
Mormon is a genuine historical
document or a pseudepigraphous
document. What would an individual’s
religious faith lose by consigning this

question to the Real of the Unknown
and Unknowable? Very little, I
contend, because then it would enter
the Realm of Faith by default, and
that is where religious (not pseudo-
historical or pseudo-scientific) inquiry
belongs.

Roger Thomas
Bloomington, Indiana

Mormons Misconstrue Old Testament
I wish to second the excellent article
on "Mormons Christianizing the Old
Testament" by Charles in your issue
of December last. Few could have
written a more competent piece
revealing the imposition of
Mormonism upon the revered Torah
and Prophets. As .asserted, there can
be no evidence in the text itself for
the very strange Mormon
misconstructions. ,.The sacred text
belongs to us: we have studied it all
our lives: everyone, with Mormons
foremost, is just trying to get on the
bandwagon. When Charles writes,
"The law of Moses was not given as a
blessing or an aid in righteous living,
but rather as a burden, an oppressive
punishment," Charles correctly
interprets, for the first time, such
verses as Deuteronomy 11:26-27,
23:5, 30:1,19, Joshua 8:34. Usually,
your people go on about messiah born
as a child, a son with a government
on his shoulder, to be called God the
Mighty, the Everlasting Father--but
this is all misapplied, since messiah
was to be a righteous mortal who was
to be an instrument of God, not a
deity at all. God the Mighty, the
Everlasting Father, can be translated
any number of ways since modern
psychology has conclusively
demonstrated that the meaning of
words is arbitrary.. Certainly messiah
was not to be a substitute for all men,
since animal sacrifices on the alter
[sic] could never signify anything of
the kind. The real problem is that
most Mormons show profound
ignorance of the simplest notions of
normative Old Testament theology,
even though very few of them seem
ignorant of what the Hebrew text
really says.

I have read Torah all my life, and to
hear what comes out of the mouth of
some Mormons, excepting Charles,

would make my hasidic great
grandfather grave. Charles cornes to
the most telling point in writing,
"Perhaps the view of the conception
of God is the most significant
difference between Old Testame~t
thought and the Mormon
reinterpretation of it. The Israelite
deity was single, not multiple.’" There
will always be, it seems, some fanatic
to counter that Eloheim is in the
grammatical plural. But to say so
makes absolutely no difference
whatsoever--the point is impertinent
and clearly unimportant to all--and
there is no use in bringing forward, as
evidence internal to the Masorah text,
that the 1Mormons" translation "Gods"
is proper or multiple conception of
God agree.s with the account. I have
also taught Torah and do so agree.
how imperative it is that the nc)wce
translate all plurals in the plural,
except this one--where ever it occurs.
Thus, probably the most correct
translation of the first line would be,
"In the beginnings G, od created the
heaven and the earths." Also, the
Hebrew juxtaposition Jehovah
Eloheim translates "Jehovahs’ God."
How desirable that you continue to
feature such carefully written work
and logica’,lly argued articles to the
discredit of Mormonism and its
imposition, I am sure you well enough
know. Charles is without question the
best normative theologian the
Mormon Church has produced.

Avner Gig

Book of Mormon Difficulties
SUNSTONE is to be commended :for its
articles o~: "Defending the Keystone,"
attempting free inquiry into what is a
very thorny problem for modern
Mormonism.

Mormons. however, should also read
for themselves B.H. Roberts’s "Book
of Mormon Difficulties.’" Articles
about it can never hope to produce
the overwhelming irnpression of this
scholarly, objective work written by a
man of knowledge and integrity.

Roberts ir’t the manuscript itself
suggested four possible responses the
general authorities, his original
audience, could give, none of which he
thought satisfactory.. The first could
suggest teat the Book of Mormon was
about only a small part of the
populations of the Americas, a
response contradicted by the book
itself. The second response could
flatly contradict the findings of
modern science, especially linguistics
and anthropology, an obviously poor
choice. The third was couched in a
question: can we place our revealed
truths against science and "calmly
await the vindication we feel sure that



time will bring to the Book of
Mormon?" He answers correctly that
"it certainly would have no effect
upon the educated class throughout
the world. It would only excite
ridicule and contempt in them." The
fourth choice is silence, which Roberts
admits is a "confession of defeat."
Several times he begs the brethren for
any other answer; he is especially
concerned that the youth of the
church receive it soon from those
authorities who have the power to ask
God for it.

What was the response, and has been
the continuing response for almost
sixty years? George Smith Jr. quoted
Grant Ivins saying, "Church
authorities would not sanction its
publication."

They chose silence.

Adrienne Morris

Prooftexting the Restoration
With all of the current praise of your
magazine at both the local and
national level, I’m sure the last thing
you are in need of is a letter of
commendation. However, I was so
impressed with the past issue that I
couldn’t allow myself to pass up the
opportunity to say thanks! In
particular I found the "Sunday School
Supplement" to be both timely and
rewarding (a survey of Lowell L.
Bennion’s book Understanding the
Scriptures, 1981).
As a Sunday School teacher (and
student of the scriptures) I am greatly
concerned about the approach and
application of scripture within the
Church. It seems to be a general
consensus of most that our church
and people have suffered a steady
decline in matters pertaining to the
scientific study .of religion and the
scriptures. This decline has been
accompanied by and perhaps
supported througla the development
of unwarranted scriptural
fundamentalism. Fortunately through
the efforts of a growing nucleus of
scholars commited to the Church and
the "scientific method" we are seeing
the development of a new scriptural-
consciousness throughout the church.
It is the efforts of scholars like
Brother Bennion that is making this
development possible.

The most difficult task of the Sunday
School teacher is to motivate and
teach the class to read the Old
Testament (and all scripture for that
matter) with a more critical and
historical attitude. Too often in the
Church we get so involved in trying
to "liken the scriptures unto ourselves"
that we forget to whom the scriptures

were originally written. As a people
we must begin to think of the Old
Testament in its own perspective, to
read the Old Testament for what it is
and not what we think it is. The Old
Testament is not just a book of moral
and ethical teachings nor is it just
source material for proof-texting the
restoration of the gospel in modern
times. It is rather, an immense history
or narrative of the Hebrew people and
is far removed historically, culturally,
linguistically, and philosophically from
our own people--hence the difficulty
that arises from its mere reading. I
think in the long run that if the Old
Testament is going to have any real
meaning for us as Latter-day Saints
it will only be made possible as we
apply the principles Brother Bennion
has so beautifully taught us--and as
we become better readers and
students!

Randal L. Hepner
Huntington Beach, California

More on Joseph III Blessing
Permit me to further clarify Richard
Howard’s comments concerning the
RLDS acquisition of the Joseph Smith
III blessing (Sunstone 6:3).

On 24 February I wrote to Mr.
Howard’s office offering to trade the
blessing document for a Book of
Commandments. I stated that I would
consider this trade offer binding on
myself until 8 March and requested
that the RLDS Church let me know
one way or the other as soon as
possible, "because there are a few
other interested parties whose offers I
do not want to put off for long.’"

When Howard and I met on 2 March
he indicated that it would be
impossible to make such an exchange
by my self-imposed deadline of 8
March. I was told that extensive
laboratory tests of the document
would have to be conducted before
the RLDS Church could even consider
my proposition. Howard also told me
that he thought my price (a Book of
Commandments) was too high, and he
asked me what else I might consider
when the time came to negotiate a
trade. Because of Howard’s statement
that it would be "impossible" to make
an exchange by 8 March, I considered
myself ethically free to sell the
blessing elsewhere.
In our telephone conversation of 3
March I did not agree to go to
Independence on 17 March for a
handwriting analysis of the blessing
document. Actually, I was quite vague
and careful not to commit myself. I
told Howard that I would talk with
him in a few days.

In his letter to Sunstone Howard states
that the LDS Church was "chagrined"
with the circumstances surrounding
their acquisition of the blessing
document. Actually, no one from the
LDS Church has ever given me any
indication of displeasure with my
handling of this affair. Indeed, the
LDS Church not only knew that I had
a tentative agreement with the RLDS
Church, but encouraged me to try to
get out of it. (Let me emphasize,
however, that the decision that my
conditional agreement with Howard
had been abrogated was entirely my
own. The LDS Church did not know,
nor did they inquire into, the specific
terms of my agreement with the
RLDS Church.)
I am glad that in the end things have
worked out so well for both
Churches: The LDS Church was able
to demonstrate their disconcern for
the blessing by magnanimously giving
it to the RLDS Church. This highly
publicized event also contributed an
air of veracity to the document which
has made it difficult for LDS Church
members to discount its
authenticity--much more so than if
the RLDS Church had acquired the
blessing document directly from a
private co[lector/dealer.

Mark W. Hoffman
Sandy, Utah

Amniocentesis Justified?
The divergent views published in
"Abortion, Politics and Policy" were
thought provoking and mind
expanding. By the time I finished
reading the articles, I felt confident
that I do have a conviction, that I
know where I stand on one of the
most critical issues of the day. Thanks
to you and to the authors of each
viewpoint.
In that I agree with Richard Sherlock’s
premise, I considered not calling
attention to a small but serious mis-
statement in his first paragraph. Dr.
Sherlock refers to amniocentesis as "a
procedure justified only if a woman will
consider abortion for a fetus that is
defective." Many have tried to label
amniocentesis as a "search and
destroy" tactic. Such is not the case.
Amniocentesis can be the analysis
necessary prior to treatment. On April
26 of this year, a University of
California medical team performed the
world’s first known successful surgical
treatment of an unborn child. Other
successes have been brought about
since that date. What better place can
be found than the mother’s womb for
an infant to heal after surgery? In
recent years we have seen much
advancement in the repair of
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defectively born infants. We can look
forward to the correction o~� many
more defects now that it has been
proven that such work can be done in
utero.
A mother with reason to suspect a
prospective defective birth ~night
surely justify the minimal rlisk of
amniocentesis, ultra-sound scans, etc.
in an effort to know, to prepare for,
and in some cases to correct before
birth the condition of her infant.

Stanley R. Brewer
Salt Lake City, Utah

Stone in Bottomless Well
Writing to Sunstone readers is like
dropping a stone into a bottomless
well, then waiting for an echo. What
should be a relevant subject to the
Mormon community, B. H. Roberts’s
examination of challenges to Book of
Mormon authenticity ("Defending the
Keystone," two articles, SUNSTONE,
May-June 1981), evoked only
superficial responses. It would seem
that some readers have written off
the "keystone of our religion" as just
so many words and don’t care to
respond, while others casually dismiss
the questions that haunted genera]
authority .Roberts through the 1920s.
Roberts encountered a similarly
inadequate response in 1922, then an
enforced silence when he was denied
permission to publish. He discussed
his 141-page "Book of Mormon
Difficulties" with President Grant, the
Twelve, and the Seventies on January
4, 5, 26, 1922, and then with James E.
Talmage and Anthony Ivin~ at the
home of James H. Moyle on February
2, April 28, and May 25 of that year.
(In my footnote # 1, SUNSTONE
inadvertently omitted reference to
those dates in the Personal Journals of
James E. Talmage--BYU Special
Collections, as well as the January 4,
1922 entry in the Diary of George F.
Richards--Church Archive~.) In a
January 9, 1922 letter to President
Grant, five days after the first
presentation before the Church
councils, Roberts expressed
disappointment in the response given
the issues he had raised: "There was
so much said that was utterly
irrelevant, and so little said, if
anything at all, that was helpful in the
matters at issue that I came away
from the conference quite
disappointed... I cannot be other
than painfully conscious of the fact
that our means of defense, should we
be vigorously attacked along the lines
of Mr. Couch’s questions, are very
inadequate.’" (Special Collections,
University of Utah)

Later that year, Roberts’s
investigations were interrupted by a
call to serve as Eastern States Mission
President, and afterward, when he
wanted to publislh his comparison of
the Book of Mormon to A View of the
Hebrews, "the Church authorities
would not sanction its publication."
(Grant Ivins letter of Dec. 26, 1967,
footnote # 1 in SUNSTONE article)

The issues remain unanswered: The
Book of Mormon seems to put New
Testament material into an Old
Testament time period and quotesBible
passages before they were written--it
quotes the Old Testament prophet
Malachi before he wrote and it has
Christ speaking ]Peter’s words before
Peter spoke them. Finally, the
apparently misread conclusion in both
SUNSTONE articles: Important
similarities to A View of the Hebrews
indicate that Joseph Smith could have
written (not did write) the Book of
Mormon.

Now that Roberts’s concerns have
surfaced again sixty years after he
addressed thern to President Grant
and Church councils, where are the
committed Latter-day Saints with a
scholarly defense of the authenticity
of the Book of Mormon?

George D. Smith, Jr.
San Francisco, California

No Royal Road
Mr. Norman J. Barlow’s criticism of
Ms. Charles’s article (Rea~ders’ Forum,
March-April 1981) misunderstands
the real question at issue in any
discussion of critical biblical
scholarship and the LDS community.
He argues that an LDS interpretation
of the Bible must be distinct from
mainstream commentators if the
truthfulness and importance of the
restored gospel is to be reflected
therein. On the contrary, the real
issue is that LDS commentators must
be willing to humbly submit to God’s
word given both today and in ages
past and be honest, judicious, and
competent in their efforts at learning
what that word is and was. Deliberate
attempts at a "Mormon exegesis" or a
"Mormon translation" are doomed to
failure, because humility and honesty
are ill at ease with deliberation to
secure LDS advantage. By naively
assuming a propositional model of
revelation, Barlow conflates several
concepts which are in reality quite
distinct.
First, ! agree with Barlow that our
understanding of God’s dealings in
ages past is deepened and enlarged by
the living revelation, but I do not
agree that this necessarily implies the
kind of authoritarian, extrinsic, and

propositional "royal road" to history
and exegesis for which Barlow argues.
Barlow suggests that the concept of
restoration (rather than reformation)
requires one to suppose that the
extrinsic, categorized, and
propositional formulations of LDS
orthodoxy (as if such a credal
monolith existed in iMormonism)
reflect the extrinsic formulations of
the true faith in the biblical period in
such close detail that the LDS
formulations are a reliable guide to
establishing critically the ritual[s,
beliefs, and ideas of’ancient
Christianity and Old Testament
Judaism and Yahwism. This argument,
however, is a gross reductionism. The
term holds much more meaning than
merely the idea that true doctrines,
once lost, are now available again. If
"restoration" were this alone, then
any religion mimicking exactly LDS
beliefs, rituals, or modes of expression
would also be a "restoration" of the
ancient true religion and would be
true in the same manner and degree
as Mormonism. However, these
things do not constitute the truth of
the restored gospel.
Rather, it is the tacit dimension of our
faith--what we call variously the life
of the spirit, the power of authority
of the living God involved in an
extraordinary way in our community
and personal life--which constitutes
this truth.. Only secondarily do the
categorizations of our experience of
this spiritual life, authority, power, or
holiness sustain and reflect the truth
of the gospel thus constituted.
Because of this, a testimony of the
restored gospel does not necessarily
logically require assent to the claim
that these secondary matters are the
sine qua non of continuity between Old
Testament Yahwism, New Testament
Christianity, and modern Mormonism.
Thus, modern scriptures and doctrines
are not necessarily critically reliable
data in tee reconstruction of the
history o~ the religions involw.~d or
the meaning of their scriptures as
intended by their inspired huma~t
authors. They reflect inspired
interpretation, application, and
midrashic embelIish:ment of biblical
texts more than they reflect the
equally ir~spired intent of the original
human author. Since God reveals
himself and his truths to humankind
"in their weakness, after the manner
of their language, that they might
come to understand" (D&C 1:24), the
extrinsic categorizations, though
important and truly reflective of God
and his truth, are subject new.~rtheless
to conditi.oning factors in culture,
history, language, and modes .of
thought. Revelation does not occur in
a vacuum.

Barlow’s position manifests the
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"historylessness" so well described by
Mark Leone: faced with apparent
differences between LDS formulations
and biblical formulations, Barlow
would have us "correct" the biblical
text which to his mind is obviously
erroneous, rather than struggling to
understand the historical horizons
upon which the divergent
formulations appeared. This opens
what Arrington ,a,n.d Bitton have called
a "huge loophole in our belief in the
Bible: "as far as it is translated
correctly" is here understood by
Barlow to mean "as far as it agrees
with our pre,sent understandings"
rather than ’as far as it accurately
reflects what we know of its original
sense." Barlow’s appeal to the bad
transmission or translation argument
has a hollow ring, since clearly there
are no external controls over the
claims one might make about the
Bible given such a position.
Related to Barlow’s misunderstanding
of the conditioning factors at work in
revelation’s historical horizon is
Barlow’s second major confusion of
issues. He appeals to the "practice of
scholars, critics, and exegetes" to
argue that we should be open to
uniquely LDS sources in our biblical
criticism. This is a patently
disingenuous argument, since Barlow
admits that none of the experts to
whom he alludes would share his
enthusiasm when he claims that using
the Book of Mormon "to aid in
understanding the Old Testament is
precisely equal to using the Dead Sea
Scrolls or the Nag Hammadi (,s.ic)
Library to understand the Bible.’
Note that all the LDS sources which
Barlow would like to see at the root
of an LDS criticism of the Bible
cannot be dated critically earlier than
the late 1820s. The Book of Mormon,
for example, presents itself as having
ancient origins as well as divine ones.
Yet it simply cannot be said in
honesty and awareness of the facts
that it is ancient in the same way that
the Nag Hamadi or Qumran texts, or
even the major biblical manuscripts
are: for one thing, its text is available
to us only in the English of a
nineteenth century American. The
text, indeed, presents itself as the
product of relatively late antiquitym
the work of fourth century A. Do
redactors (Mormon and Moroni); and
the obvious influence of the King
James Bible on its language, text
(when parallel passages are involve),
and theology is in evidence on nearly
every page. To ~oe sure, there are
enough peculiarities of style and
conception which indicate that its
claim to antiquity should not be
dismissed lightly. However, one
should not on this account follow
Barlow in thinking that this guarantees
the importance of the Book of
Mormon as a central piece of evidence

in reconstructing the meaning of
other ancient scripture. It is precisely
when one is willing to submit to all
the evidence, and as a result begins to
nuance one’s use of various sources
that one begins to use a critical
methodology and starts to acquire the
"background" which Barlow admits is
not "as extensive" among LDS
scholars as it is among normative
Christian and Jewish exegetes. I
submit that Barlow’s suggestion that
with more time LDS biblical
scholarship will outstrip non-LDS
exegesis will never be realized until
LDS scholars and the community
which supports them disabuse
themselves of precisely the smug self-
assuredness which bears the fruit of
deliberate inattention to detail and
refusal to engage in serious dialogue
with others about the scriptures and
their intent.
Finally, Barlow confuses the inspired
literary artifact of scripture with its
subject matter. As a result, Barlow
seems unable to distinguish between
the intent of a human author and the
surplus of meaning provided a text by
an inspired community in the dialectic

of history. Thus, Barlow tends to see
the scriptures primarily as source
books for doctrine, as a repository for
proof texts of modern teachings,
rather than as a condensation of the
living God and his truth in various
settings.
Perhaps by making more careful
distinctions, Mr. Barlow could channel
more profitably his obvious love of
the gospel and concern for the faith of
Zion’s youth. To suggest that we
must choose the living prophets over
the dead ones, or choose dead ones
over living ones, misses the point. If
we truly wish to listen carefully to
God’s word, we must allow what he
has said and what he now says to
stand on its own, without
harmonizations or anachronistic
imputations of meaning. To do
otherwise would be a betrayal, be it
well intentioned, of our belief in all
that God has revealed, does now
reveal, and will yet reveal.

Anthony A. Hutchinson
Ph.D. Candidate in Biblical Studies

Catholic University of America

pdate
Women in Medicine at BYU
Three female LDS physicians talked
about the problems and possibilities of
integrating church activities, personal
life, and a career in medicine at the
"Women in Medicine Seminar’ held at
BYU on September 16.

Over 165 people attended the
afternoon sessions which featured Dr.
Anne Osborne, assistant dean at the
University of Utah Medical School and
Relief Society General Board Member;
Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell, a physician at
the BYU Health Center and mother of
one child; and, Dr. Virginia
Armstrong, also associated with the
University Health Center, team
physician for women’s sports at BYU,
and mother of six.
Dr. Osborne said women’s choices are
often based more on cultural
expectations than on the gospel or
what the Lord wants them to do. She
asserted that a career in the medical
profession is a viable option for a
faithful LDS woman and ought to be
a personal, though prayerful decision.

According to pre-med student Barbara

Hurst, the seminar was organized to
counterbalance the notion that a
career in medicine is not an acceptable
option for Mormon women. The
pressures at BYU to stay in the home,
non-supportive male counterparts,
and the stiff competition inherent in
pre-med classes often dissuade
freshman women from becoming
physicians, said Hurst. "If they can
survive their freshman year," she
added, "most women who go into pre-
med find other, supportive females in
the program and eventually get into
medica~ school."
Alternative Publications at BYU
Last year the Open Door Club was
organized to promote the pursuit of
intellectualism and more direct
communication between students and
the administration at BYU. It has
since spawned two publications aimed
at a student readership.
The first is an unofficial guide to
classes and professors similar to those
for other major universities. It
includes both the faculty’s and the
students’ opinions on which courses
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and instructors constitute tl~e cream
of the crop at BYU, as well as a
smattering of interesting comments
and statistical trivia about the
institution. The club’s second
publishing venture is a weekly
newspaper. Called the Seven~!h East Press,
the new paper was prompted by an
administration take-over of the Daily
Universe’s managing editor position, a
job formerly held by a student.
Although Ron Priddis, one of the
paper’s organizers, said his publication
"is not planning on being overtly
critical of anybody or anything," it
will investigate academic controversies
now considered "sacred cows."
The paper will be sold for ten cents
through local businesses, door-to-
door, and on the BYU campus like any
other private paper.

New Edition of Standard Works
A significant change in the wording of
a Book of Mormon prophecy is one of
many spelling, stylistic, and
grammatical corrections made in tl~e
newest edition of the Book of
Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants,
and the Pearl of Great Price. The
passage promising that righteous
American Indians would become a
"white and delightsome people" has
been changed to read "pure and
delightsome people."
According to Church spokesman
Jerry Cahill, the 1840 edition of the
Book of Mormon, edited by Joseph
Smith, contained the words "pure and
delightsome." Cahill said no one
knows why later editions reverted to
the former phrasing.
An article in the Salt Lake Tribune
reported that various Church leaders,
including President Kimball, "have
used the phrase to describe the
eventual state of righteous Indian
members of the church. Kimball
asserted in a 1960 address that
children participating in the church’s
Indian placement program were
lighter complexioned than their
brothers and sisters living on the
reservation."
When asked whether Church
members should believe that faithful
Indians will become lighter
complexioned, Cahill told the Tribune
that they should assume that they will
become a "pure and delightsome
people."

Hoary Dissenting Pamphleteer
Fans of Mormon Jack Anderson will
be pleased to hear that the
controversial columnist has added a
new magazine to his investigative
enterprises. The first issue of The

Investigator, published by Anderson,
came off the press in September
offering "a rival account of reality, a
measure by which to judge the eficacy
of leaders and wl~ether the truth is in
them, an unauthorized stimulus to
action."
Departments featured in the new
publication included "Raising Hell," an
expose on Jimmy Carter and his
"Good Old Boys,’" written by
Anderson, and ’"Fleecing America!" by
William Proxmire. Other articles
investigated the wealth of the Red
Cross, great art scams, a possible pre-
attack tip-off to Pearl Harbor, and the
status of the war on cancer.

Dedicated to "the truth without false
report or wishful thinking," editor
William McGraw wrote, "it is the role
of the hoary dissenting pamphleteer
that The Investiga’~or seeks to revive."

Mother’s Place in Home
"A mother’s place is in the home,"
Elder Ezra Taft Benson, president of
the Quorum of the Twelve, told
female members of the Church
at the annual general meeting of the
Relief Society Saturday evening,
September 26. Decrying "alternative
life styles," Benson stressed the need
for devoted mothering. "It is a
misguided idea that a woman should
leave the home, where there is a
husband and children, to prepare
educationally and financially for
unforeseen eventualities," he said.

"It is a fundamental truth that the
responsibilities of motherhood cannot
be successfully delegated. No, not to
day care centers, :not to schools, not
to nurseries, not 1:o babysitters. We
become enamored with men’s theories
such as the idea of pre-school training
outside the home for young children.
Not only does this put added pressure
on the budget, but it places young
children in an environment away from
mother’s influence."
Counseling mothers to "carefully
count the cost before you decide to
share breadwinning responsibilities
with your husbands," Benson
suggested that some "active Latter-
day Saint families" are experiencing
"difficulties with their children
because mother is not where she
ought to be--in tlne home." Indeed, he
stressed, "The seeds of divorce are
often sown and the problems of
children begin when mother works
outside the horne."
As an example to modern mothers,
Benson described the eighteenth
century mother of 19 children, one of
whom was religious reformer John

Wesley. He also shared excerpts f~om
the letters of several successful
homemakers. One asserted that the
Lord will help every woman "find joy
and fulfillment in her role in the
home," while another said the task of
"molding children’s characters" is
more important than "a college
education, a job, developing talents or
anything else!"

Benson urged women to "radiate a
spirit of contentment and joy with
homemaking" and suggested that
mothers give their daughters
opportunit:ies to practice homemaking
skills i~ order to prepare for the
"highest, most noble profession to
which a woman might aspire"--
homemaking.

Other speakers at the session, which
was broadcast from the Taber~acle to
more than 2300 close_d-circuit
locations, were general Relief Society
President Barbara B. Smith; Maria.n R.
Boyer, Homemaking Counselor’;
Shirley W. Thomas, Education
Counselor, and Elder’ Gordon 13.
Hinckley, ,counselor to Preside~tt
Spencer W. Kimball.

Elder Hinckley introduced the theme
of the meeting: "Charity Never
Faileth.’" After citing the example of
the William Martin l~tandcart company
and the charity of the Saints in the
Valley who aided their arrival,
Hinckley expanded the definition of
charity to include forgiveness of
others’ faults and offenses and an
abandonment of the spirit of criticism.
Referring to the tendency of the
media to find fault, Hinckley defended
men and women in positions of
authority, suggesting they need
support rather than criticism. He
advised the sisters to curb their
tongues when tempted to criticize. He
concluded his talk with a personal
tribute to Sister Camilla Kimball
whose low_~ of learning and devotion
to husband and famil~y makes her a
fitting example to all women.
Entitling l’~er talk "Relief Society in
Times of "lTransition,"’ President
Barbara B. Smith encouraged Relief
Society members to be prepared to
offer charitable help whenever
needed, especially to those under
stress because of transitions in their
lives.
Counselor Shirley W. Thomas
reviewed the educational programs of
the Relief Society, stressing the
importance of the mother education
lesson to all sisters, whether or not
they "haw!_~ children in their homes."
Said Tl-~omas, "As women in the
Church we are familiar with the
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terms patriarch and patriarchal
order .... We do not speak much of
matriarchs, we call them instead
mothers. The mother is the
counterpart to the patriarch of a
home. Mothering is also an eternal
fundamental work. It has to do with
bringing life and love, and it is largely
learned." Citing the example of young
college students who visited a nursing
home, Thomas remarked, "Mother
Education lessons deal not with the
physical processes of giving birth but
with the nurturing qualities that can
help every child of God live in the
light .... Mother Education can be
not only suitable but enriching for all
Relief Society members."
Counselor Marian Boyer declared,
"The roots of Relief Society in welfare
lie at its very founding," and urged
present-day sisters to exercise charity
within the welfare system, since "the
poor are still with us." As examples
she cited Relief Society aid extended
to South Vietnamese refugee children
and the volunteer assistance offered
during the Teton Dam disaster. Boyer
urged Relief Society presidents to
"instruct visiting teachers on how to

Papal Encyclical on "Human Work"
Pope John Paul II recently issued "his
most comprehensive statement on
social issues," according to the Los
Angeles Times. In the third encyclical of
his papal career, John Paul strongly
backed labor unions and worker
participation in management and
condemned both rigid capitalism and
collectivist systems that eliminate all
private ownership of the means of
production.

Opting for a socialist middle ground,
the encyclical further opposed the

¯ "dehumanizing excesses" of modern
economic systems. "We must
emphasize and give prominence to the
primacy of man in the production
process, the primacy of man over
things," said the Pontiff. Written in
Polish and carrying the Latin title,
"’Laborem Exercens’" or "On Human
Work,’" the encyclical also urged that
workers receive a just wage--
adequate to support a family and

recognize signs of depression, of
loneliness, and physical want" so that
needs would not’go unmet.

Errata
The following footnotes were
inadvertently omitted from J. D.
Williams’s article in vol 6:4, p. 44.
33. Linda Sillitoe, "Fear and Anger in
Virginia: The New Mormon Activists, Part
II," Utah Holiday (April 1979):9-10, 12.
34. Paul Swenson, "Who is Beverly
Campbell and Why is Everyone Afraid of
Her?" Utah Holiday (February 1980):12-14.
35. "Mormon Money Worked against
Florida’s ERA," The Miami Herald (20 April
1980):1. See also "Church Orchestrated
Florida anti-ERA Drive, Report Details," SL
Tribune (21 April 1980).

36. See the First Presidency’s encylical,
"Political Involvement Urged," Church News
(8 March 1980).
37. The Church and the Proposed Equal Rights
Amendment, A Moral Issue, p. 17.
J. D. Williams is a professor of political
sicence at the University of Utah. Founding
director of both the University’s Bureau of
Community Development and Hinckley
Institute of Politics, he authored a college
text for Little, Brown entitled Public
Administration: The People’s Business.

Fold
allow mothers to devote themselves
"exclusively to their families" if they
so desire; called for radical reforms to
protect farmers from big landowners;
and accused multinational
corporations of widening the gap
between rich and poor nations by
fixing high prices for their products
while trying to keep prices low for
raw materials. According to the
Intermountain Catholic, Father Kenneth
Doyle, a Catholic News Bureau chief
in Rome, pointed out that "people
who look to the encyclical for easy
answers to specific problems may be
disappointed .... The encyclical offers
broad ethical guidelines readers can
use to answer labor questions and to
evaluate and reform existing
systems."

A Praying People
Prayer appears to be a regular part of
the lives of many Americans. A study
entitled "The Unchurched American"

by the Princeton Religious Center
revealed that 8 out of 10 adults in the
United States pray at least once a day.
Ten percent of those say they pray
"about twice a day" while 17 percent
indicate that they pray thr.ee times a
day or more.

When the same people were asked
how they prayed during a 30-day
period, 86 percent said they did so
privately by themselves, 48 percent
during a worship service, 35 percent
with members of their families at
meals, 16 percent with members of
their family other than at meals or
church services, and 16 percent as a
regular part of some extra-
ecclesiastical group to which they
belonged. Another 15 percent claimed
they prayed constantly--prayer is
their life--and 13 percent either had
other responses or did not know.

SACRED ARCHITECTURE
Rev. Anne Thieme
Given the billions of dollars going into
the construction and renovation of
church buildings nation-wide, church
architecture is an important concern
these days. A church’s image in the
community can be its most important
asset or liability, and its building is a
major determinant of public image. In
addition to community impact, our
buildings determine "who we are and
what we do for a generation or
more."1

Of course the sacrality of public
worship does not derive from its
being held in a special place or
through its use of special objects but
vice versa: "It is the holiness of
ecclesia in action that touches place,
furniture, and objects and makes them
special.’’2 Thus it is the lives of the
host people, more than nostalgia or
principle, which are fundamental to
their sacrality.
Contemporary architects seem
especially sensitive to the fact that
worship celebrations involve the
whole person, calling on all the
human faculties--body, mind, senses,
imagination, emotions, and memory.
Their designs strive to be more
wholesome than precious, more
expressive than impressive, more
hospitable than imposing.3
According to James Doon, consultant
on architecture and the arts for the
Presybterian Church in the United
States, people want to be involved in
the action of worship. Proclamation,
devotion, learning, service, and
fellowship are all components of
worship, each important but none able
to stand on its own. Buildings that
isolate devotion from learning, from
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hospitality are "heretical buildings."
Churches, according to Doon, need to
be multipurpose buildings in order to
live up to their mission.

St. Boniface Church in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, having faced rising
maintenance costs and a changing
neighborhood, decided it was cheaper
to start over than to renovate. Thus it
tore down its romanesque-style
building, sold the property, and
bought a neighborhood supermarket
which it transformed into an effective
multi-purpose building for worship
and community programs.
Some architects recommend that
churches open into an outdoor
gathering space large enouglh for the
entire congregation in order to
accommodate people’s need :For a
"stand and talk" space as well as
worship space. Calvary Baptist
Church, a black congregation in
Milwaukee, drew on the model of
African twin hut gathering spaces and
constructed two identical concrete
towers to serve as sanctuary and
fellowship hall. The vestibule which
separates the two has natural lighting
and a ready atmosphere of welcome
enhanced by warm tones from the
natural wood ceiling and orange
cushions.

Speaking to the same need, European
architect Gottfried Bohm, using a
light steel structure with aluminum
spanned masonry walls he designed in
Kettwig near Essen, created a covered
space between parish buildings. The
space is like a village square, with
both intimate appearance and easy
access. It is used both for fe]llowship
and for open air events by the
congregation.
When asked how we are to i~dentify
our buildings as churches, scholar
John Dillenburger replied:

Certainly, when the church was the center
of the life of a community, its visible
centeredness called attention to itself from
every angle of sight: reality and symbol
were joined. Today, the church is not the
center of the community, though it may be
a center for a segment of a community
that overlaps with other communities.
Surely there is a way in which church
buildings may be recognized that lies
somewhere between the traditional steeple
and the sign "Jesus Saves." That
recognition may well have to do with the
form and reality of the building, rather
than with the obvious props to which we
are accustomed.s
In surburban St. Paul, architect~Ralph
Papson designed St. Thomas Acquinas
Roman Catholic church to fit in with,
rather than to dominate, its
neighborhood of single story homes,.

Solid walls reflecting its concrete and
steel structural system, it is a low
building which gives an impression of
directness, simplicity, and economy.
The church’s building does not have
to look like anything else, past or
present. Certainly the Crystal
Cathedral, Garden Grove Community
Church’s sanctuary with its five-
pointed star of 10,500 windows, takes
advantage of this freedom. It is
described by its pastor as a "twenty-
two acre shopping center for Jesus
Christ." It boasts a main "’showroom"
with doors eighty feet high and
twelve feet wide opening onto the
"drive in" portion of the worship
space.6
On the whole, contemporary
architects agree that worship space
needs to be focused on the people.
Based on his study of the history of
church architecture and the needs of
contemporary worship, Frederic
Debuyst suggests that hospitality is
the prime characteristic to be strived
for. "A theater or auditorium is not
and cannot be a model for the
liturgical space. We have used them as
such, consciously or unconsciously,
for a long time. A far better model is
the home.’’7

Likewise it is best to design a worship
space that does not require voice
amplification. When seating
congregation and ministers, the aim is
to enhance movement rather than to
emphasize rank or distinctions. Above
all, the people need to have a sense of
direct contact with the primary
symbols of their worship, whether
speaker’s desk, altar, or scripture.
There are, of course, various
techniques to emphasize religious
themes architecturally. Placing the
baptismal font at the church entrance
underscores that it is by baptism that
we are included within the faith
community. The use of circular or
semi-circular seating arrangements
expresses the fact that the church is a
family of believers gathered for
worship. Use of stark concrete walls
can suggest the unfinished quality of
our human condition. Placing the

choir among the congregation rather
than in front of it emphasizes its
function to assist in the
congregation’s song rather than to
perform for it.

One effective communion table was
simply a table set with place settings
and chairs. Similarily a baptismal font
sunk into the church floor, four feet
in diameter and kept full of running
water, can serve as a constant
reminder to that congregation of the
need for cleansing.s
Above all, we are concerned with
beauty, for it is beauty which most
directly evokes, and is most fitting to
facilitate, our experience of the divine.
Architect Robert Rambusch argues
that we "’can’t preach the genuineness
of Christian life within buildings
which display imitation stone,
imitation stained glass, imitation
wood, and imitation plants.’’9

In Environment and Art in Catholic
Worship, the National Conference of
Catholic Bi:shops underscores that
point: "Ew~ry word, movement, object,
and appointment in our worship
ought to be real in the sense that it is
our own, coming from our deepest
self-understanding.’~0
To this end, the Interfaith Forum on
Religious Art and Architecture holds
an annual conference to educate and
to foster excellence among those
professionals working in planning,
designing, and financing religious art
and architecture. Annual awards are
given for architectural design, art for
sacred spaces, and stained glass.
Workshop topics at their 42nd
Conference held in Chicago this past
May included Theology--a Basis for
Architectu~al Design; Stewardship of
Energy in Design; and Barrier Free--
Architectu~:e for the Handicapped.
It is an exciting era in which not only
the forms of our church institutions
and worshi.p are changing but the
forms of the buildings as well.

Notes
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Century, September 21, 1977, p. 807.
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Editors’ Note
This paper was delivered at the I981 Sunstone Theological Symposium

T ~HE revelation of God with Christ as the center is
the foundation of all Christian ethical seeking and
thinking. The Bible as a book is not itself the

revelation, but through it we know of the events and the
persons and the teachings through which God is
revealed. The Bible is not a law book or a book of rules
which prescribe their application to all situations, but
rather it is a book of words through which we confront
the Word. There must be a very active dialogue between
us in this century and what is given to us in the Bible.
Our experience of life causes us to keep asking questions
of it, and sometimes we believe that we receive new
answers. The Bible has been interpreted and
reinterpreted in every generation. Scholars study it
minutely and provide materials for its reinterpretation,
but the theological and ethical assumptions that have
guided interpretation also must be kept under criticism
in the light of new experiences and new questions.

We are now quite sure (I think I speak here for
Mormons as well as Christians in general) that there
have been ethical issues on which churches in the past
have been wrongmor at least what they taught would be
wrong for us. There are some extraordinary examples of
this: slavery, for instance, religious persecution, cruel
persecution, the tendency to regard women as inferior,
the waging of holy wars, white supremacy. Often
churches and theologians have sanctioned political
tyranny or have refused to permit resistance t.o it. They
have often encouraged anti-Judaism which has been a
spiritual root of anti-Semitism.

We are not necessarily better persons or wiser
thinkers than our predecessors--we should avoid a
Censorious self-righteousness as we think of many of
the best of them. But it is a sobering thought that in this
country Christian leaders and even quite renowned
theologians did not all stop defending slavery until it
ceased to existmgreat secular changes create new
alternatives for Christian thought. Also we are better
able than our predecessors to listen to people who would
in the past have been merely victims of the white,
privileged males who often dominate the church and
write the books on theology.

In 1907 Walter Rauschenbusch, who was the great
prophet of the Protestant social gospel, wrote: "Eminent
theologians, like other eminent thinkers, live in the
social environment of wealth and to that extent are slow
to see." Today this comfortable world has been broken
into by all kinds of people who have had different
experiences, and churches have been forced to take them
seriously--they are often part of the church itself. They
are articulate. They have often gained power to push
those of us who are in charge of things. They have been
able to displace us.

I have used the word dialogue for this process, but it is
not always a conscious verbal dialogue. Sometimes it is
that, but there is a broader process of interaction in
which persons who have had new experiences, who have
been changed by events, seek fresh guidance from the
sources of Christian faith. I am sure that the description
of the process would be different, but I wonder if there is
not an analogy between what I am describing and the
changes that have come recently in Mormon teaching
about the status of black people in the Church.

FROM
CHRISTIAN
FAITH TO
SOCIAL
ETHICS
NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED
THEOLOGIAN ADVOCATES AN
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL
WORLDVIEW BASED ON THE
TEACHINGS OF CHRIST

I shall take time to give one concrete illustration of the
ways in which Christians often read their Bibles
differently because of these new experiences. Readers of
the Bible have always known that there are differences
between the first and second chapters of Genesis. The
new awareness that has come to many women and some
men about the oppressive subordination of women in
both church and society--with the church a major cause
of the continuation of that subordination as it has
always been a major source of its justification~this new
awareness has caused many people to appeal from
Genesis 2 to Genesis 1.

In Genesis 2 man as male is created alone, and I need
not remind you of what happened. Woman was created
almost as an afterthought and not for her own sake but
as a helper for man as male. In Genesis 1 on the other
hand it is said that God created man--this means
humanity~in his own image, in the image of God he
created him, male and female he created them. Here
both male and female are created directly in the image of
God-- "directly" because some later theologians
believed that the image of God in women was derivative
from that in men. But here human beings as male and
women were created together. There was no after-
thought, no subordination.

As this dialogue with the Bible has proceeded, scholars
have come up with the idea that the word t~at is
.translated helper is used only for superior help, often for
divine help. In the New English Bible, scholars have
reflected this movement away from the subordination
of women by translating the word for helper as
"partner." This implies mutuality and equality r~ither
than subordination.

Notice this also: The spirit of Genesis 1 is more
consistent with the attitude of Jesus toward women,
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with his treatment of them. Jesus transcended his own
culture and his own time by treating women as being
equal with men. His church has generally sanctioned
their subordination. This idea is more on the defensive
than ever before.

There is a much broade~~ change of emphasis in regard
to Christian social ethics. This has come from the fresh
discovery of the Old Testa~ment prophets as men of their
own time who brought to their own nation a message
from God about the righteousness of God. Not only or
chiefly were they mouthpieces of predictive prophecy, but
they also loved the people of their nation and agonized
over their sins. They were driven by God’s spirit to
condemn and often to prophesy disaster for their people.
They had an extraordinary sensitivity to social wrong, to
injustice. They identified themselves with the poor and
the oppressed even though often their own associations
were with the powerful.

They were the most eloquent critics of false religion:
"Bring no more vain offerings; incense is an abomination
to me. New moon and sabbath and the calling of
assemblies--I cannot endure iniquity and solemn
assembly." "Cease to do evil, learn to do good; seek
justice, correct oppression, defend the fatherless, plead
for the widow." (Isaiah 1.1) The series of condemnations
in the first and second chapters of Amos for Damascus,
Gaza, Tyre, the Ammoni.tes, and Moab. Then all of a
sudden he condemns Judah and Israel, which must have
been a great shock. We can’t exaggerate the contribution
of the prophets in bringing to Christian ethics the
dimension of social justice.

Latin American theologians who are seeking
liberation from oppression for most of the people in
their countries have come to emphasize Jeremiah 22. In
that passage Jeremiah is speaking to the corrupt son of
the good king, Josiah, and compares him with his father:
"Woe to him who builds his house by unrighteousness
and his upper rooms by injustice; who makes his
neighbor serve him for nothing,, and does not give him
his wages, who says, ’I will build myself a great house
with spacious upper rooms,’ and cuts windows for
paneling it with cedar, and painting it with vermillion.
Do you think you are a king because you compete in
cedar? Did not your father eat and drink, and do justice
and righteousness? Then it was well with him. He
judged the cause of the poor and needy; then it was well.
Is not this to know me? :says the Lord."

Attention is called sometimes to that passage and al~o
the First Epistle of John: "He who does not love does not
know God; for God is love." Then those words are
understood in the light of the words in the previous
chapter already quoted: ’"But if anyone has the world’s
goods and sees his brother in need, yet closes his heart
against him, how does God’s love abide in him?"

Now Christianity is far more than the teachings of
Jesus. In fact, in many centuries the example of Jesus as a
historical person and his teachings have been strangely
neglected, and almost all of the teaching has been about
Jesus as the Christ and God incarnate, mediator of
salvation. Theologically, teaching about Jesus as the
Christ remains central, but today there is among both
Protestants and Catholics a :new emphasis on the
teaching of Jesus and on his example.

The teachings of Jesus can become for us a test of the
validity of our ethical goads, of t]he criteria by which we

make judgments, and also of our deeper perceptions and
sensitivity concerning the human situation. I realize that
the teachings of Jesus are not simple and that Christiians
have had varied perceptions as to how his preaching
about the Kingdom of God is :related to what is believed
to be possible for the institutiions of society. Also there
are many differences of opinion about what the meaning
of the teaching in the Sermon on the Mount about n~on-
resistance for us in our sinful world in which forces of
evil need to be resisted. It is hard to know how to relate
them to the use of power--economic, political, or
military power. Arguments about these questions will
continue as long as there is a church.

At the heart of the ethics of Jesus, however, is the
commandment of love for the neighbor. The neighbor
belongs to an unlimited circle including enemies. Many
neighbors as a practical matter are out of reach because
of distance or because of sheer numbers. There are
different degrees of responsibility for particular
neighbors and this is a matter that calls for the
comparison of the claims of near neighbors and those at
a distance who may belong to other circles of prior
responsibility. But there is no person who because of his
or her race or nationality or other relationship might not
come within our circle of neighbors for whom we have
primary responsibility.

Love is not an emotion in this context. It involves
caring and responsibility and will. Just as there is no limit
in principle to the circle of our neighbors, so Christian
love calls for self-spending that has no limit. One of the
meanings of the cross is that it reveals the ultimate
meaning of agape--sacrificial and forgiving love. Merely
to state what agape means in these absolute terms :is to
reveal our own persistent self-serving ways of living.
Certainly love that seeks the real welfare of neighbors,
those affected by what we do or leave undone, is above
specific injunctions such as those that call for non-
resistance.

Indeed Jesus himself in his encounters with religious
and political authorities was at times resistant. One
example of this was his cleansing of the temple wlhich
even involved non-lethal use of force~in the accounts in
the synoptic gospels we may say non-injurious use of
force (I don’t know about the whip in the iFourth
Gospel). This episode can never be used as an example
that justifies the use of lethal force--though the
question of when such force may be the lesser evil is a
question that will always divide Christians.

In addition to the cleansing of the temple, Jesus was
involved in a succession of confrontations wiith the
authorities which we find in the record. That episode in
Nazareth when Jesus reminded his neighbors that God
had shown favor to Gentiles ended in a confrontation
with the prejudices of the community (Luke 4). On
several occasions he confronted the religious
establishment when he put compassion ahead of the law
governing observance of the sabbath. One of these
occasions gave rise to the great words: "The sabbath was
made for man and not man for the sabbath" (Mark 2:27).
Are there more liberating words in scripture? These
occasions led to the Cross.

There is the same spirit of confrontation when he says
of Herod: "Go and tell that fox, ’Behold, I cast out
demons and perform cures today a_n_d tomorrow, and the
third day I finish my course.’" (Luke 1.3:32). Remember
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the series of denunciations: "You are like whitewashed
tombs." "You tithe mint, anise and cummin and have
neglected the weightier matters of the law, justice and
mercy and faith." "You blind guides, straining at a gnat
and swallowing a camel." These diatribes do not suggest
the spirit of non-resistance.

There is another aspect of both the teaching and
behavior of Jesus which is central for Christian ethics:
his compassionate concern for and identification with
the poor, the neglected, those who are despised by
others. Lifting up the despised Samaritan is an example.
What would any one of us have thought if we had been
in a respectable company in the first century and
someone had come into the room and had said: "Truly I
say to you, the tax collectors and the harlots go into the
kingdom of God before you" (Matthew 21:31). Probably
we would not be inclined too kindly towards him. Many
of our respectable groups would be shocked if someone
were to come to them and say that it is easier for a camel
to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to
enter the Kingdom of God. (Probably not a popular text
in Washington these days, or many other places as far as
that goes.)

The story of the Last Judgment in Matthew 25 is
perhaps the hardest of the sayings of Jesus for relatively
prosperous Americans to take. Jesus there identifies
himself and by implication he identifies God with the
strangers, the hungry, the thirsty, the naked, the sick,
and those in prison. Generally they were thought of
then as the fringes of society, but now we know that
they are a very substantial part of the human race.

One final word about guidance from Jesus himself.
Jesus warns us time and again against pride, including

GEORGES ROUAULT. It is hard to live...

moral pride and self-righteousness. That great passage
in Luke: "Two men went up into the temple to pray; the
one a Pharisee and the other a publican. (Here I use the
King James version because the Revised Standard
Version uses tax collector and this is misleading--tax
collecting among a subject people is not like tax
collecting in a democracy. Often with us the tax collector
provides a means by which we serve society.) The
Pharisee stood and prayed thus with himself, God I
thank thee that I am not as other men are, extortioners,
unjust, adulterers or even as this publican. And the
publican, standing far off, would not lift up so much as
his eyes unto heaven, but smote upon his breast, saying,
God be merciful to me a sinner. I tell you, this man went
down to his house justified rather than the other."

Herbert Butterfield, the British diplomatic historian
and lay theologian, has written in what I think is one of
the most interesting books on Christian ethics in recent
decades--Christians and History--that the "crust of self-
righteousness" is at the center of humanity’s problems:
"And though conflict might still be inevitable in history
even if this particular evil did not exist, there can be no
doubt that its presence multiplies the deadlocks and
gravely deepens all the tragedies of all the centuries." I
quote to show how this warning about self-
righteousness is very important for social ethics.

In another place (Christianity, Diplomacy, and War),
Butterfield says: "But the greatest menace to our
civilization today is the conflict between giant organized
systems of self-righteousness--each system only too
delighted to find that the other is wicked--each only too
glad that the sins give it the pretext for still deeper
hatred and animosity." That is a good description of

THERE IS NO PERSON WHO BECAUSE
OF HIS OR HER RACE OR
NATIONALITY OR OTHER
RELATIONSHIP MIGHT NOT COME
WITHIN OUR CIRCLE OF NEIGHBORS.

American-Soviet relations. It was true when those
words were written in the 1950s but unfortunately that
description fits even better the situation today. Self
criticism of one’s own self-righteousness is the
beginning of ethics when the gravest issues are at
stake--and it is very difficult.

The sayings of Jesus are so radical in their implications
that the question has been often raised whether he in his
tim, e was a political revolutionary. Books have been
written by distinguished scholars--S. C. F. Brandon in
Jesus and the Zealots, for example--to show that Jesus was
the fellow traveler of the Zealots who were
revolutionary terrorists in his time. Most scholars deny
this as it would conflict so completely with the spirit of
the Sermon on the Mount and much else. Oscar
Cullman’s Jesus and the Revolutionaries sorts this out in a
helpful way. In his time Jesus and his followers were a
minority within a subject minority in the Roman
Empire, and they had no political power and no chance to
influence public opinion or the policy of Rome. I believe
that they were non-political.

The followers of Jesus in a democracy in which they
have political power, in which they can influence public
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opinion, must be political and sometimes revolutionary,
however. The clearest implication of the teaching and
behavior of Jesus for them is that they should see the
world from the point of view of the poor and the
oppressed. We cannot derive from this a Christian
politics, a clear view of wlhat policy should be. But that is
the place where we should start.

Specifically I would like to address the issue of
economic justice, especia]!ly in the context of the present
direction of American domestic policy but alway~s with
the issue of global justice in mind. When I use the word
"justice," I mean more than the fair application of:
existing rules and procedures. To me it includes "a
transforming justice" which seeks to raise the level of
life of those who are now disadvantaged by changing the.
rules and structures.

When we examine the issues involved very closely, it:
is hard to avoid the conclusion that there is a profound.
conflict in attitude and direction between ecumenica]~
Christian social ethics, both Catholic and Protestant,.
and the present policies; of our government and the
present trends of opinion about economic affairs in our
nation. One indication of the nature of the conflict to
which I refer is that biblical and ecumenical Christan
ethics--both Catholic and Protestant--is based upon the
perceiving of the world as it appears to the most
neglected and most disadvantaged people. Conversely,
we in America are encoul:aged by government and many
guides of opinion to see the world as it appears to the
comfortable American middle (:lasses and especially to
the American rich.

One real problem for us is that the American middle
class feels economically harrassed. It has a high standard
of living, but it is in debt for it. It finds housing, higher
education, medical care, and many other things too
expensive. Indeed, many relatively well-to-do people are
so preoccupied with their own economic constraints that
they are unable to see the world as it is experienced by
those who are really deprived in this country--not to
speak of the hundreds o~! millions in poverty or hungry
or malnourished on other continents.

(I realize that a person like myself on a secure pension
with pleasant housing and many other advantages, is in
no position to be self-righteous when he talks about the
moral aspects of this situation. Take young people for
example. They can’t even find houses. They may haw_~
fairly high incomes as the world goes. I’m not condemn-
ing these people. I’m just saying we have to take into
account the limits and perceptions of our people.)

Nonetheless, I cannot exaggerate the extent to which
it is the ecumenical conviction that we should giw-~

priority in our thinking to the needs of neglected and
poor people--who are in our country as numerous as tlhe
whole population of Canada or California.

There is time to give only two samples of many
expressions of this conviction. One is from the
Protestant theologian Karl Barth, who is probably the
greatest of this century. His thinking was far removed
from the optimistic social idealism of the American social
gospel in the first part of this century. But he never
moved away from the biblical teaching concerning
justice for the disadvantaged. He wrote the following;,
which sounds rather severe: "God always takes his stand
unconditionally and passionate][y on this side and on this

side alone; against the lofty and on belhalf of the lowly;
against those who already enjoy rights and privilege and
in behalf of those who are denied it and depriw_~d of it"
(Vol. II, Part 1, p. 286). (Now I would never say it quite
that way. When 1 talk about these things I like to think
about God’s having a strategiic concern--not suggesting
that God loves the poor more than the rich and so, on.)

Pope Paul VI in his great encyclical, Populorum Progressio,
translated "the development of the peoples," saw this
issue of economic justice :in global terms. Fie calls
attention to tlhe teachings of the fathers of the .Church
on wealth and poverty and quotes a famous statement
by St. Ambrose, the mentor of St. Augustine, w]ho lived
in the fourth century. St. Ambrose said: "You are not
making a gift of your possessions to the poor pearson.
You are handing over to him what is ibis. For what has
been given in common for the use of all, you have
arrogated to yourself. The world is given to all and not
only to the rich."

Those words today seem almost seditious; they are
alien to what most Americans take for granted. But I
have read a statement made by Joseph Smith in 1831
that has the same spirit and has the same idea that
"every man may receive according as he stands in

THE GREATEST MENACE TO OUR
CIVILIZATION TODAY IS THE

CONFLICT BETWEEN GIANT
ORGANIZED SYSTEMS OF SELF-

RIGHTEOUSNESS.

need"--related to the law of consecration. This is so
important in Mormon history. That may have been
limited to a iparticular religious community but in
principle it was an open community that might be
extended indefinitely.

Now the Pope translates those words into an idea that
is more limited but may be more readily grasped, which
expresses Catholic teaching: about the use of private
property from many centuries: "Priw~te property does
not constitute for anyone an absolute and unconditioned
right. No one is justified in keeping for his exclusive use
what he does not need when others lack necessities.’"
Grudgingly and as a very st:tbordinate idea, it wo~dd be
accepted today by most of us but we wouldn’t say it and
certainly we wouldn’t allow it to be the ground of our
understanding of the econo:mic system.

I have the impression that Mormons are like most
Gentile Protestants. They have in their background
strong teaching about the limitations of a person’s use of
property for which he or slne is a steward under God.
Unfortunately, there is serious tension between that
idea and the economic individualism which is the
dominant sec’ula~: idea. This tension is probably reduced
more in the case ,of Mormons than in the case of Gentile
Protestants because of the LDS sense of responsi~bility
for the economic welfare of their own community. And
at least they have the reputation of doing more tithing.
One common element, however, between Mormons
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who share that communitarian concern and many
Gentile Protestants who have a less focused communit-
arian concern is a rejection or a tendency to suspect the
role of government as the agent of the community for
the common economic welfare.

For me there is one clear conviction that has come out
of theological and ethical discussions on a worldwide
scale: There is no Christian economic system. Christians
can expect to live with various economic systems, and
they should be critics of all of them. There are Christian
goals and criteria, Christian warnings against the
temptations that are characteristic of all such systems.
Economic life in general intensifies the usual
temptations to be self-centered, callous concerning the
needs of others, prideful because of material success and
wealth, corrupted by the quest for power or domination
which is present in both capitalism and in collectivistic
systems.

This criticism and these warnings should not keep
Christians from supporting the goals which their own
people are seeking to realize whether these goals are of
some form of capitalism or of some form of socialism or
of some form of a rrtixed economy. Christians always
find themselves opposed to the political and cultural
totalitarian aspects of various forms of communism (and
there are many forms), but they may cooperate with the
economic institutions of communism or socialism. They
will also find themselves opposed to capitalism that lacks

significant modifications in the interests of justice.
For example, Roman Catholics have long opposed in

principle the ideology of Marxist communism and
socialism, and until recently they sought to prevent their
members from supporting even democratic socialism.
Yet they have never been at home with capitalism either.
Thus today Catholics very often in the same sentence
condemn both Marxism and liberal capitalism.

Now, however, among our leaders there is a return to
strongly ideological capitalist assumptions, and these
seem to be accepted by most of our people, if only
passively. Moreover, our leaders hold a doctrine that
private enterprise generally is inherently good and that
there is something at least suspicious about public
enterprise. Why there should be such inhibitations
about having the community as a whole take initiative
for the sake of a clear common good and such acceptance
of having the common good be the byproduct of a search
by individuals or private corporations for profit is
puzzling to me. This is the only industrialized and
democratic country in the world in which the inherent
superiority of private initiatives is so readily taken for
granted.

In spite of this, the federal government with its range
of concern and power has been responsible for most
reforms in the interest of economic and social justice
through the years--dramatically in the case of racial
injustice. It has proved more responsive to the needs of
the neglected and deprived people than state
governments and local governments. Greater diversity
in welfare policy from state to state would not be good
for the morale of the nation.

Still, I do not doubt that all bureaucracies need
trimming, even radical cut-backs. This is true of the
federal government, of other units of government, of
private corporations, of universities, and churches.
(Even in the very good retirement center in which I live
many of us think that the administration could well be
reduced in size.) My only concern is that these cutbacks
should not be implemented by those who reject the
tested purposes of the institutions. I am not arguing that
free enterprise does not have an important place in a
good economy but rather that it is not morally self-
sufficient.

To my mind there are three areas in which free
enterprise needs correction or supplementation. First,
we need to acknowledge that there are some things that
need to be done for the public welfare that don’t make a
profit. We have generally agreed that education is such
an area and have provided free public education for all
children, even free higher education or at least higher
education at minimum cost for all who can meet
educational standards, especially in the West. And
though there is eagerness in many circles today to have
private elementary and secondary education as an
available alternative, the reasons for this are cultural
and religious and do not stem from basic economic
principles. Our best public universities remain the
nearest American equivalents of royal palaces and parks
in older countries that are now open to the public.

Other areas of economic activity that are not
profitable for private enterprise are low cost housing
and the building of highways and mass transit.
Highways are such a boon for private enterprise that
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they have been richly supported. Only mass transit
which provides competition for the automobile has been
sorely neglected.

Private enterprise has also failed to make medical care
available to the whole population without causing
families to be bankrupted by serious illness. It used to be
taken for granted that at least in the near future we
would have national medical insurance that would
protect people against catastrophic illness, but we no
longer hear about that. It is shocking to learn how many
hospitals are run for profit. Nursing homes run for
profit have become notorious. A recent report of the
California Health Facilities Commission reveals that a
sizeable proportion of nursing homes make large profits
while "often providing insufficient funds for food,
laundry, housekeeping, and nursing care" (L.A. Times, 31
July 1981). Some argue that competition between
private owners of nursing homes and hospitals may be
the best way of getting better care. This would be true if
the sick and the weak elderly were able to shop around,
but: often they are prisoners of the place where they
happen to be. It is not like shopping around for
automobiles or air fare. Why should our country be the
only industrialized country in the world that has no
national plan to make medical care available at
reasonable cost to all of its people? I think the answer is
that the principle of individualism is more deeply
ingrained in us than it is in most other countries, even
those that are primarily capitalistic in the structures of
their economies. The medical systems in the United
States and Canada provide the most striking contrast in
this respect. I should prefer to be sick in Canada--
especially if I were undLer 65 and had no Medicare
benefits.

Another problem area for private enterprise is
employment. The private sector should provide
employment, but society as a whole has such a stake in
overcoming unemployment that it should not be left to
some speculative trickling down of the effects of
investment a year from now. Unemployment is not only
a source of poverty but it is also a destroyer of morale. It
breeds alienation and a sense of rtot belonging to society.
This is especially destructive in the case of young people
who have never had continuous jobs and who see no
hope of having jobs that have a future. Our government
has merely trifled with this problem for many years, and
we have as a result an u~nderclass that may always be
difficult to assimilate into the society. This
unemployment is a major cause of crime, and any public
figures who make crime or law and order their chief
cause and do nothing about this unemployment of
young people are not serious.

A second built-in moral defect of capitalism is that it
tends to create private centers of economic power that
are not accountable to the people and that are no longer
sufficiently checked by competition. Capitalism fails to
provide social discipline for these giants that have so
much control over national destiny.

The great oil companies are a prime example today.
When confronted with the problems of poor nations,
President Reagan’s only solution is to unleash private
enterprise to create wealth for them. But unfortunately
private enterprise financed by the wealth of
industrialized countries i,; not accountable to the people

of developing countries. Often indigenous governments
are controlled by oligarchies in league with
multinational corporations which merely exploit native
peoples and their natural resources.

Years ago, in 1931, Pius XI, who was more
conservative than most recent popes, succinctly
addressed this problem. In the middle of an attack on
socialism, he said: "It is rightly contended that certain
forms of property must be reserved to the state, since
they carry with them an opportunity of domination too
great to be left to private individuals without injury to
the community at large" (Quadragisimo Anno, par. 114).

A third built-ir~ defect of capitalism is that it tends to
promote extreme economic inequality among people. In
his book, The Zero-Sum Society, Professor Lester Thurow
of MIT shows that the share of the national income
possessed by the various quintiles or fifths of the
population has remained almost the same between 1947
and 1977 and that there are reasons to think that in the
future the shares of the lower quintiles will become less.
It is sobering to realize that the share of the lowest
quintile in 1977 was about one eighth that of the
highest. The highest had 41 percent of the income of the
nation. The lowest two quintiles, which now have 16.8
percent of the national inco~ne, will bear the burden of
this administration’s counterrevolution, and the highest
quintile will receive the most benefits..

One of the most mistaken dogmas of this
administration is that taxation should be used only for
revenue and not to modify the distribution of wealth.
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The use of taxation to modify the distribution of wealth
has been essential to make capitalism morally tolerable.

I also want to say some neglected things now about
the relation of equality to justice. I am here referring
only to economic equality. And I am not thinking in
terms of some dead level of economic equality. That
would involve great regimentation, the loss of freedom
and diversity, and it would deprive the economy of the
incentives that are essential for initiate and growth. I
think it is correct that such incentives come from the fact
that a person can improve his or her condition. That
doesn’t mean that the sky is the limit for what one earns
or receives, but it does mean that some variations are
important for incentive.

Those who support capitalism very often say that they
believe in equality of opportunity but not in equality of
result. I can also say that, but I want to add one note of
caution. Inequalities in the conditions from which people
start may be so great that equality of opportunity is an
illusion. When inequalities become too great there can
be no economic justice.

Now these three potential defects in the capitalistic
system are not generally considered in our current
political discourse. President Reagan often emphasizes
the idea that people should be able to keep what they
earn but it is so seldom said that their opportunity to
earn depends on many social circumstances and
contributions of the community--the location of
population for example--which are not their doing.
Also, very large scale earning may be the result of

A MAJOR TEST OF POLICIES WILL BE
HOW FAR THEY PROVIDE EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY FOR THE DESERVING
CHILDREN OF THOSE THOUGHT TO BE
"UNDESERVING POOR."

monopolistic advantages of cunning rather than
intelligence, or of sheer luck.

Consider one approach to the issue. It is not taken for
granted that equality of opportunity is right as an
objective or a criterion by which economic policies are to
be judged? Our system of free public education is a
symbol of this commitment to equality of opportunity.
But equality of opportunity is unreal if the economic
conditions are so unequal that some children go to
school malnourished and if they come from an
environment that is dehumanizing. Now obviously
there are many handicapping conditions that cannot be
overcome by economic policies or by structures or by
law. For example, victims of child-abuse are less
favored than children who have loving and responsible
parents. Much is being said about the poor who are
deserving and the poor who are undeserving (less is
being said about the undeserving rich). A major test of
policies and structures will be how far they provide equal
opportunity for the deserving children of those thought
to be "undeserving poor." Failure to lift this up as a test
seems to me to be one of the failings in all discussion of
who is to be in the so-called "safety net" and of what it is
to do for them.

I used to talk this way in the 1930s. In fact my first
article in The Christian Century in 1930 had as its title "The

Myth of Equal Opportunity." I did not suppose that
points like this would have to be made in the 1980s. But
already it is being seen by many leaders of the churches,
both Protestant and Catholic, that there is a
contradiction between what churches stand for in
Christian social ethics and the present economic policies
of our government. Father Robert Drinan, the former
Congressman and now on the faculty of Georgetown
University, recently wrote: "Virtually every religious
body in the United States opposed what Reagan and
Congress have done in the budget and tax initiatives. No
one in Washington, to my knowledge, can recall any
major domestic issue on which all of the religious groups
were so unified" (NCR, August 14). An editorial in the
Washington Post which is, of course, a secular voice calls
attention to the moral issue involved. It uses the words
"the economics of the Gilded Age" to suggest what is
happening and says the following: "In the industrial
world, most people currently seem to believe that very
large differences in wealth from one family to another
are not compatible with democratic stands. But opinion
on this point has always been less firm in the United
States than in most other rich countries. Americans are
now going to press the accustomed limits of inequality a
bit, and see what happens" (The Manchester Guardian, 9
August 1981).

Is it not likely that there will be a revulsion from what
happens as both unjust and indecent? In May of this year
the General Board of the National Council of Churches
agreed on one of the most courageous statements that to
my knowledge has come in decades from a responsible
ecumenical body. Please remember that the General
Board is not a few bureaucrats in New York but about
150 leaders of 32 denominations from all over the
country. They took this action by a large majority. Their
statement was a criticism of the current policies of our
administration and even more of the doctrines that
underlie them and of the vision of America expressed in
them. Here are a few sentences: "In this vision of
America the fittest survive and prosper and there is little
room for public purpose since it interferes with private
gain. Government is at best a necessary evil which must
be strong enough to protect privilege from assault but
kept too weak to impose public responsibility on private
prerogative."

Obviously these words are far ahead of majority
opinion in the churches and in the country, but I believe
that they point to what will be commonly thought in a
few years. I see them as setting the agenda for churches
both Protestant and Catholic in the next period. The
churches are called to monitor what is happening to
people and to seek a reversal of present trends in social
doctrine as much as in social policy. This reversal will
come about as more and more people experience
through sympathy with others or in their own
deprivations--even in their own bodies--the results of
present policies.                                  ~
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Washing, Anointing, and Blessing the
Sick Among Mormon Women

A MORMON HISTORIAN TRACES CHANGES IN THE PRACTICE

Editors Note
This article is taken from a more extensive essay, "’Gifts of the Spirit:
Women’s Share,’" to be pub.lis.hed soon i~1 a collection of essays edited by
Lavina Fielding Anderson and Maureen Ursenbach Beecher. J-he ]arg~’r
work, in addition to the practice of washing and anointing, deals with other
aspect:; of women’s involvement in the spiritual gifts of healing, speaking in
tongues, prophecy, etc., from 183 0 to the present. The author is indd~ted to
Vella N. Evans and Carol Cornwall Mad~:en f~r sharing some of their
extensive research and to Lavina Fielding Anderson tor her able assistan~-e i~
putting the material together.

Linda King Newell

FOR members of the modern Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter, Tday Saints; the term "washing and
anointing is synonymous with the initiatory

ordinances of the temple endowment. Joseph Smith first
introduced the practice to male members of the LDS
church in the Kirtland Temple; he included women
when he gave the endowment and sealing ordinances to
his select "Quorum of the Anointed" in Nauvoo.~ By the
time the Mormons had established a refuge in the Great
Basin, washing and anointing had also been combined
with healing. Although it grew out of the temple
ordinances in Nauvoo, tlhe practice by women was
carried on outside the temple. Even after the
establishment of the Endowment House in Salt Lake in
1855 and later the dedication of the St. George, Manti,

and Logan temples, the ordinance took place both within
the confines of those sacred structures and in the
privacy of individual homes. This paper will focus on the
latter practice. These washings and anointings v,~-ere
clearly done in connection with "administering to the
sick." The wording took different forms as the occa:sion
demanded. One of the most common uses of the
washing and anointing blessing came as women
administered to each other pcior to childbirth.

That women could and did participate in blessing and
healing the sick was already a clearly established and
officially sanctioned fact by the time the Saints had
established a refuge in the Great Basin. Women like
Sarah Leavitt and Edna Rogers left ~’ecords of their
experiences with healing others in Kirtland.x In Nauvoo
the Prophet Joseph Smith not only formed the Relief
Society as an essential part of the Church, but he also
introduced the ceremony of the temple endowment,
including washings and anoir~tings. With the coming of
the Relief Society the women had .an organization
through which they manifested the gifts of the spirit. Of
this period, Susa Young Gates, a daughter of Brigham
Young, wrote: "The privileges and powers outlined by
the Prophet in those first meetings [of the Relief
Society] have never been granted to women in fu~ll even
yet." Then Susa asked, "Did those women, do you and I,
live so well as to be worthy of them all?’’3

There is considerable evidence within the minutes of
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the Nauvoo Relief Society meetings to suggest that
Joseph Smith seemed to envision the Relief Society as an
independent organization for women parallel to the
priesthood organization for men.4 Yet both seemed to
come under the aegis of the priesthood as a power from
God, not as an administrative entity.

The women themselves saw their organization as
more than a charitable society. Spiritual gifts such as
speaking in tongues and healing the sick were not only
discussed in their meetings but the sisters openly
practiced them. With Joseph’s approval, Emma and her
counselors laid hands on the sick and blessed them that
they might be healed. The fifth time the Relief Society
convened, Sarah Cleveland invited the sisters to speak
freely, and women stood one at a time in this testimony
meeting. Sister Durfee was among those who spoke.
She "bore testimony to the great blessing she received
when administered to after the last meeting by Emma
Smith and [her] Counselors Cleveland and Whitney,
she said she never realized more benefit through an
administration." She added that she had been healed and
"thought the sisters had more faith than the brethren."
Following the meeting, Sarah Cleveland and Elizabeth
Whitney administered to another Relief Society sister,
Mrs. Abigail Leonard, "for the restoration of health."5

In the intervening week, someone apparently
reported to Joseph that the women were laying their
hands on the sick and blessing them. His reply to the
question of the propriety of such acts was simple. He
told the women in the next meeting "there could be no
evil in it, if God gave his sanction by healing.., there
could be no more sin in any female laying hands on the
sick than in wetting the face with water." He also
indicated that there were sisters who were ordained to
heal the sick and it was their privilege to do so. "If the
sisters should have faith to heal," he said, "let all hold
their tongues."~

In 1857 Mary Ellen Kimball recorded her visit to a sick
woman in company with Presindia, her sister wife. They
washed and anointed Susannah, cooked her dinner, and
watched her "eat pork and potatoes" with a gratifying
appetite. "I felt to rejoice with her for I shall never forget
the time when I was healed by the power of God through
faith in him which power has again been restored with
the priesthood" (a phrase which indicates a distinction in
Mary Ellen’s mind).

But after I returned home I thought of the instructions I
had received from time to time that the priesthood was
not bestowed upon woman. I accordingly asked Mr.
[Heber C.] Kimball if women had a right to wash and
anoint the sick for the recovery of their health or is it
mockery in them to do so. He replied inasmuch as they
are obedient to their husbands, they have a right to
administer in that way in the name of the Lord Jesus
Christ but not by authority of the priesthood invested in
them for that authority is not given to woman.

Mary Ellen then noted an argument that would calm
apprehensions for the next four decades: "He also said
they might administer by the authority given to their
husbands in as much as they were one with their
husband."7

At the same time, strong official encouragement for
women to develop and use their spiritual powers is
evident. Brigham Young, speaking in the Tabernacle on
14 November 1869, scolded both men and women for
not improving, themselves. The example he cited was of
a sick child. Why do you not live so as to rebuke

disease?" he demanded. "It is your privilege to do so
without sending for the Elders." He laid down some
practical advice; if the child is ill of a fever or of an upset
stomach, treat those symptoms by all means, beware of
too much medicine, and remember that prevention is
better than cure. He ended by addressing himself
specifically to mothers: "It is the privilege of a mother to
have faith and to administer to her child; this she can do
herself, as well as sending for the Elders to have the
benefit of their faith."8 Having enough faith to heal was
clearly, for Brother Brigham, "practical religion" like
having enough food on hand.

The year before in Cache Valley, Elder Ezra T. Benson
had called on all the women who had been ordained to
wash and anoint to exercise their powers to rebuke an
unspecified disease which so destructively coursed its
way through the valley.9 This record neither identifies
the ordained women nor who ordained them. It only said
they were "ordained to wash and anoint." Zina
Huntington Young’s journal mentions several healings.
On Joseph Smith’s birthday in 1881, she washed and
anointed one woman "for her health" and administered
to another "for her hearing." She remembered the
Prophet’s birthday and reminisced about the days in
Nauvoo when she was one of his plural wives: "I have

JOSEPH INDICATED THAT THERE WERE
SISTERS WHO WERE ORDAINED TO HEAL
THE SICK AND IT WAS THEIR PRIVILEGE

TO DO SO.

practiced much with My Sister Presendia Kimball while
in Nauvoo & ever since before Joseph Smiths death. He
blest Sisters to bless the sick." Three months later in
March 1890: "I went to see Chariton [her son] &
administered to him, felt so sad to see him suffer .... "
The next year she notes with satisfaction hearing an
address by Bishop Whitney in the Eighteenth Ward
wherein he "blest the Sisters in having faith to
administer to there own families in humble faith not
saying by the Authority of the Holy priesthood but in
the name of Jesus Christ .... "~0

Still, healing by women caused some confusion; this
quiet, routine practice on the local level occasion.ally
raised questions which, when answered publicly by
Church leaders or the Relief Society, seemed to start a
ripple of uneasiness which, sooner or later, set off
another inquiry. Church leaders began to issue general
cautions about women blessing the sick. Angus Cannon,
president of the Salt Lake Stake, included the following
in his answer to a question about women holding the
priesthood: "Women could only hold the priesthood in
connection with their husbands; man held the
priesthood independent of woman. The sisters have a
right to anoint the sick, and pray the Father to heal them,
and to exercise that faith that will prevail with God; but
women must be careful how they use the authority of
the priesthood in administering to the sick."~ ~ Two years
later on 8 August 1880, John Taylor’s address on "The
Order and Duties of the Priesthood" reaffirmed that
women "hold the Priesthood, only in connection with
their husbands, they being one with their husbands."~2
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A circular letter sent from Salt Lake on that October
"to all the authorities of the Priesthood and Latter-day
Saints" described the organization of the Relief Society,
its composition, its purposes, the qualifications for its
officers, and their duties. The letter includes a section
called "The Sick and Afflicted":

It is the privilege of all faithful women and lay
members of the Church, who believe in Christ, to
administer to all the sick or afflicted in their respective
families, either by the laying on of hands, or by the
anointing with oil in the name of the Lord: but they
should administer in these sacred ordinances, not by
virtue and authority of the priesthood, but by virtue of
their faith in Christ, and the promises made to believers:
and thus they should do in all their ministrations.13

It seems clear that the First Presidency was answering
one question: anointing and blessing the sick is not an
official function of the Relief Society since any faithful
member may perform this action. However, by
specifying women’s right to administer to the sick "in
their respective families," the Church leaders raised

"WHY DO YOU NOT LIVE SO AS TO
REBUKE DISEASE?" BRIGHAM YOUNG

DEMANDED. "IT IS YOUR PRIVILEGE TO
DO SO WITHOUT SENDING FOR THE

ELDERS."

another question: what about .administering to those
outside the family circle? They gave no answer,
although the practice of calling :for the elders or calling
for the sisters had certainly been established.

Another question also bear:s on the topic: "Is it
necessary for sisters to be set apart to officiate in the
sacred ordinances of washing, anointing, and laying on
of hands in administering to the sick?" Eliza R. Snow
used the columns of the Woman’s Exponent in 1884 to
answer:

It certainly is not. Any and all sisters who honor their
holy endowments, not only have the right, but should
feel it a duty whenever cadled upon to administer to our
sisters in these ordinances, which God has graciously
committed to His daughters as well as to His sons; and
we testify that when administered and received in faith
and humility they are accompanied with all mighty
power.

Inasmuch as God our Father has revealed these sacred
ordinances and committed them to His Saints, it is not
only our privilege but our imperative duty to apply them
for the relief of human suffering.

Eliza Snow in 1884 then echoed the language of Joseph
Smith in his April 28, 1842 instructions to the Relief
Society: "thousands can testify that God has sanctioned
the administration of these ordinances [of healing the
sick] by our sisters with the manifestation of His healing
influence."~4

In answering the question of who should "officiate in
the sacred ordinances" Eliza Snow’s language is
instructive. By limiting its performance to those who
have been endowed, she definitely places the source of
their authority under the shelter of those ordinances in
the temple. In other words, :;he saw washing and

anointing the sick as an ordinance that could and did take
place outside the sacred confines of the temple. Women,
through their endowment, had both the authority and
obligation to perform them.

Two differing points of view were now in print. Eliza
Snow and the First Presidency agreed that the Relief
Society had no monopoly on the ordinance of
administration by and for women. The First Presidency,
however, implied that the ordinance should be limited to
the woman’s family without specifying any requirement
but faithfulness. Eliza Snow,. on the other hand, said
nothing of limiting administrations to the famiily--
indeed, the implication is clear that anyone in need of a
blessing should receive it--but said that only wo~nen
who have been endowed may officiate.

As the washings and anointing continued, women
attending Relief Society conference in the Logan
Tabernacle in 1886 heard a Sister Tenn Young urge
them: "I wish to speak of the :great privilege given to us
to wash and to anoint the sick and suffering of our sex. I
would counsel every one who expects to become a
Mother to have these ordinances administered by some
good faithful sister." She later gave instructions how it
should be done. Her counsel was endorsed by Mary Ann
Freeze who "said she attended to this and the curse to
bring forth in sorrow was almost taken away.’’~:5

But doubts kept surfacing among women whose
desire for approval from their presiding brethren
inevitably led to questions of propriety..Answers varied,
however, depending on who provided them.

In 1888 Emmeline B. Wells, editor of the Exponent .and
soon to be president of the Relief Society, sent Wilford
Woodruff a list of questions on the topic: of washing .and
anointings. Her questions, and his response follow:

First: Are sisters justified in administering the
ordinance of washing and anointing previous to
confinements to those who have received their
endowments and have married men outside of the
Church?

Second: Can anyone who has not had t]hei~:
endowments thus be administered to by the sisters if she
is a faithful Saint in good standing and has not yet had
the opportunity of going I:o the temple for the
ordinances?

To begin with I desire to say that the ordinance of
washing and anointing is one that should only be
administered in Temples or other holy places which are
dedicated for the purpose of giving endowments to the
Saints. That ordinance might not be administered to any
one whether she has received or has not received her
endowments, in any other place or under any other
circumstances.

But I imagine from your questions that you refer to a
practice that has grown up among the sisters of washing
and anointing sisters who are approaching their
confinement. If so, this is not, strictly speaking,, an
ordinance, unless it be done under the direction of the
priesthood and in connection with the. ordinance of
laying on of bands for the restoration of the sick.

There ~s no impropriety in sisters washing and
anointing their sisters in this way, under the
circumstances you describe; but it should be understood
that they do this, not as members of the priesthood, but
as members of the Church, exercising faith for, and
asking the blessings of the Lord upon, their sisters, jsut
asking the blessings of the Lord upon their sisters, just as
they and every member of the Church, might do in
behalf of the members of thei.r families.:~°
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President Woodruff’s careful distinctions between the
temple ordinance of washing and anointing, the church
member’s practice of washing and anointing, and the
priesthood ordinance of anointing in connection with a
healing blessing does not directly address the position
Eliza R. Snow had taken earlier that only endowed
women should administer to others. The issue became
more confused. When precisely the same act was
performed and very nearly the same words were used
among women in the temple, among women outside the
temple, and among men administering to women, the
distinction--in the average mind--became shadowy
indeed.

In 1889 Zina D. H. Young, addressing a general
conference of the Relief Society gave the sisters advice
on a variety of topics. Between wheat storage and silk
culture came this paragraph: "It is the privilege of the
sisters, who are faithful in the discharge of their duties,
and have received their endowments and blessings in the
house of the Lord, to administer to their sisters, and to
the little ones, in time of sickness, in meekness and

Relief Society General Board I916, Bottom row left to right: Clarissa S. Williams,
Emmeline B. Wells. Second row: Elizabeth C., McCune, Amy Brown Lyman,
Priscilla Paul Jennings, Alice Merrill Home. Back row: ]eanette A. Hyde, Elizabeth
A. Wilcox, Ida Smoot Dusenberrv, Edna May Davis.
humility, ever being careful to ask in the name of Jesus,
and to give God the glory."17 Although she does not
specify whether the "privilege" refers to washing and
anointing or both, she reaffirms--without saying so--
that it is not a priesthood ordinance. She also reit~_~’ates
Eliza’s position that it was a privilege of the endowed.

As the last decade of the nineteenth century closed,
refinements were being added, both officially and in the
wards and stakes. In 1893, the Young Women’s Journal
published a spritely article advising girls to get enough
faith to be healed since it is "much easier .... much less
troublesome and expensive withal" than obtaining
medical treatment. The writer then offered a program
for increasing faith:

Do not wait until you are sick nigh unto death before
making a trial of your faith and the power of God. The
next time you have a headache take some oil and ask God

to heal you. If you have a touch of sore throat, try the oil
and a little prayer before you try a single thing besides.
Go to bed and see if. you are not better in the morning. If
you are, then go on adding experience to experience until
you have accumulated a store of faith that will all be
needed when your body is weak, and you are sick unto
death .... and if you still feel sick ask your mother or your
father to administer to you. Try that; then if that fails,
and they wish to call in Elders, let them do so, and thus
exhaust the ordinances of the priesthood before you take
the other step [of calling a doctor].18

The brisk matter-of-factness echoes Brigham Young’s
practical heartiness--there is nothing mysterious or
mystical here about faith and spiritual gifts. But perhaps
most revealing is the attitude of spiritual self-sufficiency
and the interchangeability of the mother and father as
administrators. If this article reflects practice among the
membership at large, administrations were far from
being confined to the men ordained with the priesthood.

Another revealing example occurred in 1895 when
Brother Torkel Torkelson, widely in demand in his
community to bless the sick, records that two sisters
"came to my house to wash and anoint my wife before
her confinement. Since it happened that I was at home,

THE TENDER ATTENTION TO BOTH THE
WOMEN’S PSYCHOLOGICAL AND

PHYSICAL STA TE IS AN EXAMPLE OF
LOVING SERVICE AND GENTLENESS.

the sisters called upon me to bless her. After I had
blessed her and then sealed the holy ordinance which the
sisters had performed .... I could see the power of God
come upon [Sister Phelps]," and she prophesied in
tongues upon him, his household, and the unborn
child.~9 It is interesting that Torkelson blesses his wife
because "it happened that I was at home" and that he
terms the sisters’ service a "holy ordinance." The
distinction drawn at the higher levels was not so
restricting at the lower.

In the twentieth century, controversy continued over
the traditions and policies touching on women’s
administrations to the sick in general and washing and
anointing specifically. On 16 September 1901 a general
board meeting discussed "whether the sisters should
seal the annointing after washings and annointings.
Pres. [Elmina S.] Taylor said that she thought it was all
right. She had received just as great benefit from the
sealing of the sisters as from the brethren, but thought it
wise to ask the Priesthood to seal the annointing when it
was get-at-able." Her own testimony that she had been
as greatly benefited from the sisters as from the
brothers suggests that she did not believe that a man
with priesthood ordination might be more efficacious,
only that she thought there was wisdom in including the
priesthood holders as much as possible. This
interpretation is borne out by her next statement: "And
if the brethren decided that women could not seal the
annointing then we should do as they say," but she could
not see any reason why women could not, "Aunt Zina
did."

Over five years earlier, Ruth Fox recorded a
discussion with that same gently redoubtable Zina
Young. "When asked if women held the priesthood in
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Mrs. Albect Manwaring

connection with their husbands, [she said] that we
should be thankful for the many blessings we enjoyed
and say nothing about it. If you plant a grain of wheat
and keep poking and looking at it to see if it was growing
you would spoil the root. The answer was very
satisfying to me.’’2°

But always someone was eager to poke and each time
the spiritual roots of the women were imperiled. Some,
like Louisa Lulu Greene Richards, former editor of the
Women’s Exponent, responded indignantly. On 9 April 1901
she wrote a somewhat terse letter to President Lorenzo
Snow concerning an article she read in the Deseret News
the previous day which stated: "priest, Teacher or
Deacon may administer to the sick, and so may a
member, male or female, but neither of them can seal the
anointing and blessing, because the authority to do that
is vested in the Priesthood after the order of
Melchisedek." The question of sealing was thus added to
the long list of ambiguities. Lulu says, "If the
information given in the answer is absolutely correct,
then myself and thousands of other members of the
Church have been misinstructed and are laboring under
a very serious mistake, which certainly should be
authoritatively corrected."’ She gives a hint of the kind of
authority that would be necessary by stating firmly,
"Sister Eliza R. Snow Smith, who received the
instructions from the Prophet Joseph Smith, her
husband, [the man to whom she is writing is Eliza’s
brother] taught the sisters in her day, that a very
important part of the sacred ordinance of administration
to the sick was the sealing of the anointing and blessings,
and should never be omitted. And we follow the pattern

and daughters.

she gave us continually. We do not seal in the authority
of the Priesthood, but in the name of our Lord and
Saviour, Jesus Christ.’’21 Over the next few years,
however, an emerging definition of priesthood
authority, and an increased emphasis on its importance,
would remove more and more spiritual responsibilities
from women and cluster them to the priesthood. The
very statements authorizing the continuance of
women’s blessings only signaled their dependence on
that permission. One month later the general
presidency of the Relief Society sent President Lorenzo
Snow a copy of President Woodruff’s letter of 1888 to
Emmeline B. Wells. This letter, which we discussed
earlier, made the distinction between washings and
blessings as an ordinance (and hence confined to the
temple under priesthood authority) and as a sisterly
act.22 As president of the Church, Lorenzo Snow
reaffirmed the position explained there with the
exception that blessings should be "confirmed" rather
than "sealed.’’23

Sometime during the first decade of the new century,
the Relief Society circulated a letter on Relief Society
letterhead, called simply "Answers to Questions."
Undated, it ended with the notation: "Approved by the
First Presidency of the Church." This two-page letter
was the most complete document on the subject thus
far.

Depending on the extent to which this letter was
circulated, it may have been a response to an unsigned
1903 Young Woman’s Journal lesson that asserted: "Only
the higher or Melchisedek Priesthood has the right to lay
on hands for the healing of the sick, or to direct the
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administration.., though to pray for the sick is the right
that necessarily belongs to every member of the
Church.’’24 This may be the earliest published claim that
only the Melchezidek Priesthood had authority to heal.
But the Relief Society’s approved letter directly
countered that position.

This letter clarified some issues that had previously
been ambiguous or contradictory. Administrations by
women to the sick did not necessarily fall as a Relief
Society function, but it clearly indicated that the women
did not need priesthood permission or participation in
the performance of these duties. The quoting of Eliza R.
Snow’s position gave any endowed woman authority to
perform such services. Confining the blessings to one’s
own family was not necessary. The letter also cautioned
the women to avoid resemblances in language to the
temple forms, and although the blessings should be
sealed, the sisters did not need a priesthood holder to do
it.2s

Nephi Pratt, the mission president in Portland,
Oregon, wrote President Joseph F. Smith in 1908 to
inquire if he should, in setting Relief Society sisters
apart, give them the authority to wash and anoint sisters
for their confinement and also whether there were any
forms they should follow in carrying out these services.
President Smith answered that the washings and
anointings in question was a practice that

Some of our Relief Society Sisters appear to have
confounded.., with one of the temple ordinances .... We
desire you therefore to impress upon the sisters of your
Relief Society that this practice is in no sense whatever
an ordinance, and must not be regarded as such, unless it
be attended to under the direction of proper authority in
connection with the ordinance of laying on of hands for
the healing of the sick.

He emphasized, however, that even women who had
not received their endowments could participate in the
washing and anointing

as there is no impropriety whatever in their doing so,
inasmuch as they do it in a proper way, that is, in the
spirit of faith ,and prayer, and without assumption of
special authority, no more in fact than members of the
church generally need to be barred from receiving a
blessing at the hands of faithful women .... As to the
particular form of words to be used, there is none, not
any more t.han there is for an elder to use in
administering to the sick.2o

On 17 December 1909 The First Presidency, still
headed by Joseph F. Smith, again endorsed President
Woodruff’s 1888 letter to Emmeline B. Wells, making
one correctio,n:

namely in the clause pertaining to women administering
to children, President [Anthon H.] Lund had said those
sisters need not necessarily be only those who had
received their endowments, for it was not always
possible for women to have that privilege and women of
faith might do so [give blessings].27

Apparently for the first time, directly and decisively, a
president of the Church had enunciated a policy about
who could give and receive such blessings, separating
such actions clearly from the temple ceremony and
making them rites accessible to any member of the
household of faith, male or female. But the matter was
not yet laid to rest. The quiet practice of washing and
anointing among women went on, but it was

accompanied by greater uneasiness, by more questions,
and by greater uncertainty about the propriety of such
actions.

The Oakley (Idaho) Second Ward Relief Society
minute book contains a rare undated item: the written-
out blessing to be pronounced in a washing, anointing,
and sealing before childbirth. Even though Joseph F o
Smith had said that there was no special form for such
occasions, it seems that the sisters were more
comfortable with one written out. To what extent they
followed the pattern, or deviated from it, is not known,
but the very existence of the document bespeaks an
insistence that it be done, that it be done in a certain way,
and that it be linked to the Relief Society. They did
follow earlier counsel to avoid the wording used in the
temple. To insure that the sacred nature of the temple
ordinances is not infringed upon, the author carefully
checked those portions of the blessing quoted here
against wording used in the temple. They are, indeed,
different. And, of course, the blessing and sealing are
also different in concept from the temple washing and
anointing.

"IT IS THE PRIVILEGE OF A MOTHER TO
HAVE FAITH AND TO ADMINISTER TO

HER CHILD; THIS SHE CAN
DO HERSELF."

The first two blessings follow each other very closely
with only minor changes in the wording here and there.
The blessings were specific and comprehensive.

We anoint your spinal column that you might be strong
and healthy no disease fasten upon it no accident belaff
[befall] you, your kidneys that they might be active and
healthy and preform their proper functions, your
bladder that it might be strong and protected from
accident, your Hips that your system might relax and
give way for the birth of your child, your sides that your
liver, your lungs, and spleen that they might be strong
and preform their proper functions .... your breasts that
your milk may come freely and you need not be afflicted
with sore nipples as many are, your heart that it might
be comforted.

They continued by requesting blessings from the Lord
on the unborn child’s health and expressed the hope that
it might not come before its "full time" and

the child shall present right for birth and that the
afterbirth shall come at its proper time.., and you need
not flow to excess .... We anoint.., your thighs that they
might be healthy and strong that you might be exempt
from cramps and from the bursting of veins .... That you
might stand upon the earth [and] go in and out of the
Temples of God.~8

The document combines practical considerations, more
common to women’s talk over the back fence, with the
reassuring solace and compassion of being anointed with
the balm of sisterhood.29 The women sealed the
blessing:

Sister ___we unitedly lay our hands upon you to seal
this washing and anointing wherewith you have been
washed and anointed for your safe delivery, for the
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salvation of you and your child and we ask God to let his
special blessings to rest upon you, that you might sleep
sweet at night that your dreams might be pleasant and
that the good spirit might guard and protect you from
every evil influence spirit and power that you may go
your full time and that ew~ry blessing that we have asked
God to confer upon yot2 and your offspring may be
litterly fulfiled that all fear and dread may be taken from
you and that you might trust in God. All these blessings
we unitedly seal upon you in the name of Jesus Christ
Amen.30

The tender attention to both the woman’s psychological
and physical state is an example of loving service and
gentleness. That this widespread practice continued in
similar form for several more decades is illustrated by
the .account written by a Canadian sister.

In the years from the early 1930s on, in the Calgary
Ward R.S. under presidents--Bergeson, Maude Hayes,
Lucile Ursenbach, the sisters often asked for a washing
and blessing before going into the hospital for an
operation or childbirth. In this ordinance two sisters
washed the parts of the body, pronouncing appropriate
words of prayer and blessing, being advised to avoid
similarity to expressions used in a temple ordinance, and
at the conclusion put their hands on the head of the
recipient and, in the name of the Lord pronounced a
further blessing.31

JOSEPH SMITH SEEMED TO ENVISION THE
RELIEF SOCIETY AS AN INDEPENDENT

ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN PARALLEl,
TO THE PRIESTHOOD ORGANIZATION

FOR MEN.

In Cache Valley, a 1910 Relief Society meeting was
given over to testimonies of healing. President Lucy S.
Cardon "read some instructions to the sisters on the
washing and anointing the sick and how it should be
done properly," adding a testimony of the importance of
having the Spirit of the Lo~d with us. One sister "asked a
question of the subj." of washing and anointing, and
Sister Martha Meedham, with a brisk earthiness that
comes off the page, answered that

she had done as much washing and anointing as anyone
in this Stake. Related an experience of a blessing which
she had given while she was ic~ Salt Lake. Said she
wanted to spend the rest of her life in doing good to
others and blessing and confirming them. Related of
experiences where all had blessed and anointed people.
Said she had written Pres. J. F. Srnith on the sub. and he
told her to keep on and bless & comfort as she had done
in the past. It was a gift that was only given to a few, but
all sisters who desired and are requested can perform
this.

Along with a number of other women the local Relief
Society President, Margaret Ballard, "spoke of her
exp[erience] in washing arid anointing and said they had
carried out these instructions given." The next sentence
speaks volumes not only for the independence of the
Relief Society, but perhaps also of mingled pride and
trepidation: "The sisters felt that the Bishop should be
acqua[i]nted with the work we do.’’32 Sister Ballard
continued, telling the sisters, "how she had been

impressed to bless and administer to her father who was
sick and suffering and he had been healed. Had also been
impressed to bless her husband and he was healed." The
meeting closed., appropriately, with singing, "Count
Your Many Blessings."

This rare glimpse into a Relief Society group
discussing anointings and blessings is revealing. In
addition to the strong associations with faithfulness, the
gift of the Holy Ghost, and the importance of personal
worthiness, there were othe~c kinds of: teachings. One
was the irreplaceable testimony of personal experience.
It also shows a sharing of information the sisters had
about current policy, former policy, and folklore, along
with asking: How do these experiences relate to the
priesthood? That, after all, was the crucial question.

In October 191.4 President Joseph F. Smith and his
counselors sent a letter to bishops and stake presidents,
establishing official policy on "Relief Society :Sisters
Regarding Anointing the Sick." For the first time, such a
document did not come from the Relief: Society itself.33

Little of the information was new. It formalized policy
that had taken shape over the years: Lorenzo Snow’s
stipulation that the blessing must be confirmed rather
than sealed, Wilfo~:d Woodruff’s that it was not a Relief
Society function and neither was it an ordinance. ’The
only new policy seems to be tk~at such work comes, under
"the direction of" the bishop. At the April 13, 1921
general conference, Elder Charles W. Penrose reported
women asking "if they did not have the right to
administer to the s:ick" and he, quoting Jesus’s promise to
his apostles of the signs that will follow the believers,
conceded that thence might be

Occasions when perhaps it would be wise for a woman to
lay her hands u:pon a child, or upon one another
sometimes, and there have been appointments made for
our sisters, some good women, to anoint and bless oLhers
of their sex who expect to go through times of great
personal trial, travail and ’labor;’ so that is all right, so far
as it goes. But ’when women go around and declare that
they have been set apart to administer to the sick and
take the place that is given to the elders of: the Church by
revelation as declared through James of old, and through
the Prophet Joseph in modern times, that is an
assumption of authority and contrary to scripture,
which is that when people are sick they shall call for the
elders of the Church and they shall pray over them an,d
officially lay hands on them.3";

Even though he cited the authority of Joseph Smith and
even though Joseph Smitlh certainly taught the
propriety and authority of elders to heal the sick, Elder
Penrose also contradicted the extension of healing
privileges to women by Joseph Smith. In fact .Joseph
Smith had cited that same scripture in the 12 April 1842
Relief Society meeting but, ironically, had made a far
different commentary: "These signs.., should follow all
that believe whether male or female.’’3s

Throughout the 1920s Church leaders increasingly
drew bolder lines between spiritual gifts and priesthood
powers. With the clarification of the priesthood role
came restriction of the women’s sphere. Church ]Leaders
made it clear that women did not have rightl to
priesthood power. Further definition of priesthood
included healing, anointing with oil, etc., as exclusive
functions of elder:s.

By 1928 President Heber J. Grant defended the



priesthood against "complaint... about the domination
of the people by those who preside over them." He
quoted the description of the ideal way in which
priesthood authority is to function, found in Doctrine
and Covenants 121, then asked, somewhat rhetorically,
"Is it a terrible thing to exercise the priesthood of the
living God in the way that the Lord prescribes: ’By
kindness and gentleness’ "?37 The pattern had now been
established, clarified, and validated.

THE QUIET PRACTICE OF WASHING AND
ANOINTING AMONG WOMEN WENT ON,
BUT IT WAS ACCOMPANIED BY GREATER
UNCERTAINTY ABOUT THE PROPRIETY

OF SUCH ACTIONS.

The strength of that pattern can be seen through a
letter from Martha A. Hickman of Logan who wrote to
the Relief Society General President, Louise Yates
Robison, asking:

Is it orthodox and sanctioned by the Church today to
perform "washing" and "anointings" for the sick
(sisters) especially in preparation for confinement in
childbirth?

Some have advocated that the proper procedure would
be to have a special administration by some member
bearing the Priesthood for those desiring a special
blessing at this time.

Some years ago when our temples did away with this
ordinance for the sick and expectant mothers, in many of
our wards in this stake, as well as adjoining stakes,
committees of sisters, generally two or three in each
committee, were called and set apart for this work of
"washing" and "anointing," in their respective wards,
wherever this ordinance was desired.

I happen to be the head of this committee in the First
Ward of Logan Stake. We have officiated in this capacity
some ten years, have enjoyed our calling, and have been
appreciated. However, since above questions have arisen
we do not feel quite at ease. We would like to be in
harmony, as well as being able to inform correctly those
seeking information. Our Stake Relief Society President,
nor our Stake President seem to have nothing definite on
this matter.38

Sister Robison sent the letter back to the stake Relief
Society president with an attached letter explaining:

In reference to the question raised, may we say that
this beautiful ordinance has always been with the Relief
Society, and it is our earnest hope that we may continue
to have that privilege, and up to the present time the
Presidents of the Church have always allowed it to us.
There are some places, however, where a definite stand
against it has been taken by the Priesthood Authorities,
and where such is the case we cannot do anything but
accept their will in the matter. However, where the
sisters are permitted to do this for expectant mothers we
wish it done very quietly, and without any infringement
upon the Temple service. It is in reality a mother’s
blessing, and we do not advocate the appointment of any
committees to have this in charge, but any worthy good
sister is eligible to perform this service if she has faith,
and is in good standing in the Church. It is something
that should be treated very carefully, and as we have
suggested, with no show or discussion made of it.

We have written to Sister Hickman and told her to

consult you in this matter, as it is always our custom to
discuss matters of this kind with our Stake Presidents,
and have them advise the sisters in their Wards.39

There is an air of almost wistful timidity about Sister
Robison’s letter that bespeaks near-resignation toward
the change that was happening, not necessarily because
the policy against blessings had changed per se, but
because policy about the priesthood had changed the
environment in which they occurred. Nonpriesthood
blessings were now suspect. One of the last documents
on the subject is a little notebook containing a record of
"Washing[s] and Anointing[s] done by sisters in 31st
Ward" in Salt Lake City. It begins in 1921: "Sister Dallie
Watson for confinement, Dec. 1, 1921--by Emma
Goddard and Mary E. Creer. 1033 Lake Street." Every
few weeks there is another entry, usually for childbirth,
but sometimes for illness. The last entry is 2July 1945 to
a Jane Coulam Moore by three sisters, one of whom is
the same Sister Goddard who had officiated twenty-
four years earlier at the first annointing.40

The next year brought the official death knell of this
particular spiritual gift. On 29 July 1946 Elder Joseph
Fielding Smith of the Quorum of the Twelve wrote to
Belle S. Spafford, the Relief Society General President,
and her counselors, Marianne C. Sharp and Gertrude R.
Garff.

While the authorities of the Church have ruled that it is
permissible, under certain conditions and with the
approval of the priesthood, for sisters to wash and anoint
other sisters, yet they feel that it is far better for us to
follow the plan the Lord has given us and send for the
Elders of the Church to come and administer to the sick
and afflicted.41
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It would certainly be difficult for a sister to say that she
did not wish to follow "the plan the Lord has given us" by
asking for administration from her sisters rather than
from the elders. One Relief Society worker in Canada
recalled: "This ordinance was a comfort and strength to
many. But it was discontinued and the sisters were asked
to call :for administration by the Priesthood instead
when necessary and desirable."

Elder Smith’s pronouncement ended the practice
where it had not already stopped. We have no further
evidence of such blessings being given by women.

AN EMERGING DEFINITION OF
PRIESTHOOD AUTHORITY, REMOVED

MORE AND MORE SPIRITUAL
RESPONSIBILITIES FROM WOMEN AND

CLUSTERED THEM TO THE PRIESTHOOD.

A recent article in the New Era, "President Kimball
Speaks out on Administration to the Sick," bears on the
topic at hand. Although it does not deal with the long
forgotten practice of washing and anointing the sick, it
does state what appears to be current Church policy in
regards to blessing the sick.

The administration proper is an ordinance of two
parts, the anointing and the sealing. An elder pours a
small quantity of oil on the head of the one to be blessed,
near the crown of the head if convenient, never on the other
parts of the body [italics mine], and in the name of the Lord
and by authority of the priesthood, he anoints the person
for the restoration of health. The sealing is performed by
two or more elders, one of whom, as mouth, seals the
anointing and gives an appropriate blessing, also in the
name of Jesus Christ and by authority of the priesthood.

Allowances can be made for unusual circumstances,
for example, when only one Melchizedek holder is
present. In this case, the article states, "a substitute
program is followed." One elder, presumably acting
alone, may "give a blessing, likewise in the name of the
Lord and by authority of the Melchizedek Priesthood ....
Only by the priesthood are results manifested."

Nowhere in the article does it mention an instance
where a mother, wife, or other female could assist the
priesthood holder. It does, however state:

Then there is the prayer that is unlike the
administration; it makes request to the Lord to heal and
may be offered by any soul who has a desire to do so and
is not an ordinance in the same sense. The prayer is a
request for the Lord to act, whereas the blessing or the
administration is given by the brethren in the name of
Christ.4~

Perhaps women can gain some measure of comfort
from Elder James E. Talmage, who wrote:

When the frailties and imperfections of mortality are left
behind, in the glorified state of the blessed hereafter,
husband and wife will administer in their respective
stations, seeing and understanding alike, cooperating to
the full in the government of their family kingdom. Then
shall women be recompensed in rich measure for all the
injustice womanhood has endured in mortality ....
Mortal eye cannot see nor mind comprehend the beauty,

glory, and majesty of a righteous woman made perfect in
the celestial kingdom of God.43

But President Joseph Fielding Smith spoke more to the
point when he said: "There is nothing in the.., gospel
which declares that men are superior to women ....
Women do not hold the priesthood, but if they are
faithful and true, they will become priestesses and
queens in the kingdom of God, and that implies that they
will be given authority.’’44

Susa Young Gates’s statement still rings clear, "The
privileges and powers outlined by the Prophet [Joseph
Smith]... have never been granted to women in full even
yet." When the lives of Latter-day Saint women--their
faith, spirituality, devotion and sacrifice--are seen
across the history of the restored Church, we find a
record as venerable as that of men. We must respond to
Susa’s question, "Did those women.., live so well as to
be worthy of them all?" in the affirmative.
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~~~D. Michael Quinn

L INDA King Newell has presented a detailed
summary and, analysis of one element in Latter-day
Saint women s history: the practice of LDS women

washing, anointing, and blessing the bodies of women
prior to childbirth, surgery, or during illness. In all, hers
is an excellent paper--original in its research,
meticulous in its scholarship, revealing in its data,
pleasing in its style, gentle in its questions, and calm in
its tone. All this I admire, but my criticisms of the paper
lie in what poet Robert Frost called "the road not taken."

Perhaps to avoid the appearance of strident feminism
in a patriarchal sub-culture or to avoid possible criticism
by male academics that as a woman she was engaging in
self-serving special pleading, Ms. Newell has
sidestepped some crucial questions in her presentation. I
believe that four entertwined questions define the road
not taken. What is the gift? Who gave it? Who has taken
it? and What are the implications?

Throughout the paper, the Gift referred to in the title
seemed to be identified with the exercise of personal
faith through various healing ceremonies. Ms. Newell
documented very well the attitudes of Mormonism’s
founding prophet toward women exercising this gift.
But she did not place her analysis within the context of
Mormon doctrine and theology concerning this gift, its
origin, exercise, and non-exercise.

Before the Mormon cl~urch was organized, Joseph
Smith published the Book of Mormon. In its final
chapter is a passage that bears directly upon the subject
of the paper:

And again, I exhort you, rny brethren, that ye deny not
the gifts of God, for they are many; and they come from
the same God. And there are different ways that these
gifts are administered; but it is the same God who
worketh all in all; and they are given by the
manifestations of the Spirit of God unto men, to profit
them.

And to another, exceeding great faith; and to another,
the gifts of healing by the same Spirit;

And I would exhort you, my beloved brethren, that ye
remember that he is the same yesterday, today, and
forever, and that all these gifts of which I have spoken,
which are spiritual, never will be done away, even as
long .as the world shall stand, only according to the
unbelief of the children of men.

And wo unto them who shall do these things away
and die, for they die in their sins, and they cannot be
saved in the kingdom of God; and I speak it according to
the words of Christ; and I lie not. (Moroni 10:8, 11, 19,
26)

Like the timid woman who wrote the LDS Relief Society
General President in 1938 to ask "is it orthodox and
sanctioned by the Church" to exercise the gift of healing,
LDS women generally have lost that gift because they
have demanded the approval of a Church hierarchy to
exercise something the hierarchy did not and could not
give them or take away from them. In Mormon
theology, faith and healing are gifts of God, not of the

Church, and certainly :not of a changeable
administrative policy.

Parenthetically, one should also recognize why the
practice developed of LDS women alone administering
to women prior to childbirth or gynecological surgery. In
the nineteenth century, it was common practice for men
administering to the sick to directly anoint with oil the
afflicted part of the body. In Victorian Mormonism, it
was unthinkable that men would touch the distended
uterus and sexual organs of a woman. Thus, LDS
women did not usurp a prerogative of priesthood
administration but were required to administer’ to
pregnant women because of a male priesthood practice.
Only when the procedure of priesthood administrations
was changed to omit touching the affected anatomy and
touching only the head was it possible to exclude LDS
women from maternity and gynecological
administrations.

Anciently, the apostles also tried to circumscribe the
exercise of spiritual gifts by condemning the person who
healed the sick but who was not a follower of Jesus.
Christ answered their objection with the words, "Forbid
him not: for he that is not against us is for us.’" (Luke
9:50) According to the rigors of Mormon theology, LDS
women have n,o need to resent the Church hierarchy for
denying the exercise of gifts which the Book of Mormon
said "never will be done away, even as long as the world
shall stand, only according to the unbelief of the children
of men." If Mormon women have lost the gift of healing,
they have abandoned it through fearfulness, ignorance,
or faithlessness; it has not been taken away.

In this connection, another oversight of Ms. Newell’s
paper is her lack of emphasis upon LDS women
exercising healing gifts and ceremonies in company with
men. For example, stake president Edward J. Wood of
Canada recorded in his 1902 diary a visit by Church
President Joseph F. Smith and wife Alice. Wood’s
daughter was ill, and he recorded the following: "Sunday
afternoon they all came to e.ur house and Sister Alice
Kimball Smith annointed Ivy and Pres. Smith sealed the
ordinance." (Edward J. Wood 1899-1905 Diary, p. 126,
Historical Depart~nent of the LDS Church.) Thus, it was
possible (and if we "quench not the spirit," it is still
possible) for a Latter-day Saint man and wife jointly to
administer orclinances of healing not only to children
and other members of their immediate family but also to
persons not related to the couple. Despite her marriage
to the Church President, Alice Kimball Smith had no
more power ,or authority t!han any other woman in
Mormonism. ,And if memory serves me, there are also
many recorded ir~stances where women performed an
anointing ceremony of healing, which was "’sealed" by
men who were not their husbands.

All this leads to the other question: have LDS women
received something in addition to the gifts of the Spirit
by which they have been able to perform sacred
ordinances? If: so, what is this other gift, and how has it
been given? l~ls. Newell approaches this question in her
references to the temple ceremonies and the frequent
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official statements since the turn-of-the-century
denying that women hold the priesthood. Her paper
showed that these issues were discussed, but she did not
probe them sufficiently.

To understand these questions, it is necessary to
explore the meaning of the temple endowment for
women when it was first given in the 1843-45 period. As
instructed by Joseph Smith the Prophet, those who first
received what we call the "temple endowment"
understood that to receive the endowment was to
receive the priesthood. This priesthood was conferred
by the act of receiving the endowment, not through the
act of ordination. For example, when several men
entered the Nauvoo Temple on 30 November 1845,
Heber C. Kimball recorded in his journal that "only
those that had recie~zed [sic] the Preasthood" were
admitted, even though the excluded men included

FAITH AND .HEALING ARE GIFTS OF GOD,
NOT OF THE CHURCH, AND CERTAINLY

NOT OF A CHANGEABLE ADMINIST-
TRA TIVE POLICY.

previously ordained and worthy elders, seventies, and
high priests of the Church. And on 7 December 1845,
Kimball recorded the names of nineteen women among
the "members of the Holy order of the Holy Preasthood
having Recieved [sic] it in the Life time of Joseph and
Hirum, the Prophets." Women at Nauvoo who received
the temple endowment, just like Latter-day Saint
women today, received "the signs and tokens of the Holy
Priesthood" and exercised them just as the men did.
Moreover, without having to be ordained to any
priesthood office in. the Church (as required without
exception for men), Latter-day Saint women received
the endowment and administered its various ceremonies
to other women i n the temples, which has continued to
be the practice of all Latter-day Saint temple worship.

In this context, one can better understand such
patriarchal blessings as this one conferred at Nauvoo by
John Smith on Louisa C. Jackson, "Thou art of the blood
of Abraharn thru the Loins of Manasseh & a lawful heir
to the Priesthood & shall possess it in common with thy
companion and inasmuch as thou art faithful in the
covenant thou shall have power to heal the sick in their
houses .... "’ Patriarch Smith was the Prophet’s uncle and
had received the endowment through the "Holy Order
of the Holy Priesthood" under Joseph’s personal

L INDA, as usual, has done a first class job of research.
And--as is the case with much research of quality--
her paper not only uncovers new information, it

raises a host of questions. The questions are implicit;
they are a natural consequence of the linking of
statements and events distanced by both time and
geographical setting. I’d like to pull out just a few of the

administration. According to the doctrine and practice of
the priesthood at Nauvoo, a woman who had no
husband in this life or did not have one who was a
worthy priesthood holder of his ordained offices was not
denied the priesthood blessing merely because she could
not receive it "’in connection with a husband." For
example, Patriarch John Smith gave this blessing to
Mehitabel Duty that "the Priesthood in its fullness shall
be confered upon thee in due time thou shalt have powr
ovr they relatives & friends & thy husband & children to
lead them wethersoever thou wilt in as much as you seek
faithfully & truly to preserve them in the bonds of the
new & everlasting covenant." (Blessings by John Smith
on 6 February 1844 to Louisa C. Jackson and on 27
December 1845 to Mehitable Duty, originals in RLDS
Research Library and Archives at Independence,
Missouri, with bound copies at LDS Historical
Department at Salt Lake City, Utah.)

The reason that Eliza R. Snow and others wanted to
limit the exercise of healing ordinances to women who
had received the temple endowment was because she
and they believed that women who had received the
temple endowment had received the priesthood and that
women who had received the second anointing with
their husbands had received the fullness of the
priesthood. The priesthood of endowed and anointed
Latter-day Saint women was not a priesthood of Church
offices and hierarchy, which relate to temporal power
and status. The endowed and anointed Latter-day Saint
woman is a queen and a priestess and a prophetess
without the trappings of the administrative offices of
the ordained Latter-day Saint men. Hers is a priesthood
of spiritual power, just as the unendowed I~atter-day
Saint woman and the unordained Latter-day Saint man
have the right of the gifts of the Spirit in their fullness.
Women then and now who understand this, will not be
tempted to challenge the ecclesiastical, temporal
positions and jurisdictions of Latter-day Saint men.
Moses’s sister Miriam was a prophetess and priestess in
her own right, and exercised her gifts and powers with
God’s approval until she presumed to challenge the
temporal authority of her brother’s priestly and
prophetic office which he had received by calling and
ordination. Latter-day Saint men who understand this
will not feel threatened by Latter-day Saint women who
exercise the gifts of God to them in faith, power and
humility. These are the implications of Ms. Newell’s
paper that should have been made explicit.        ~
D. MICHAEL QUINN is associate professor of history at BYU.

questions that surfaced for me.
The first is difficult to pose without preliminaries. In

dealing with Church history one cannot avoid seeing the
tensions inherent in a belief system which manages to
embrace two seemingly incompatible tenets. We have
the stated necessity of eternal principles, timeless
truths, and unchanging structure, together with a
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capacity to make changes, by virtue of continuous
revelation. The changes may be necessitated by a
current circumstance within the institution, by our
larger modern climate, by pressures of the world, or" by
the demands of the law. In dealing with the issue on
which Linda has focused, however, namely the exercise
of the spiritual gift by women in the church, we have
something a little different. Here there appears to be
change without external cause, for the objective realities
are constants. There are always the sick among us.
Women continue to have babies. And, although the
degree and nature of hazard may have changed,
emotional and spiritual needs are still with us in those
circumstances. But since, historically, most change in
the Church has been dictated by a perceived need, upon
what basis was the practise of women blessing the sick
discontinued? As Linda has documented, this was once
approved but is not now approved. Was there a mistake in
the beginning? If not, why the change? Was there fear of
a dilution or a misuse of sacred power? (But isn’t that still
possible?) Or was there concern for a diminution of the
importance of the priesthood, or was it a step towards
magnifying the priesthood? Were there prophetic fears
of a looming feminism triggered by the struggles for
suffrage in the larger society? Was there concern, based
upon the Kirtland experience, about a.possible lack of
control in "emotional women"? (Yet We know both men

IT DOES SEEM STRANGE WHEN WOMEN
ARE DENIED THE EXERCISE OF A

SPIRITUAL GIFT SO COMPATIBLE WITH
SUCH QUALITIES OF SPIRITUAL, MORAL

AND RELIGIOUS STRENGTH.

and women were given to excess in those early days.) We
are left to pursue these questions on our own.

Perhaps the roots of change lie in the growing need for
approval or for approved definitions, so evident. Eliza R.
Snow and Elizabeth Ann Whitney., along with Emma
Smith, to name but a few, were in good company surely
in their understanding. Joseph Smith underlined their
beliefs, saying it was the privilege of the sisters to bless
the sick. In fact, some were ordained to do so he said. But
then later prophets saw things differently, but without
consensus. We have had a hard time, it appears, defining
the gift of healing, distinguishing between the personal
spiritual gift bestowed by God on individuals, regardless
of gender and according to their faith, and the ordinance
of blessing the sick now circumscribed by a priesthood
calling. It seems we have become overly concerned about
obtaining approval for every single move we make. As
Linda said, "The quiet practice of washing and anointing
went on, but it was accompanied by greater uneasiness,
by more questions, and by greater uncertainty about the
propriety of such actions." I smiled when Linda talked of
Zina Young’s caution about probing too much in the
roots. When I was called to a leadership position ! too
was warned, "If you want to do something, don’t ask.

permission. Just do it and you’ll know soon enough, but
people don’t like to take on the responsibility of giviing
approval."

If women in the early days of the Church were
ordained to bless the sick, what form did it take? What
words were used? If they were not ordained to bless the
sick--and Eliza R. Snow said this was not necessary--
presumably they acted "when moved upon by the Holy
Ghost" and in that case they did not require permission.
As late as 1935 there was evidence of this searching for
approval of an existing practice. And the "’death knell" as
Linda calls it, came in 1946 when, significantly, feminism
was at a low ebb. From being a natural response to a
duty, to a privilege, to a concession by default (when
men were not available) or by permission of priesthood-
holding husbands--which, by the way, excluded single
women--Linda’s overview traces the history of this
change. She resists the temptation to psychoanalyze or
to speculate as to the underlying reasons for the demise
of this particular spiritual gift as far as women are
concerned. But the questions :remain and tantalize.

How did this gift--as against all others--become a
formal ordinance only? Are we becoming more
entrenched in formalism--as has been the fate of most
chui’ches as they have become established and
"respectable?"

AsI thought of those, women, in such hard
circumstances, turning to their sisters for blessings
when the odds against coming safely through childbirth
were high, I was deeply moved. In the middle of the
night, after reading Linda’s paper, I found myself i~ tears
as I empathized, imagining what those washings and
anointings might have meant to such women.

A unity of spirit is not, of course, dependent upon
gender. There ihave been several sensitive men in my
own life, as well as women, with whom the deepest
spiritual communion has been possible. And I could turn
to any one of those men or women in most
circumstances. But there are inevitably areas of
understanding born of common experience and shared
concerns which might make a "touching" of the spirit
and a union of t:aith especially likely. And to cut off half
of life’s participants, solely on the basis of sex, tends to
impoverish our options proportionately.

A paradox emerges from Lir~.da’s paper. We haw_~ been
told repeatedly that we, as women, are (and I quote)
"spiritually, morally, religiously, and in faith" stronger
than men. I don’t subscribe to that narrow view which
stereotypes men as well as women, but it does seem
strange when those same women are denied the exercise
of a spiritual gift so compatibile with such qualities. Or
are we talking about a spiritual gift? Are we simply
talking about a priesthood ordinance, which may take no
heed of the bearer of the gift? I’m not sure.

Linda has opened up a torrent of questions and for
that I thank her. They add much to the adventures of the
inner life. If I have one discontent about her paper it
represents a purely personal desire for icing on the cake.
I’d like to hear some of her answers to the questions she
has raised. Come to think of it I’d like to know how a lot
of other people--men and women--would respond to
them. And I would love to discuss this paper in Relief
Society. There isn’t much hope of that of course, but we
can all dream.                                      ~

IRENE M. BATES received a BA in sociology from UCLA.
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Thoughts on the idea of heresy in the Church

Michael Hicks

THE word "heresy" stands like bookends bracketing
a shelf of my seven years in the Church. When I
contemplated joining, late in 1973, my stern

Baptist father handed me a worn booklet titled Heresies
Exposed. Mormonism, of course, was the subject of a
lengthy and not-too-kind chapter. As that chapter did
not deter me, I found myself in 1980 privileged and
perhaps a little disturbed to hear a fireside address by
Elder Bruce R. McConkie called "Seven Deadly
Heresies." In that now well-known talk he referred to
certain theological concepts which, if a man believes
them, might establish him as a heretic. The differences
in perspective between that old booklet and the fireside
talk are plain enough. But the word fascinates. Used in
countless other polemics than these I have mentioned, it
professes to identify error. Yet as a concept in the
latterday Church it seems foreign, out of place.

In the earliest sense a "heretic" was merely one who
"chose" his beliefs carefully, then adhered to and
defended them (from the Greek hairesein, to choose to
take upon oneself). There was no pejorative sense to the
term. A heresy (hairesis) to the Greek mind was simply a
school of thought, one mode of belief as opposed to
another. A hairesis was usually a non-exclusive
philosophy, a system of belief that made no claim to a
monopoly on truth. The Greek, after all, professed to
seek truth from many sources. He was reluctant to
brand a man, willing at the most to label him: Stoic,
Epicurean, Christian. It is with this sense that the New
Testament writers inherited the word. Thus, in Luke’s
account, Paul explains he was a member of the hairesis of
the Pharisees. Later, he says, he converted to the hairesis
of the Christians.1

But, as we know, some New Testament writers began
infusing the word with negative connotations. Paul
himself includes hairesis, or "sectarianism," in his list of
fleshly works.2 On another occasion he writes that it is
inevitable, or perhaps even necessary, for heresies
(opposing schools) to appear in the Church so that those
which are approved may be made manifest.3 Peter also,
president of: the Church, prophesies that some men will
infest the Church with "damnable heresies" or factions.4
It seems clear from the linguistics and context of these
passages that what was, in fact, considered "damnable"
about a heresy was not what a man believed but his
insistence on it as the only authoritative theological
position. The real sin of heresy was in division,

squabbling over temporally--and perhaps eternally--
moot points. As one writer expresses it:

The concord of the communities of the early church was
always a major theme in Acts and Epistles, and schism
and heresy probably were denounced because they were
divisive rather than, in the modern sense, subversive.5

The evil, then, the New Testament writers shunned was
the division of Israel into ideological camps.

However, the early fathers also knew from experience
that disagreement need not engender disfellowship. In
some of our earliest sources we discover that those most
antagonistic theologically kept up close social contact,
ate and drank together without malice.6 The exchange
of their views, though often heated, did not disrupt their
mutual respect. This was dialogue, after all, not war--
and it was essential. The difficulties the prophets
foretold arose when these theologians sought to control
catechisms, to train up the young disciples in their
peculiar doctrine, to impose their views by virtue of the
ecclesiastical offices some of them had justly, but
perhaps unfortunately, attained to. When this happened
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the sin of hairesis was in full bloom: regardless of who was
right in opinion, such men were wrong in their tactics.
They had become factious, sectarian--that is, heretical.

The conditions that brought about this change are
evident. The Church in its infancy needed and desired to
overlook internal differences of opinion for unity’s sake.
The common causes of overthrowing a degenerate
Judaism and proselyting among the heathen, not to
mention the immense labor of mere survival amid
persecution, did not allow for the sense of orthodoxy
(from ortho and doxa, i.e., "right opinion") as opposed to
heterodoxy. The early Christians were spiritual
maw.~ricks bucking the overwhelming trends of the old
orthodoxy. When the clamor of persecution waned, once
the Church was secure in its social status, that maverick
fervor turned inward. Without a feeling of saint-against-
Jew, or saint-against-Rome, the trend turned to saint-
against-saint.

In such times each among many sides proclaims that it
alone holds the orthodox--or in our day,
"fundamental"--doctrines of the gospel and that all
other opinions are heretical.. The move toward this state
of affairs is always subtle. To understand its subtleties in
our time we must first examine a related term,
"apostasy." The latter word refers to a falling away from
the truth and usually an open opposition to it. The
apostate is a once-beliew~r become unbeliever. The
heretic, on the other hand, is at worse a misbeliever.7 The
danger of such misbelief was not originally thought to be
in theological deviance per se but in the practices it might

We are left.., with the irony that
in denouncing so-called heresies,
or unsound opinions, we create
them in the true sense by drawing
lines of ideological division
between the Saints~.

encourage. Thus, Justin complains that heretics teach
people to "do and say blasphemous things in the name of
Christ."s

Consider a modern example of this very idea: in the
fireside address on heresies, Elder McConkie attacks the
Adam-God idea not from a theological stance but on the
grounds of unauthorized practices associated wiLh that
doctrine:

Those ensnared by [the Adam-God doctrine] reject the
living prophet and close their ears to the apostles of their
day... And having so determined, they soon are ready to
enter polygamou’.~ relationships which destroy their
souls.9

It is well to note the real argument here. In this, as in the
early branding of heretics, belief is not attacked as
dangerous in and of itself, but is rebuked for the context
in which it most frequently appears. It is for this rea,~on
that unorthodox ideas are rarely called just "false" but
almost invariably "pernicious," "damnable.." or
"deadly."~0
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We find an ancient example in the case of the
Marchionites. Many of their views and even practices
we would consider orthodox in the LDS Church. (Joseph
Smith himself cited them for their belief in baptism for
the dead.)11 Yet their doctrine was hopelessly tainted by
their rejection of the ecclesiastical authority of the
Twelve.~2 This ancient example illustrates the
importance of guarding against certain trends of
thought, realizing that it is really the integrity of the
ordinances that may be jeopardized by them. When we
hear, as we frequently do, of so-called "apostate
doctrine," we must keep in mind that no theological
concept can make a man apostate. Rather, apostate men,
by espousing them, make certain theological concepts
"apostate" in our terminology. We are left then with the
irony that in denouncing so-called heresies, or unsound
opinions, we create them in the true sense by drawing
lines of ideo!ogical division between the Saints.

Even beyond this, the modern epithet of heresy as
misbelief presumes a fixed and stable orthodoxy by
which doctrine may be tested. Has such an orthodoxy
ever existed? We can only conjecture on much of the
doctrine of the early Christian Church. Indeed, our
Restoratior~ scriptures insist that many "plain and
precious" themes have been expunged from the records.
However, we can see in the gospels and the epistles a
freedom of interpretation of old prophecy, quite radical
new interpretations of well-known texts, and divergent
exegeses by different authors of the same Old
Testament passages. We go about blithely trying to
harmonize various readings and interpretations on the
probably erroneous assumption that conflicting
theologies were and are intolerable, even impossible. In
this case we are apt to compromise a rich doctrinal
heritage and to obscure what may be a healthy, fruitful
tension. So doing, we manifest a kind of medieval
consciousness in the worst sense: that of a body of
believers who have outgrown persecution and begun to
impose the narrow view of "official" interpretation--
orthodoxy--on even the finest points. Such an
orthodoxy was not part and parcel of the early apostolic
Church, nor as we shall see, the latter-day Church.

Walter Bauer, in his essential work,~3 has
demonstrated the diversity of belief on many issues that
existed among the early Christians. There were, as he
sees it, no doctrinal norms whatsoever. This is a position
subject to some controversy. But even Bauer’s foremost
critic, H.E.W. Turner, is compelled to admit that early
Church doctrine resembled

a symphony composed of varied elements rather than a
single melodic theme, or a confluence of many
tributaries into a single stream rather than a river which
pursues its course, to the sea without mingling with
other waters.14

The theology of the young Church was an evolution, a
process. Where conflict over doctrine arose, it was often
the most persuasive or most respected rhetorician that
prevailed in the consensus ecclesiae. Once that consensus
had been reached, and the doctrines tacitly or in fact
voted upon, there was no going back. In this manner
some ideas we would consider more correct--like the
well-known Arian concept--were rejected and reduced
to heretical status, while their counterparts ascended to

orthodoxy. To assure the stability of this new-found
orthodoxy--a stability confessedly unknown and
unneeded in earlier days--creeds were formulated, test
oaths which left, as one commentator observed, a
"legacy of fear" on all Christendom. By the fourth and
fifth centuries these creeds promulgated in auspicious
church councils were becoming proof-texts for
ascertaining the orthodoxy of a man’s faith. The epitome
of this insistence on an unquestioned pattern of belief is
found in the Vincentian canon of the fifth century,
which defines true Christian belief as "that which is
believed everywhere, always, and by everyone."

In times like these, as Canon Fairbarn put it, "all
doctrines are reduced to authority and all morals to
obedience.’’15 Many of our greatest minds and spirits
endured the logical consequences of such a reduction:
artists were enslaved, philosophers imprisoned,
scientists beheaded, reformers burned. Unfortunately,
some of the so-called reformers themselves continued
the strange traditions of their own persecutors. Thus
Michael Servetus, the sixteenth-century Spanish
heretic, escaped the inquisition in Southern France by
fleeing to Calvin’s Genoa, only to be burned to death
there for his misbelief. In response to Severtus’s
execution, Sebastian Castellio wrote an impassioned
plea for the abandonment of the common idea of heresy.
He sums up the situation in his pamphlet De haereticis an
sint persequendi:

The real sin of heresy was in
division, squabbling over
temporally--and perhaps
eternally--moot points.

If a man should devote himself to trying to provide a white
robe--that is, to live an innocent life--all the rest band
together against him, if he differs from them in a single point.
They set upon him and denounce him as a heretic... They
charge him falsely with crimes he never even though of. They
so slander and smear him before the public that it is considered
sinful even to listen to him. They work themselves up into
such a fury with these ~landers that they are angry if he is
strangled first, and not burnt alive over a slow fire.

The reductio ad absurdam of the whole affair, says Castellio,
is that "Christians are at odds with Christians about
Christ."16

Less than three hundred years later, Joseph Smith
made his great inquiry concerning orthodoxy only to be
informed in vision that all existing creeds were corrupt
and erroneous. But perhaps paradoxically, from this
first vision onward, Joseph evolved an all embracing
policy of tolerance toward many divergent beliefs. He
rebuked sectarianism, to be sure--heresy in its true
sense--and he was ever prompt to defend his restored
authority to administer saving ordinances. Yet he
refused to establish a pattern of orthodox belief for
latter-day saints. Why? Because, as he said, "creeds set
up stakes, and say, ’Hitherto shalt thou come, and no
further’; which I cannot subscribe to.’’17 As for misbelief,
he insisted: "I never hear of a man being damned for
believing too much; but they are damned for unbelief."~s
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Joseph was compelled to take such a stance, for he
himself witnessed from day to day a divine interchange
of ideas that led his doctrinal thought from something
akin to Campbellism to a revolutionary spiritual and
communal philosophy that forever qualified Mormons
for unquestionably heretic status in the minds of most
Christians.

The most extensive of Joseph’s references to this
subject was in a discourse given at general conference,
April 8, 1843. Pelatiah Brown had been dragged before
the High Council for preaching his interpretation of
John’s Revelation. Joseph was not impressed with their
attempt to censure Father Brown. His objection to their
action had nothing to do with whether or not the council
was able to provide Father Brown with the correct
interpretation. Joseph admits he doesn’t care either way,
adding that "correct knowledge on the subject is [not] so
much needed at the present time." The only reason he
consents to explain the subject at all is to prevent
contention and do away with division, i.e., heresy in the
original sense. He rebukes the council:

I did not like the old man being called up for erring in
doctrine. It looks too much like the Methodist, and not
like the Latter-day Saints. Methodists have creeds which
a man must believe or be asked out of their church. I
want the liberty of thinking and believing as I please. It
feels so good not to be trammelled.

We have reached a stage in our
history where the requisite careful
and critical thought seems
burdensome to many. People join
the ranks of the Kingdom
expecting "the last word on the
subject"--on every subject.
He then calmly rebuffs the myth of the deadly heretic:
"It does not prove that a man is not a good man because
he errs in doctrine.’’19

Joseph’s aversion to a sense of orthodoxy is further
suggested in the fact that the only "creed" he ever
devised came in response to the badgering of easterners
for a statement of belief from the Church. I refer, of
course to the Articles of Faith. The breadth of this quasi-
creed is amply shown in the first article, wherein a
potentially complex theology of the Godhead is reduced
to "We believe in God the Eternal Father, and in His Son
Jesus Christ, and in the Holy Ghost." Within that basic
belief, some have speculated on the possibility of God’s
progression in knowledge and power~ on the identity of
the Father, on the nature of the Holy Ghost, and so on.
But the article itself still reads as it stands. Because this
and all the articles are so broad, it should not surprise us
that Joseph’s colleagues and. immediate successors found
little use for them. They ahnost never referred to them,
favoring instead the so-called ’Mormon Creed,"
presumably devised by Joseph himself, which states
simply, "Let every man mind his own business.’’20

The objection can be and has been raised that the LDS
rule of faith must consist in the idea of the Standard
Works. Indeed, in some contemporary attacks on heresy
in the Church we are told:

We have accepted the four standard works as the
measuring yardsticks, or balances, by which we measure
every man’s doctrine.2~

One of the reasons we call our scriptures The Standard
Works [is thatl they are the standard of judgement and
the measuring rod against which all doctrines and views
are weighed, and it does noi: make one particle of
difference whose views are involved. The scriptures
always take precedence.22

Such an approach sounds reasonable, at first hearing,
but as the early Christians learned, it is fraught with
ambiguity. Given the fact that the young apostolic
church considered "the scriptures" to refer to the Old
Testament and that even in the oldest manuscripts we
possess there is a dearth of "plain and precious"
Christian teaching, we must look elsewhere for early
Christian doctrinal sources. What were those sources?
Contemporary works: the teachings of Jesus in various
accounts and commentary on~ the Old Testament by
apostles and other church writers. These commentaries
were absolutely essential to the faith of the Saints; to
merely have told these early brethren that "the
scriptures always take precedence" would have left them
at worst hopelessly entrenched in theological
misconceptions and outworn covenants and at best as
muddled and helpless as perhaps some of us find
ourselves when reading an Isaiah or Ezekiel. All this is
not to mention the problem of whose canon to accept.
Should a preeminently gentile church subscribe to the
exclusivity and bias of the councils of scribe,,; and
Pharisees?

In the LDS Church we have a similar, and even greater
dilemma with respect to the New Testament. We take
that canon for granted, but the issue of canonicity is at
the heart of the conflict between orthodoxy and
heterodoxy in early Church times. I need mention only
in passing the endless disputes over authorship and over
the authoritativeness of this apostle’s doctrine over that
apostle’s as well as the wild variance in the tenor of
books purporting to contain the sayings or teachings of
Jesus--most of which were of equally ancient date. It is
important to recall that many classic New Testament
books were only marginally accepted by the ma~ss of
church members for centuries. Trends in the popularity
of certain texts waxed and waned. But at a :given
moment in history a council of theologians and priests,
bent on eliminating division, fixed the canon of current
acceptance and made it somehow binding for all tirne.
How was that determination made? A strong factor’ was,
as we have suggested, the co~nmonality of use in the
church. However, a greater factor was the need for
bool~ to fit the (:reeds of orthodoxy already created. The
well-known Nicene Council had fixed its famous
trinitarian creed in A. D. 325. The council of
canonization at Carthage was not till some seventy
years later.

Even by stabilizing the canon, the prevailing
orthodoxy could not end heretical tendencies. In fact,
with the same books accepted by all, divergent beliefs did
not recede but spread because, as Lanier would so
eloquently explain, the scriptures are deliberately wague.
Much of their power is i~ allowing for variant
interpretations.23 The problem on the minds of tlhe
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authorities was not really how to get members to use the
authorized canon as the final doctrinal authority--for
all, even the rankest heretics were doing that--but how
to fix the interpretation of the scriptures. To effectively
assert their’ desires, they joined to the scriptures two
other doctrinal criteria: tradition and reason.

Tradition, "what has always been believed," was most
essential. Some men, like Chrysostom, argued tradition
was more important than the scriptures themselves, for
the written text would be useless, unintelligible without
it. Such had little use for new exegesis or exposition.
They sought only to maintain a doctrinal status quo.
Reason, as one might expect, was touted more than
employed. In many theological concerns, like the
Trinity, it only got in the way. Still, the logical
consistency of a doctrine could be used as a measuring
rod of its correctness--albeit as a last resort. Quasi-
rational arguments were usually saved for dealing with
heretic intellectuals, who were thought to rely far too
heavily on reason.

The trinify of scripture, tradition, and reason suffered
its greatest affronts from the early Mormon movement.
What chance did the orthodox canon and its attendant
cult of tradition have in the face of new historical
scriptures and daily revelations clarifying, expanding,
even superceding the ancient ones. Among those
revelations were sentiments like the following:
"Whatsoever [the elders] shall speak when moved upon
by the Holy Ghost shall be scripture, shall be the will of

The epitome.., insistence on an
unquestioned pattern of belief is
found in the Vincentian canon of
the fifth century, which defines
true Christian belief as "that which
is believed everywhere, always,
and by everyone."

the Lord, shall be the mind of the Lord, shall be the word
of the Lord, shall be the voice of the Lord .... "24 The
written text, then, was in no way superior to the spoken.
And that Joseph did not consider the spoken or written
to be fixed is evidenced by his repeated revisions of and
insertions into the Bible, Book of Mormon, and
contemporary revelations alike. He makes no apologies
to ardent scripturalists. "I have got the oldest book in my
heart," he says, "even the Holy Ghost."25 With Joseph a
pattern of continual welling up and crystallization, of
"line upon line" development supplanted the prevailing
classical view of orthodoxy. That view, of course,
insisted there was a pristine measure of doctrine buried
somewhere in the dim past, but somehow preserved in
the doctrinal musings of the contemporary church
hierarchy.

Joseph’s chief disciple, Brigham Young, carried the
Prophet’s thought to its logical conclusions:
You may read and believe what you please as to what is
found written in the Bible... [but] when my sermons are
copied and approved by me, they are as good scripture as
is couched in this Bible.26

What of the majestic Genesis account? "A baby story," is
Brigham’s answer.27 His apparent flippancy he explains
with a broad principle that extends to all scripture--even
that from his own mouth.

I do not even believe that there is a single revelation,
among the many God has given to the Church, that is
perfect in its fullness. The revelations of God contain
correct doctrine and principle, so far as they go; but it is
impossible for the poor, weak, low, grovelling, sinful
inhabitants of the earth to receive a revelation from the
Almighty in all its perfections. He has to speak to us in a
manner to meet the extent of our capacities.z8
With scripture redefined and put in perspective and

tradition breached, what of reason? Strangely, the
concept of reason--or a sanctified form of it--is
elevated, in effect, to the highest position. A few of
Joseph’s statements on this should illustrate:
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The mind or the intelligence which man possesses is co-
equal with God himself.
Man was also in the beginning with God [for]
intelligence.., was not created or made, neither indeed
can be.
The Holy Ghost has no other effect than pure
intelligence. It is more powerful in expanding the mind,
enlightening the understanding, and storing the intellect
with present knowledge...29

The revelative act consists in the Spirit giving "sudden
strokes of ideas" to man.3° Clearly Joseph did not find
the rational and the spiritual to be the enemies many
classical thinkers did. Nor did he merely concede them to
be compatible. The boldr~ess of his thought was to
identify the two so closely as to render them virtually
indistinguishable. The mind and spirit are the same
eternal, uncreated entity, "co-equal" with the God
whose glory is intelligence.

In such a conception, the duty of the mind is to be
active, always expanding, encompassing, and embracing
new things: "Thy mind, O man! if thou wilt lead a soul
unto salvation, must stretch as high as the utmost
heavens, and search into and contemplate the darkest
abyss, and the broad expanse of eternity.’’31 Thus, true
orthodoxy--right thinking--consists in continual
acquisition, not mere maintenance. And the real heresy,
by Joseph, becomes apparent: "It is the doctrine of the
devil to retard the human mind .... "3~

With Joseph a pattern of continual
welling up and crystallization, of
"line upon line" development
supplanted the prevailing classical
view of orthodoxy.

We have reached a stage in our history where the
requisite careful and critical thought seems burdensome
to many. People join the ranks of the Kingdom
expecting, as my Sunday School teacher is wont to put it,
"the last word on the subject"--on every subject. They
seek the kind of cut and dried orthodoxy that the
founding geniuses of Mormonism refused to succumb
to. When they see doctrinal controversy these converts
often turn away disheartened. The proper remedy to me
seems not to squelch the dialogue, as some have
suggested, but to reappraise its significance. John
Macquarrie in his fine Principles of Christian Theology states
it perhaps best:

"[’he stresses and strains that go on ~n theology serve to
remind us once more that there can be no final theology
in which we can rest once and for all.33

And our own perhaps greatest theologian, B. H.
Roberts, confirms this notion. After mentioning certain
truths of which we may and must be certain--"the Lord
is God, Jesus is the Christ, the gospel is the power of God
unto salvation"--he concludes that

even with the possession of [the Spirit of Truth], I pray
you .... never to look for finality in things for you will
look in vain .... Intelligence [and] truth will always be
with us relative terms.3a

In that light, better we ~ake the latter-day notion of

heresy with a grain or two of salt than become with
Christendom pillars of salt--continuallylooking
backward for something that isn’t there.
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ION

Louis C. Zucker

POPULAR EDUCATOR REFLECTS ON HIS LIFE
AMONG THE MORMON GENTILES

Editors’ Note
This Paper was delivered a~ the I981 Sunstone Theological Symposium

A ’Jew in Zion’ is my subject; or, "My personal
~.~.experience as a Jew (a conscious, positive,

~. ~involved Jew) living and working among the
Mormons, in the Mormon culture, of Salt Lake City and
Utah." Looking back from a distance of over half a
century, what story do I have to tell?

Jewish businessmen of Salt Lake City tell me that their
Jewish suppliers in New York, to whom the Mormons
are a mystery, still inquire, confidentially, "And what is
it like to be a Jew among the Mormons in Salt Lake
City?" I suppose the curious would like, in the same
breath, to ask, "And what kind of Jews are content to live
out their lives in Mormon country?" Strange Jews in a
strange land--they must be.

We (my wife and our five-year old son Anatole and I)
came to Salt Lake City from Madison, Wisconsin. I was a
new Ph.D. and had been writing around in search of a
more open future as a college teacher of English than I
could hope for at Wisconsin; and colleges or universities
that would consider a Jew for eventual promotion and
tenure in the English Department were still scarce.
Fortunately, the University of Utah was humble enough
to try me. More than that, the chance to exchange a
college town set on a prairie for the mountains of Utah
surrounding a central city and to live among a people
strange to us was appealing. We came prepared to love
the place and be fascinated with the people.

After we settled here, we learned gradually of the
traditional friendship of the Mormon church shown to
the Jews who were living here and in other parts of the.
world from the days of Brigham Young. Our personal
relations with Mormons were to be good.

Still, it would have been difficult for us, if not
impossible, to stay in Salt Lake City any longer than we
had to if there were not a permanent Jewish community
here, alive and well--maintaining the fundamental
Jewish institutions (Jewish cemetery, Jewish relief
society, and places of worship), caring about Jewish
interests, and devoting reasonable effort and money to
Jewish spiritual and cultural life, local and in the larger
world. At the same time, it would be good to be able to
transcend the provincial limitations. Los Angeles has
become, since World War II, in intellectual, philanthropic
and artistic leadership, the New York of the West. We
used to look to Denver, which remains important. We
also had to have more, not less, than we had in Madison,
of fine concerts, distinguished lectures, the activity of
artists going on around us. I don’t think we have been
disappointed in our requirements.

One day in May 1928, I had an interview with Dr.
Neff, then Head of the Department of English at the
University of Utah, who, apparently satisfied by my
Professors at Wisconsin, offered me an Assistant-
Professorship in his Department, which I then and there
accepted, believing that my wife would approve. When I
trotted home a little later for lunch and told her, she did
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approve; and, when I mentioned living in the Rocky
Mountains and among the Mormons, she said,
"Wonderful! Let us go." Between that day in May, and
departure time in late August, there were never any
second thoughts, doubts, regrets. So we were on our
way to Salt Lake City, to Mormon country, even before
we arrived here. The three of us arrived, from Madison
by way of Denver and Flaming Gorge, at the Denver and
Rio Grande Station, Labor Day noon, 1928. That was a
halcyon event in my life. I remember it as if it happened
yesterday. Although Salt Lake City was still farther
beyond the horizon of civilization in the sight of our
families in Philadelphia, to us it was not exile: we were
entering upon a larger, more fulfilling life. I don’t think
we wanted to move closer to our families; independence
was too dear to us. Many years later, when I was about
to retire from the English Department, my wife shyly
asked, should we move East? But she accepted my No
without rebuttal.

We fell in love with what we saw of Salt Lake City, the
City of the Mormons. During that first week, day after
day was sunny-bright, pleasantly warm, not hot. We
were resting at the Hotel Peery, while we looked for a
boarding house, because it was taking a while to find a
house for rent that would be an easy walk to the
University campus for me and to a suitable school for the
child. I walked out on Main Street, and Rabbi Gordon of
Temple B’nai Israel (our very first friend here) very soon
showed us around East South Temple from the Hotel
Utah to Governor Young’s House and around the inside
of Temple Square. Inspiring were the well-preserved

Temple and the elegant residential neighborhoods of the
middle class in the south-east we didn’t know about yet.
Surprizingly, these neighborhoods look as desirable
today, and the houses and grounds, as when they first
came to our ken, fifty years ago. Wherever I turned, I
looked up at undulating mountain majesty, close and
distant. Beyond the city, I could see rural spaciousness of
valley. With friends we soon frequented City Creek
Canyon by car, and our private Eden, Dry Fork Canyon,
on foot. About Bingham I learned from students. As our
horizons expanded, it was a pleasure too deep for words,
before. World War II, to drive at moderate speed through
the towns on the way to Provo and Springville and
through Cache Valley, Logan at the core. A phrase that
haunts these idyllic memories is "the youth of the
world." The tranquillity and the patina of time, the

"AND WHAT IS IT LIKE TO BE A JEW
AMONG THE MORMONS,

IN SALT LAKE CITY?"

Mormon buildings, history imbued with romance so
that I couldn’t tell these apart. Where else could we have
seen at the ends of one city block works of the range of
Eagle Gate and the Salt Lake Theatre, both of them
memorials of the same pioneering genius? The Angel
Moroni blowing his good tidings southeastward--I
think I’ll remember him in my dreams when I am dead.
As far as I could see, the wide, straight streets with the
long view; down town, the water running aimless in the
gutters. The people looked healthy, were animated but
unhurried, civil, looking out for people they knew.
Important-looking men greeted each other in the street.
This was the political and business capital of the state,
yet it was not a metropolis with stupendous buildings
and roaring crowds. It was a polis, a combination big city
and small town. I liked that, and always have. I noticed
the fine shops downtown, Gentile and Jewish owned,
and the lesser-breed Jewish shops and "loan offices" on
Second South and on State Street. The city was only
eighty-one years old, but it looked long settled, old
home, mellowed, almost venerable. I liked the
abundance of single family houses where people,
frequently old people, in modest circumstances can
enjoy space and privacy and their lovingly tended lawns
and flowers. I don’t think there were any white boxes,
private or commerical. I felt at home with the
Nineteenth Century architecture and with the
Twentieth Century American. The millionaires’
mansions which stood close together along East South

absence of wealth but the air of self-sufficiency, and
always the spaciousness and the mountain
background--how lovely, and the work of the
Mormons. Do you seek stately art from Mormon hands?
There’s the Logan Temple on its hill. And unforgettable
to me is the sudden vision I had of the Manti Temple on
its hill late one spring morning from a distance, many
years ago. It was like seeing a Parthenon revealed for one
brief transcendent moment.

I remember driving on summer mornings to Aspen
Grove, outside of Provo, where we were guests at a
small, modest, peaceful summer camp which a handful
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of professorial families of the BYU were maintaining
there. I alone survive of all the people who came
together then. That was a time which, in the present
age, is only possible as a dream. In those days, the
persons in your car could be the only human beings
looking up at the Bridal Veil Falls, in pure space and
peace. The world is crowded today. Instituti~)ns are great
as the numbers grow.

In my first years, in the summer, I could walk in the
cool freshness of early morning from Twelfth East to
the open country of Fort Douglas a few steps behind the
Park Building at the University of Utah and there work
on my students’ papers and on the literature for the day.
During the 1940s, it was an easy walk up above the City
Cemetery, from Second Avenue, to read papers or a
book sitting in the shade of a lonely tree on the bare

and corn and the loaded orchards, I couldn’t help crying
out: "There’s a part of the answer. The Mormons did
this. It wasn’t there before." Faces shining, friends
agreed. The farms, the Mormon towns, Salt Lake City--
all together are they not the lengthened shadow of the
early Mormon leaders? This is one thing that living in
Zion means to this Jew.

Coming now to our own relations with Mormon
individuals and institutions, I would like to relate a pair
of personal experiences as prologue. During the first
week in Salt Lake City, on the first day at the boarding
house, I remember how curious I was to meet a
Mormon. Doubtless, I had looked at hundreds of
Mormons on Main Street. But, to face a person who I
knew was a Mormon, to observe and talk with him
knowing he was a Mormon, for the very first time in my
life, --this was an experience I was impatient for.
Another boarder told us that a young workingman who
was a Mormon would be present at dinner, the only
Mormon at the table. He came--a sturdy laborer, polite,
relaxed, soft-spoken, proud to be a Mormon. What
stayed in my mind was that he told of a large activity
meeting that the Church authorities, had assembled in
Provo in a remarkably short time a few days before.
That, he solemnly affirmed, was "organ-i-zation" and, I
suppose, witness of church and religion.

Nineteen years later, in November 1947, when I
visited Snow College as a Jewish Chautauqua lecturer,
my professor-host vetoed out of hand the subject I
proposed, namely: "Shylock and the Merchant of
Venice." "Nobody down here has ever heard of The

I MAY HAVE EARNED THE TITLE OF
JEW IN RESIDENCE.

hillside, with a view over the valley, or to stroll with the
dog at twilight in and out of the untouched paths and
hiding places up there. These were pleasures for the
taking and eagerly embraced.

Have I been carried to far away from my subject "A
Jew in Zion?" Well, early this August, I was riding from
Salt Lake City to Logan with Jewish friends who were
back after thirty years" absence on a nostalgic
pilgrimage. They had asked me, How do you explain the
amazing growth of the Mormon Church? We guessed
this and that. But when we rode past the fields of alfalfa

Merchant of Venice," he said decisively. Ironically, he
supported my purpose a bit by taking me across the
street to the LDS Seminary (for, that was what the
grade plus high school amounted to) to introduce me to
the young people. And this is what he said (as nearly as I
can remember): "Boys and girls, this is Dr. Zucker from
the University of Utah in Salt Lake City. I want you to
take a good look at him, because he is a Jew. Take a good
look at this Jewish gentleman from Salt Lake." So they
learned, after World War II, that a Jew does not have
horns, as I had learned, thirty-three years after Utah
was admitted to statehood, that Mormons, so to speak,
did not have horns.

In Madison, the Mormon conception of "Zion" was
unknown to us. We knew next to nothing about the
Mormons; but, if we were going to make our home
among the Mormons, we wanted to take every
opportunity to learn the truth about them: their beliefs
and the life-style they connected with them. I was
prepared to like them and hoped they would care to
know and like me. I approached them as a Western,
original, questioned, and indomitable people. They fell
into a general category of outsiders with the Amish or
Shakers, or the Jews. In Madison, I had brushed off the
old Swiss grinning cliche, "O Dot:s ver de men have lots
of vimens." So, on my first trip to Ogden to teach an
Extension class, I rode with Elbert Thomas: his answers
to my non-stop elementary questions I was disposed to
remember and think about. On the way back, I rode with
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a young man from the class;who wished to fill my head
with wild tales about Mormon rascality and the
licentious behavior of the Mormon girls. To these tales, I
closed my mind. I was not disposed to believe these at
all--not yet, if ever.

We have been burned by acquisitive Mormons, but
they were exceptions. Other Jews have been
disillusioned by the dealings of Mormons in business, to
the point of indignation and litigation. But we, in our
business dealings with Mormons and meetings with
Mormons in the everyday world, did not find them
wanting in integrity, friendliness, neighborliness. The
bank where Rabbi Gordon introduced us is still my bank.
The Mormon medical men--surgeons, dentists,
oculists--whose patients we have been and are reliable
and honorable men. I state, without any intention of
irony, that a goodly number of our friends have been
Mormons, of various degrees of piety.

What about our son Anatole? Utah, we found, was the
best place to bring up a boy. I have heard non-Mormon
parents complain that their children were in a minority
of one or two in most classrooms at grade school, usually
with a Mormon teacher, overwhelmed by Mormons. It
never occurred to our son or his mother that this was a
humiliating, depressing situation. In fact, our boy had
more comradeship and joy at the Stewart School than he
did at the all-Jewish religious school. And besides, the
Mormons were the ones who prepared this home for us.
Thanks! At the Stewart Training School (for the
training of teachers), where Anatole went from age five
through Junior High School, the teachers knew the kids,

DO YOU SEEK STATELY ART FROM
MORMON HANDS? THERE’S THE

LOGAN TEMPLE ON ITS HILL.

and the kids had fun working. At Stewart Anatole early
became infatuated with the trumpet, because of
Clarence Hawkins, the school’s bandmaster. Mr.
Hawkins was a large, hearty man, always in good
humor, who corrected gently and was never visibly
embarrassed by a pupil performer’s mistakes, believing
that encouraging the youngster to experiment and let
himself go was, at that stage, more important than
playing without errors. There were several sons in the
Hawkins home, all resembling their father--all
outgoing, all happy, all musicians. Anatole was always
welcome in that environment. They were Mormons. So
were the members of the independent band he
organized, and the two other players who, with him,
constituted the Trumpet Trio, which played at wards all
over the Valley. The homes of these boys, populous with
children of various ages, resounding with youth and
harmony, which I think of as benign club-houses, were
our boy’s home, too. There were yet other Mormon pals,
not musicians, sons of parents of pure goodness and
parental intelligence, with whom he talked, skied at Alta,
and occasionally went to Primary or Sacrament meeting.
They enjoyed staying at one another’s homes overnight.
Do you wonder that we never worried about where our
child or growing son was and what he and his friends
were doing? The climate, the soil were ideal for an only
child’s childhood and ripening into youth. None of this
was distinctively Jewish, but it was in harmony with our
Jewish values, and there was Jewishness in our son’s

home. Besides, he was "confirmed" with the other
fifteen year olds at Temple B’nai Israel, after, at the age
of thirteen, being prepared for, and made, Bar Mitzvah
at the Montefiore synagogue. What became of this
Mormonized Jewish boy? With talent and commitment,
he went on, after graduation from East High School,
where his Mormon friendships continued, to education
in music at world-famous conservatories in the East and
has made a career of trumpet-playing. The aberrations
we deplore in many teenagers passed him by and have
never found him. This immunity seems to have carried
over to his three teenage sons. The home needs the
support of the environment, of the youth’s peers
especially. From the time he started piano as a six year
old, our son was increasingly immersed in the
disciplines, the enjoyment of life, the warmth of
Mormon people. I cannot think of this history apart
from the Mormon environment.

I came to live in Salt Lake City, as you know, in order
to teach "English" as the University of Utah. "English"
was to be English Literature (certain small portions) and
Freshman English, for starters. At Victorian literature,
the milieu of my dissertation, I would have a chance
years later. But I was content, and hopeful.

At Utah, I was the first Jewish professor in her annals.
Dr. Neff, when he offered me the job, knew I was a Jew
and, he may have been told before he spoke to me, an
activist, not self-effacing, Jew. When I went to pay my
newcomer’s respects to President George Thomas, he
not only welcomed me as a Jew but queried me about
points of Judaism (he was a lukewarm Mormon who was
an amateur of comparative religion) as if I was supposed
to know and care. Between 1928 and December 1943
there were never more than two or three Jews besides
me; one was a woman professor in the new Graduate
School of Social Work. They did not stay long. Then,
with the opening of the four year Medical School, three
Jewish medical scientists were gathered here, men of
renown, needed to lift the new school out of obscurity at
once. Two of these have stayed. Today, there are in
Medicine and Pharmacy several brilliant young men
who are developing new departments. All told, the count
of Jewish faculty in the sciences and humanities may
exceed a hundred--almost all of them, professors, and
four of them Deans. What Jews may be traced in the
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large English Department are invisible. A majority of the
total number are known to be Jews; few show an interest
in Jewish causes, share in the responsibility for the
future of Judaism anywhere. However, several brilliant
young medical scientists raise high hopes of creative
usefulness to the community.

I return to my story, and begin with a windfall. In
1930, there came my way the courses on World
Literature and The Old Testament as English Literature
which Professor George Marshall, about to retire, was
relinquishing. I could have them if I wanted them. I
thought these"comp, lit." courses were as if invented for
my temperament. Reaching back to "Athens, Rome, and
Jerusalem," the reading in these courses and in English
literature would come together and illuminate one other
in my mind, as they did, quite independently, in my
brighter students’ minds. About the same time, it seems
to me, I was enjoying the friendlieness of mature young
men and women in Advanced Composition. By the war
years, I was familiarizing myself anew with Nineteenth
Century American literature, in which I found
American Scriptures. So, with the connivance of
administration and students, I got myself an unbounded
liberal education. "English" was indeed a stretchable,
commodious tent. I was all over the place in literature--
in terms of the era ending in the early 1960s. In the
current era, I would be out of place as a college teacher.
Except, I think, in Advanced Composition, one of the
courses I most enjoyed teaching.

So, after eight or ten years of discouragement, I was,
thanks to the local situation, allowed into the very

Maurine Whipple’s novel The Giant ]ostiua, a review of it
was the program at a home dinner party. I was appointed
the reviewer. At the request of Joseph J. Cannon, the
editor of the Deseret News in the early 1930s, I reviewed at
length for the News every one of Vardis Fisher’s
autobiographical novels (the tetralogy) as it came out.
When, in conversation with Mr. Cannon, I mentioned
that a World Zionist Congress was imminent, he bade
me dictate an editorial, extemporaneously, then and
there, to inform his readers fully about it. (This interest
in the problems of the Jews of Europe was an old
Mormon tradition.) Now, if all these gentiles were
Protestants of various denominations, it may be that our
experience would have been the same. However, the fact
is that they were "heavily" Mormon. Wherefore, I
postulate a rapport, a profound rapport, between the
Mormons and my wife and me.

Mind you, my wife and I were not assimilated Jews.
Our lifestyle and theirs diverged. We had our own
Sabbath, our own holy days and historical
commemorations, I did not eat certain prohibited foods,
the synagogue was our church, we had our own
symbols, we had interests and concerns as son and
daughter of the Jewish people, we had substantial
knowledge about Jewish matters that they did not have.
My wife had her Jewish women’s societies, and our son
had the Jewish religious school. On the Jewish New Year
and Day of Atonement, I arranged for others to take my
classes. Could it be there would not have been so much
rapport between them and us had we been assimilated
lews?

THE ANGEL MORONI BLOWING HIS GOOD TIDINGS SOUTHEASTWARD--I THINK
I’LL REMEMBER HIM IN MY DREAMS WHEN I AM DEAD.

citadel, the sanctuary of the Anglo-Saxon culture. I was
not the first Jewish aspirant to have been earnestly
informed that no Jew could understand and appreciate
Shakespeare, Shelley, or Emerson. We "got in" because
we were needed as man power. And here, very likely,
because the President Thomas who stood up for a
Japanese candidate for the faculty in the early 1930s was
capable of standing up for a Jewish candidate in 1928. I
think that., to balance inherited lopsidednesses in the
faculty, he not only wanted more young men who would
grow into permanent faculty but also a wider spectrum
of difference. It may have been his Mormon mentality
that favored me as a part of this design.

Soon after the Fall Quarter of 1928 opened at the
University, my wife and I were drawn into professorial
society--being invited, and inviting, to dinner-bridge at
one another’s homes. The other couples were older than
we, long established, old friends, from a variety of
departments. There was informed, varied conversation,
seeking understanding; no gossip, no jokes. Humor, yes,
of course. These people enjoyed society, but also were
serious. They were, in general, Mormons. The
professors who started the Aztec Club, a dinner-lecture-
discussion club, invited us to be charter members.
President Thomas and others of the best minds of the
campus, Mormons, were active members. When Hitler
became the Fuehrer, they thought I was the one to
present a paper attempting to explain why the Nazis
were oppressing the Jews. I tried. On the publication of

When in class, students are free to question a
professor’s statements or to propound ideas of their
own, and if, at times, the rapport between the professor
and the class rises to exaltation; and when, at the office,
the student’s time is the professor’s time, as a rule, and
the talk leaps the fence of the formal perimeters of the
course or moves from academic matters to the personal
present or future of the student, perhaps releasing
painful emotion; or when an admonition is administered
to the student not before others but to the student alone
in private;--then a student has reason to remember the
professor and the course with gratitude. Neither party
needs to have been a Mormon. However, in all
probability, many if not most of them are Mormons~
the men and women who speak to me in public places
and ask about my health and say heart-warming things
about our encounter years ago. I have been fortunate. I
thank every man and woman, Mormon or not, who
wants me to know ~that he or she remembers me, and
remembers me kindly.

A venerable institution or a lifetime of teaching at a
good institution--fifty-three years in my case; actually,
thirty-five years in the Department of English--is
bound to have produced students who, because of it or in
spite of it, have attained distinction or eminence in
church and state, the arts and sciences. I have had my
fair share of such positive or dubious glory. Men and
women who were in my classes excelled at illustrious
graduate schools (and continued to commend us); have
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done classical work in folklore, history, and biography,
and philosophy; are, or were, important members of
college faculties at the U of U, the BYU and the USU, and
further south and north. In a vaunting mood, I might
assert that my influence has been carried into California
and India. The persons I have in mind are,
predominantly, Mormons more or less. There is no
question at all about the few who stand high in the
hierarchy of the LDS Church.

Reflections: An hour in which my mind was not
opened to new questions by"the interchange with
students or startled by new insights, I felt was less than a
good hour. It was a good sign vchen I said to myself in
front of the class, "I should paythe University!" I used to
exclaim to my wife (in thinking of school), "Thank God
for the Mormons!" An incident: I did not mind the
Freshman English classes; when I was taken from them
altogether, I did not regret having had them. When
America was engulfed in the Great Depression, the
proportion of thoughtful students impelled to think
critically about contemporary social problems and to
know the real world and who, therefore, had things they
wanted to say, increased, so that I certainly did not feel
sorry for myself because much of my time was
committed to them. (Our Readers in those days were
compilations of challenge.) An ardently Mormon
statesman personally thanked me for "making my sons
think," although he is a staunch conservative. And there
arose dissenters, malcontents--I was sympathetic but
not the prime fomenter--.minds that were reaching out
in various directions hungrily (not dilletantes) towards

work was told, he was said to. have remarked, "What is
this newcomer trying to do?" He was at that time, I
think, the ordy faithful Mormon on the English
Department faculty, a Patriarch. He never mentioned
the matter to me. We became friends; he was fatherly,
kind to me, helpful at every opportunity. I was by
temperament in sympathy with his conservatism at
numerous points. Where we were irreconcilably apart,
we never argued. We respected each other’s differences.
I have a scholarly Hebrew book which he gave me out of
his family library. I had no int~ntion of being a firebrand,
an iconoclast. To this day, everyone I know in the
hierarchy of the LDS Church or at the Church Offices
meets me graciously and grants my wishes whenever
possible.

I did not know everything in the beginning. When a
freshman referred to "the Church," I asked, "what
church?" I did not know. I corrected a student who used
the term "bishopric" to mean people and not a district.
Down town, the name Pocatello on busses was a
tantalizing riddle to me.

One more i~cident: One day during the Depression,
in a class discussion of an essay on a socio-economic
theme, I commented that, sooner or later, the sheep rise
up and rend the wolves. A pretty blonde in the class not
very bright was perceptive enough to alarm her father, a
corporation lawyer down town. He quickly got on the
phone and hectored President Thomas about "this
Communistic young instructor." The President, a Ph.D.
in Economics from the University of Halle, backed me
up, because, he said, my statement was true. What he

MORMONS ARE IN THE HABIT OF MAGNIFYING SIMILARITIES BETWEEN JUDAISM
AND MORMONISM AND ETHEREALIZING THE DIFFERENCI~S INTO SHADOW.

the contemporary mainstream of literature, philosophy, required of his; faculty was scholarly responsibility, he
and art. Unfortunately, I lost track of them, those
splendid, unhappy individuals!

But, in the fall of 1928, my beginning Freshmen were
polite, "good kids," who, except for two or three
individuals who shone with independent mental life,
acted like an imperturbable, uncritical mass, as if they
had just come from the scatter of the then still rather
pristine small towns and remote settlements of Utah.
My impression was that there was no one from the East,
Middle West, or West. There was a solitary Jewish boy, a
native of Salt Lake. The collective appeared firm in the
belief that they were already complete. I saw a room full
of mass inertia. Someone needed to light a firecracke’r
under them, to make them mad about something close to
themselves. So, this was my assignment: For the
"research paper" which was to be the term paper of the
second quarter, the class should read the article by
Bernard DeVoto on Utah, published in the American
Mercury three years before. In this article, the author,
item by item, judged civilization arid the culture in Utah
to be overrated by the Mormons, backwater, dull. Then
let every student select one of these items and, with a
structure of facts, as in a courtroom, prove that Mr.
DeVoto was more or less wrong. The papers were
disappointing, and the idea behind the assignment
distrubing to some observors. So that when a senior
colleague in the English Department who afterwards
returned from a leave of absence to pursue graduate

added. This was commitment to the Bill of Rights by an
administrator who, also, strove to the last to keep the
Church out of the University. The principle of academic
integrity shall be inviolable! After George Thornas’s
time, in a time of nation-v¢ide panic, the Board of
Regents of the University of: Utah resolved absolutely
not to permit -the imposition of a "loyalty oath" at this
university. We have never had a loyalty oath. In this
context, I am reminded of Senator Arthur Watkins and
the judicial condemnation of Senator "Joe" McCalcthy
over which he presided--Senator McCarthy, the "grand
inquisitor" who.was demanding the loyalty oath of every
college teacher in the land. Was there at work in all three
cases a Mormon aversion, the residue of: their
experience with persecution*.,’ I think so.

No other course of mine has been so fetching and
contagious, memorable to sc, many kinds of people, so
influential in their education as the course on the Bible.
Tout le monde, it seems, almost every category of men
and women, in college and out, young and old, who
would "thirst" for better knowledge of the Old
Testament as it in itself is or who would dare the
experiment of reading it like a five-foot shelf of secular
classics, has taken the course. I reoriented the course
from one on the English Bib]e--that is, the King James
Translation or Authorized Version--as Literature to a
course on the Old Testament itself, the Holy Scriptures
of the Jewish people, as literature, even as a branch of
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world literature. At the first meeting of the class, I
stressed the fact that the Christian-named Old
Testament was a Hebrew five-foot shelf of books,
composed by Hebrews for Hebrews, over a stretch of
about a thousand years (which means all kinds of change
in the environment) to deal with certain needs of the
immediate audience in the present and its own prospects
for the future. So we read units, in their obvious
contexts. Novel to many students was the attention to
form and style. Like other literature, biblical literature is
saying something through its medium; therefore, the
medium is a key to the message. Perspectives derived
from outside the Old Testament were not of primary
authority; since we did not intend to prove anything,
proof-text logic was irrelevant; for the meaning of a
word, phrase, or sentence, not any translation but the
Hebrew text was the final authority. I weighed the
modernist understanding over against the Jewish
traditional and Christian fundamentalist translations
and interpretations as judicially as I could. I did not think
the opposite to tradition was necessarily right; that the
newest was the truest. My preferred arbitrator between
modernist and fundamentalist was the liberal-
conservative Anglican New Commentary.

Institute on University Street to visit the class. The
result was that the Director and I became warm friends
and co-workers in education.

Once, when I returned from the East, I was told to
rush to a funeral. The young widow had tried frantically
to reach me. Her young husband Chris, who was about
to be buried, had shared the Bible course with her day by
day, so that she felt she knew me and that I belonged and
would want to take part in Chris’s funeral. I arrived at
the church in time and was one of the many who kissed
his cold forehead. I was, probably, the only Jew in the
Holy Trinity Church packed with mourners. Was it
because the literary beauty and power (of which the
meaning, of~course, was an essential element-- held and
moved them that the believing Mormons listened to my
undogmatic reading? And did they welcome the chance
to take a fresh look at Scripture from outside the
dogmatic confines of the Church? Was this an adventure
in freedom?

I suppose I deemed it academically obligatory to
redeem the Holy Scriptures from the fabric of meaning
which Christianity and Mormonism had imposed on it,
largely on the basis of a Sixteenth Century translation.
Therefore, I strove to be objectively and gently
persuasive.

I felt gratified, over forty years ago, at what was then
the Utah State Agricultural College, when a
handicapped, unmarried woman to whom (as she
declared to me) her Mormon faith was everything, she
dared not let go of it, said to me the last day of the course,
"I still believe as I did, but I thank you for a different

On the whole, the "’Bible course" has drawn more
compliments and testimonials than any other of my
courses. It was certainly not underpinning to anybody’s
Sunday School or doctrinal construct of the Holy Bible.
Remember, the enrollment was overwhelmingly
Mormon, and aid was not lent to "peculiarly" Mormon
interpretations. Yet the rapport between the class and
the teacher was better than good, normally, and, at
times, we coalesced into one exalted consciousness. (I
nearly refrained from writing this, since many of the
students were women.) An occasional Protestant
headed for the ministry or returned Mormon
missionary bridled at an interpretation which he
thought threatened a pivotal belief. For instance, "I
know that my Redeemer liveth" was de-Christianized in
my interpretation, as was Isaiah 7:14. The "two sticks"
metaphor was de-Mormonized. (Sorry, but Ezekiel was
reaffirming the then familiar dream of the reunification
of what had been the Solomonic kingdom.) Students so
troubled were referred to the Anglican New Commentary.
Mormons students caused the then Director of the LDS

THE CLIMATE, THE SOIL WERE IDEAL
FOR AN ONLY CHILD’S CHILDHOOD

AND RIPENING INTO YOUTH.

point of view." This was brave, this was admirable. Of
course, I did not want to take away her faith.

The role of Jewish teacher of Mormons has taken me
to wards all over Salt Lake City and into the suburbs. A
ward member requests me to come and explain Judaism
to the adults of the ward at Sunday morning or evening
meeting. It is a labor of love which I have never willingly
refused to perform. The teacher loves an audience, all
the more so when it is polite, educated, attractive-
looking, curious, thoughtful. Many faces reveal
response from mind and heart, for I am talking, in the
final analysis, about the issues of life. I do not compare
values or say whether either religion is the more
satisfying one or the true one. I describe and define.
When the meeting is over, the people are usually
appreciative, gracious, especially the women. Mormons,
I think, are in the habit of magnifying similarities
between Judaism and Mormonism and etherealizing the
differences into shadow. We should have a clearer and
truer knowledge of each other.

The similarities are quickly recited, superficially. For
instance, I mention God, the Sabbath, dietary laws, the
Chosen People, Zion, the centrality of the family and
home, the Old Testament as foundation. Closely
regarded, under the surface, important distinctions need
to be made. These distinctions ar6 consequent on the
differences in theology and ecclesiastical system. There
is no way to bridge over these differences and, therefore,
also the differences in life-style. Briefly to elaborate on
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these would take pages. Suffice it here to point to the
Christ idea, which seems to me heart-central in
Mormonism, and to the Talmud, which, these two
thousand years almost, has been central to Judaism, its
heart and soul. And basic to both of these irreconcilable
differences is the difference in the conception of
Prophecy. From these core insurmountables follow
innumerable divergences. Fortunately, we are in
harmony on the principles which govern every day
human relations, we both honor the Ten
Commandments and the Constitution of the United
States, we equally believe in the sacredness of justice and
righteousness and, in theory at least, agree on the
nature of these. Happily, we can, and do, live together in
concord and affection. Let each of us follow the
traditions sacred to us and learn and know the truth
about each other and not harbor demeaning falsehoods.
(Falsehoods like the one I heard the other day from an
"enlightened" Mormon girl who believed" it, that food
becomes kosher when a rabbi has blessed it. It would
take too much time to show how absurd this is. One
word: a rabbi is not a priest.)

Following the talk, I like to have questions to answer.
With a middleclass, decorous audience, the challenge is
fun. A question that recurs is, Could I become a Jew?-
usually from an attractive man of substance in his late
forties. I anwer, Yes! and tell him how, what changes he
would have to make in thought and action. He would
have to renounce the belief in the divinity of Christ, to
begin with.

Only in one ward, a working people’s ward on the

extended to me to enlighten the Mormons about the
Pharisees. At the instigation of Sterling McMurrin, a
few years before, I peregrinated with Dr. Russell
Swenson of the BYU as teammate from campus to
campus between Provo and Logan to convince the
Mormon audiences that the portrayal of the Pharisees as
a party in the Gospels was a malicious caricature. I spoke
to this effect drawing on Jewish sources, and Dr.
Swenson corroborated my testimony from University
of Chicago style scholarship and the writings of Travers
Herford. Try to imagine: where else but here in Zion
could such a mission to the Mormons have been
conceived and carried out? But could it be repeated
today7 It was an ephemeral kind of action, I am afraid.

"Ephemeral!" To have been ephemeral is the doom of
another action that deserves to be delivered from
oblivion: For whatever reasons, it was possible here in
1930-1931 for a young Jew, a relative newcomer, to
propose University Extension lectures at the Hotel Utah
on Ludwig Lewisohn and the Hebrew poet Chayyim
Nachman Bialik and to be told to go ahead. Which I did.

WHEN A FRESHMAN REFERRED TO "THE
CHURCH," I ASKED, "WHAT CHURCH?"

West side of Salt Lake, with many middle-aged women,
did the audience turn on me during the question period,
as though I had come there to "sell them on" my religion.
They rejected Jewish beliefs as wrong and unsatisfying
and defended their own, embracing them as if they were
children they were sheltering from danger. Nobody was
going to take away from them their belief in the Eternal
Progression and Eternal Life! I did not argue. That was
where a handsome lady who could have been a
grandmother comforted me afterwards with the
assurance that the Lord would yet soften my heart of
stone. Two days later, an older Mormon woman who
was in one of my Judaic classes, who had been told about
this minor riot, apologized for her friends and
neighbors. I had taken it as an experience, keeping my
poise amidst the.raging waters. No one had insulted or
injured me.

As a Jewish teacher of Mormons, I have reached a
wider audience in print. In the mid-1960s, the late Boyd
Hatch, as editor of The Instructor, asked me to write an
article on the Pharisaic way of life: someone had told him
I was a Pharisee. Of course, few of the readers of this
article will not know that traditional or historic Judaism
is Rabbinic Judaism, Talmudic Judaism, Pharisaic
Judaism. All these terms are synonyms. The article was
printed as I wrote it, but it should have been entitled
"The Pharisaic Way of Life" rather than "The
Pharisees." Mr. Hatch told me to make it a personal
documentary. Nor was this the only opportunity

Nobody, Jew or Greek, is interested in displaying Jewish
authors like them to the public today, not even in Zion.

The article on the Pharisees was followed, at short
intervals, by the article on Joseph Smith and Professor
Seixas in Kirtland and by an epitome of my Bible course
("ordered" by the Ensign, but not published); and now,
after nine years, by this article. The "bibliography" is
slight but, for a Jewish exponent in Mormondom,
unique.

A Poet in Residence or A Painter in Residence makes
himself useful in a variety of ways. But also, things are
found for him to do because he is handy and trusted. In
both directions, I may have earned the title of Jew in
Residence. Friends and strangers call me for information
about all sorts of Jewish matters. The strangers are
nearly always Mormons. This is a chance to clear away
much misinformation. On the campus, musicians,
theatre people, a painter have sought my help when a
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knowledge of Hebrew was needed. I translated
"Hatikvah," the national anthem of Israel, into the
English version which LeRoy Robertson used for his
symphonic setting, and helped Lee Greene Richards, the
painter, get the Hebrew letters right in his mural of the
Humanities in the Park Building at the University of
Utah. Sterling McMurrin, for the annual lecture series
on religion which he engineered in the 1950s, appointed
me as the Jewish spokesman, year after year. So the
Mormons and I have shared and worked congenially
together, and I have gained in life and growth.

"Have you personally been the object of anti-Semitism
from the Mormons?" I have been asked.

I know that anti-Semitism festers in varying degrees
in some Mormons as in other Gentiles and that anti-
Semitic publications have been widely distributed from
places in Utah. But, short of Micah’s and Isaiah’s one
world, there will always be an irreducible minimum of
resentment, envy, and cowardly self-pity directed at
Jewish existence.

So far as I am aware, I have not personally suffered
from anti-Semitism. I doubt I shall ever be sought as a
member of a patrician social club, although I have freely
enjoyed the amenities as a guest, at both such clubs in
this city. (I wonder why these clubs have not elected
Jews as members for a long time now.)

My wife was, for many years, the Executive Secretary
of the Salt Lake’s Jewish Relief Society, and a volunteer
besides. So she served on a wide variety of committees
and boards, in peace-time and war, in city and state,
equally with Christians and Mormons. Spring was a

Jew.
I have perceived no sign of anti-Semitism in any office,

school or government, where I was known, and known
to be a Jew.

I had the fullest cooperation of President Olpin and
President Fletcher when I strove to enlarge rapidly,
massively the Judaic resources in the University Library
to the point where we could inaugurate a Jewish Studies
Program--an effort which required, and got, the
support of the Chairman of the Department of
Languages and the Director of the Middle East Center.

And when, in the 1940s and 1950s, I thought the
University community should be apprized of the
substantial growth of the Judaica in the Library, by
means of displays of selections of books, the Library
people worked--I could say, labored--with me. If I was
subjected to frustration, I hate to hurt anyone’s feelings
out of season with any reference. In any case, those I
have mentioned or referred to had nothing to do with it.

And, in my zeal to bring to fruition and then to
support a Jewish state in Palestine, when I was host to a
Zionist advocate or to an Israeli architect or eminent
Israeli physician who was traversing this country as a
guest of the State Department for the purpose of
conferring with American colleagues, I was able to
gather a large, varied audience at a luncheon-meeting in
the old Union Building or arrange a quiet private
luncheon in a room at a hotel downtown, because there
were friends to help. I served for many years on the
Board of the Civic Music Association and am a prolonged
member of the Friends of the Salt Lake Public Library.

THE ROLE OF JEWISH TEACHER OF MORMONS IS A LABOR OF LOVE I
HAVE NEVER WILLINGLY REFUSED TO PERFORM.

right busy season for her, because she was invited to
attend the annual meetings of practically all the leading
social agencies, including the Catholic. She was the
Jewish representative. All that mattered was that she
cared, had experience, and was ready to give of herself as
needed. It was right and beautiful. I attended sessions of
the State Parole Board with her, when she was to
advocate the release of one or another Jewish man from
the State Prison. I was touched by the Governor’s gentle
courtesy towards her. (The Governor was a Mormon,
and a friend from old Faculty days.)

She was long active in the Faculty Women’s Club at
the University of Utah and felt at home among all those
Gentile women, Mormon many of them. I think she was
appreciated, in a measure, because she was the Jewess
she was. She stood out as a Jewess because she was one
of the few Jewish women who were active in that
sorority.

As for me, I had the goodwill of the Presidents of the
University, all Mormons, from George Thomas, who
approved rny appointment and welcomed me as a Jew, to
Alfred Emery, who has told more than one audience that
I was one of his important teachers. The goodwill, also,
of the Deans of: the College of Arts and Sciences, two of
whom, Mormons, had been students with me. I was
accorded ~tot preference but equity.

I have no reason to suppose that my rate of promotion
from Assistant to Full Professor of English was affected
in the slightest by anyone’s antipathy towards me as a

Perhaps others have seen and heard anti-Semitic
attitudes and remarks among Mormons beyond my
awareness. This my safely be said: There is probably no
Christian-Gentile culture which is less disposed to anti-
Semitism than the Mormon culture here in Zion.

"Haven’t the Mormon missionaries tried to convert
you?"

High officers of the Church, who have had a chance to
turn my thoughts seriously towards the Mormon truth,
have never touched on religion in our conversation.
Over the many years, not more than five or six times has
someone started to involve me in a discussion of the
Mormon religion, even just an academic discussion. I
have never been willing to enter a discussion with any
type of missionary. I do ask questions of persons as I do
of books, in order to know and understand. No one with
missionary intent has pursued me.

It is not mere hardness of heart that precludes a Jew
knowledgeable in Judaism from taking seriously the
Mormon argument from the Old Testament. There
simply is no meeting ground between the Mormon line
of argument and the Pharisaic or Rabbinic development
of Scripture into the Talmud. The one speaks of
Salvation in the next world; the other speaks of
Halachah, the Way, ethical conduct in human relations.
The knowledgeable Jew is also aware of over 2000 years
of Jewish experience and thought, of challenge and
response, after the Old Testament. And he cannot abide
the proof-text method.
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One Mormon gentleman started by saying that he
wanted to share something very precious with a friend.
We were acquaintances. A mature student from
California, who had been a helpful friend around my
office in OSH during the quarter, suddenly stopped
what he was doing and said, "Dr. Zucker, you are a
scholar and don’t accept any statement as true without
evidence. Have you investigated the evidence for the
Mormon religion?" I answered, No, surprised. I have not
made a scientific study of the Mormon religion, but I
have gained some knowledge of its fundamentals. And I
went on: "If I had been brought up the way you were, the
chances are I would be a Mormon. And if you had been
brought up the way I was, the chances are you would be
a Jew." People don’t adopt religions because they are true
but because the people feel deep, vital needs which are
better satisfied for them by the new religion than by the
one they already had.

A certain lady had long hoped that I would, by
association, be influenced to advance from inquirer to
investigator. After some years, she invited me, the only
Jew, to a dinner party at her home, the only time she ever
has, at which a member of the Council of the Twelve also
was a guest. After we had eaten a very elegant dinner,
the hostess asked this gentleman if he would kindly
explain the central teachings of the Mormon religion. He
spoke, briefly. Then I was asked to say what I thought.
Bravely, I opposed my conception of Old Testament
prophecy to his, evidence that I remained not ready for
conversion. This Elder, I thought afterwards, was
perhaps the one my hostess had at another time quoted,
meaning me: "That man will yet be a prophet unto his
people." I have been let pretty much alone. With all due
respect, I feel no need to change religions.

"There are no negatives?" people hearing all this are
bound to wonder. I should criticize the Authorities of
Zion? or the faithful of Zion? The Church has not thrust
itself upon me--the Church is not, in the new Englislh,
on my back. So, very humbly, I dare to say a negative
word or two.

(1) I wish the LDS Church would say something wise
and strong, something spiritual-statesmanly, warning
its people against the revived KKK. I believe the KKK
movement is a sickness in our society, and it is
appropriate for a Prophet of God to try to cleanse the
society of it or choke off its growth. The statement
against MX was a precedent. (2) I wish the Church
would preserve--if only as local historical shrines--such
fine old folk-designed and built church buildings as it has
been demolishing for reasons of cost. Such buildings,
the final analysis, are precious, unique souls, too. The
souls of the builders and users !ive in them. (3) In
general, the Mormon middle class here in Zion, while
authoritarian in religion, leans towards individualism--
rugged, acquisitive individualism--in economics and
government. The retired among them (I am speaking of
people of means), many of them (it is my impression),
vote down, or don’t vote for, proposed bond issues and
new taxes, which are intended to pay for civic
enhancements, not frills, because they won’t themselw~s
benefit from them. Myself aging and retired, I think this
is a serious criticism, if true.

"A Jew in Zion"--a Jew dwelling in the domain of the
Church--the LDS Church, of course--is similar to a Jew
dwelling close to the precincts of the Church of Rome. I

think of the LDS Church as couchant astride Main
Street--a sphinx, gigantical]!y present, alive and alert,
mysterious, her mind embracing the whole world,
smiling the smile of certainty of timelessness, in a world
constantly in flux, or slowly awakening. I think of the
Church Offices down town as a Victorian Number 10
Downing Street--the helm of a world-wide empire. In
fact, the LDS Church and Salt Lake Jewry have, to a
substantial degree, been as the two sticks of Ezekiel--
the stick of Judah (the Children of Israel) and the stick of
Joseph (the Mormons) have stayed close together in
concord.

The Church has done the Jews deeds of kindness: in
the early days, the gift of the Jews’ original cemetery,
incorporated now in the larger B’nai Israel cemetery,, and
the loan of Church buildings in Temple Square for High
Holyday worship before there was a synagogue--
Brigham Young, the benefactor in both ways; the
brotherly hand extended in gratitude with a nice check
to Congregation Montefiore, seventy-five years ago; a
similar act of brotherhood in Displaced Persons times
following World War II; and active help in the Jewish
effort to bring a Jewish state to birth in Palestine.
President George Albert Smith accepted Honorary
Chairmanship of the huge il.uncheon meeting held in
honor of Dr. James. MacDonald, later the first American
Minister to the State of Israel, in the Lafayette Ballroom
of the Hotel Utah. The meeting was sponsored by the
local Zionist organization, but the guests were gentile
notables, which means many Mormons. The date was
January 1948. Shortly after, at dinner-time, President
Smith called Louis Zucker at home, to assure him that
the Church was working for a Jewish state in Palestine
but doing so quietly because this was the effectual way
for the Church to help.

Dominant as the Church has been in Utah from the
beginning, the Jews of Salt Lake City have been perfectly
free to develop their communal life--of synagogue (both
Reform and Orthodox) and philanthropy and culture; it
is taken for granted that the Church approves of the
strengthening of Judaic Studies at the University of
Utah, and I know that the study of Judaic subjects should
not ignore the increasing resources at the Library of the
BYU. The Church has, from the early days, been
affirmative of Jewish existence in the world. The rabbis
of this city are received with ~:espect and good-will. The
Church has been a pillar of strength to our Sefardi,
Maurice Abravanel, in the growth to maturity of the
Utah Symphony Orchestra. She joins in honoring local
Jews. She takes pleasure in welcoming and entertaining
Jewish visitors to the city who merit this quality of
reception. She awaits with patience the day she hopes
for when the stick of Judah will be combined with the
stick of Joseph to make one stick to be divided
nevermore. Meanwhile, I will thrill as long as I live to the
spiritual romance of the boy praying in the grove (not
too unlike young Buddha) and of the Angel announcing,
summoning, assuring, above the city which is my good
home:

The lines have fallen for me in pleasant places. (Psalm
16:6)

Behold, how’ good and pleasant it is
When brothers dwell in u~dty! (Psalm 133:1)     ~

LOUIS C. ZUCKER is professor emeritus of English at the University
of Utah.
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ONE PRIESTHOOD HOLDER’S RESPONSE
TO THE WOMEN’S MOVEMENT

Michael T.

C URRENT discussions about Mormon women and
their roles in relation to the Church and the
gospel question assumptions about women too

long held. These discussions demonstrate an affinity
with the efforts of other Christian feminist theologians
such as Valerie Saiving and, more recently, Judith
Plaskow. Both Mormon and non-Mormon sources
present vibrant, theological articulations of the roles of
women, yet pallid, unsubstantial treatments of male
roles. Moreover, discussions about Mormon men and
the priesthood by Mormon men generally share this
negligence. It is my contention that there exists an
unfortunate conflation of the terms priesthood,
maleness, and fatherhood in most Mormon circles. Not
only are the components themselves problematic, the
admixture itself is often unwarranted. This confusion
stems less from doctrinal misunderstanding of the
priesthood than from cultural prejudices coloring the
definitions of maleness and fatherhood. I want to
challenge these assumptions by referring to Saiving and
Plaskow, to Mormon canonical statements about the
priesthood, and lastly and largely to personal experience
and reflectiion. The question underlying the entire
discussion will be: "Is there anything inherently male
about the priesthood?" My intent is to show that there is
not.

Virginia Woolf tells of her astonishment upon
opening the British Museum catalogue to "women" and
finding scores of works written--mostly by men.1

Simone de Beauvoir even suggests that "a man would
never get the notion of writing a book on the peculiar
situation of the human male.’’2 "And," Judith Plaskow
adds, "apparently, no women would either." Plaskow
continues: "No one writes books about men as men
because men as men are not mysterious; they do not
need to be .explained. Why should they? All books are
about men, i.e., human beings.’’3 Man: the male animal;
that being well-delineated, articulated, appreciated, and
completely understood. All has been written; all has
been said; all is known.

Harward
On first consideration, it would seem that the

innumerable pronouncements and philosophizings
about men (read male of the species) seldom reflect the
richness and complexity of actual experience. The
"wisdom" that all these pronouncements express arises
out of and is reabsorbed into a general social mythology
concerning men which is part of the cultural air we
breathe. Not only is there no direction in which men can
turn without bumping into others’ expectations of
them, but also in the course of their’ education and
grow. th, men internalize these expectations, so much so
that they have come to know themselves and the world
only in lived relation to these definitions of men and
men’s possibilities.

And yet men’s experience and the definitions are not
simply the same. The relationships between them are
always living and complex. Each man has had to
compromise with and adjust to his culture’s
understanding of his role, or has had to struggle within
or against it. Most often, men have accepted and lived
within the limits of society’s definitions of them; their
compromises have for the most part been invisible. On
the other hand, there have been times when experiences
of men have contradicted these definitions and hence
judged them and exposed their restrictiveness. This is
most obviously true of history’s "great men," the Albert
Schweitzers, the Gandhis, the Christs.4

John Ruskin once outlined the cultural definitions of
men which surrounded my own adolescence and to some
extent still circumscribe my present situation: "The
man’s power is active, progressive, defensive. He is
eminently the doer, the creator, the discoverer, the
defender. His intellect is for speculation and invention;
his energy for adventure, for war, for conquest.’’s A
male teenager in Blackfoot, Idaho, played basketball, was
an eagle scout, a church and civic leader, and studied
either electronics-shop-agriculture or physics-
chemistry-calculus. He did not sew, cook, play the viola,
take ballet, or cry. If he did, he built elaborate
mechanisms to disguise or rationalize, if not hide, the
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fact. He had a part-time job so he c.ould buy a car, which
he took to college where he entrolled in ROTC and went
on a mission. He and his collegiate comrades would have
confirmed the study of Rosenkrantz and associates who,
when they surveyed undergraduate men and women,
found that men were defined as dominant, aggressiw.~,
independent, active, unemotional and objective, worldly
and knowledgeable, loud, rough, blunt, and sloppy.6 The
social mythology of masculinity influenced this young
man and his friends, and his own experience either
reinforced the mythology or became inconsequential to
it. Some rebelled and established their own definitions
and roles, but they remained--and remain--the
exceptional, the unusual, the different.Though
recognized as men, they ihold a status apart.

Valerie Salving, whose 1960 article "The Human
Situation: A Feminine View" gave voice, direction, and
attention to the feminist theology movement, uses sex
role distinction as the basis of her argument, and she
appeals to Margaret Mead for justification. Saiving
thinks that the processes of sex role differentiation fit

There is a natural tendency in
Mormon circles to equate the
terms maleness, fatherhood,
and
priesthood.
However, the terms are not
synonomous.

Mead’s description of "real differences [that] exist, in
addition to the obvious anatomical and physical ones--
but just as biologically based~that may be masked by
the learning appropriate to any given society, but which
will nevertheless.., run through all of man’s and all of
woman’s behavior.’’7 In every society, Saiving claims,
the mother is closest to the infant. The young boy’s
process of differentiation from his mother is different
from his sister’s in that

instead of imitating her [his motherl, he must relinquish
completely his original identification with her. He also
finds that, while he is not and never will be a woman,
neither is he yet a man. It will be years before he can
perform sexually as a man, and therefore he does not
need to be guarded, like his sister, against sexual activity
before he is ready for it. He ~s thus permitted far greater
freedom than the girl. But this freedom has its
drawbacks for him... ~rue, he has certain advantages
over the girl, particularly in the fact that he has visible
organs which demonstrate his sex. But, on the whole,
the process of self-differentiation plays a stronger and
more anxiety-provoking role in the boy’s maturation
than is normally the case for the girl. Growing up is not
merely a natural process of bodily maturation,s

This process of self-differentiation from the mother
figure leads ultimately to a passive-active distinction in
female-male sexuality. The "natural process of bodily
maturation" in girls, Saiving concludes, leads to
passivity in female sexuality. Definite sexual events
"happen" to a woman: first menstruation, defloratior~.,
impregnation, childbirth, lactation, menopause. Though

not the purpose of this paper, it could and ought to be
argued that impregnation, childbirth, and lactation are
hardly passive and that menopause is all but definite.

I would take issue, however, with her statement that
"the boy’s history will provide no such dramatic once-
for-all physical signals of his masculinity.’’9 Men
experience a "once-for-allness." with the first shave, first
ejaculation, and/or loss of virginity. There certainly is no
literary dearth of men’s first encounter with sexual
intercourse--from Tom Jol~es to Kierkegaard. Hair
growth, voice change, wet dreams, impotency happen as
passively to men as menstruation and menopause to
women. Saiving claims that in the sexual act itself,
whereas a woman need not participae actively (though
she may), "the case is quite otherwise for the male,
whose active desire and active performance in the sexual
act is absolutely required :for its completion."~0 A
woman’s passivity is dramatically evident in rape.
Granted that women seldom rape men, prison rape, on
the other hand, clearly show:~ that male orgasm is not
always, and thus not necessariily, an active event. A rnar~
is as capable as any submissive or patronizing spouse of
going through the motions of sexual intercourse, all the
while emotionally and psychologically very passive. (A
June 1981 review in Time magazine of the recently
published The Hite Report on M~i’le Sexuality appears to lend
support to my argument.)

Other fallacies are present in Saiving’s argument of
sex role differentiation. Particularly crucial, it seems, are
not those fallacies involving the process of mother-child
self-differentiation but rather the boy-girl, brother-
sister differences in sex role self-differentiation thatcher
rhetoric implies. A boy, she claims, is not yet a man. But
is a girl yet a woman? A small boy differentiates himself:
from his mother because of his genitals. Does not a small
girl make an analagous sort of differentiation based
upon the absence of breasts and menstruation? A boy,
she asserts, must wait several years before he can
perform sexually as a man. Must not a small girl wait the
same amount of time? And why is it not as necessary to
guard a boy against sexual activity as his sister? Is there
more young girl sexual abuse than young boy sexual
abuse? The case of John Gacy :~eems to suggest not. And
finally, I see no particular advantage of a boy having
"visible organs which demonstrate his sex." On the

Cultural definitions and
expectations have
shoved boys outside
the doors of the
home and all but
locked them out.
contrary, I can think of more instances where it would be
a disadvantage.

Another type of fallacy has to do with the notion of
freedom Saiving extends to the male of the species.
Men’s indirect and less bindi~.g role in the reproductive
l~rocess accounts for this freedom--as well as an
accompanying anxiety.~ I question neither the freedom
nor the anxiety. I rather reject the rhetoric which implies
that this freedom distinguishes male from female. The
invalid corollary to men’s freedom is women’s
bondage--men have more choices than women.
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An example from my own life may help demonstrate
this fallacy. One of my first encounters with the issues
presented tlhrough the woman’s movement came one
evening a few years ago in the company of my wife and
three other couples, one of whom was more newly-wed
than we, a~tother newly engaged, and the third newly
introduced. That night we examined our perceptions of
women and their careers--particulary Mormon women.
In terms of: "Mormon women," the evening was not
necessarily enlightening for me because I already felt
"enlightened" on the subject. My mother worked from
the time I started first grade, and I never felt deprived in
my relationship with her, nor in the formulation of my
morals and values. I have developed, as a result, a certain
independence which I appreciate. The thing that
intrigued me about this evening with my friends was the
notion of choice underlying the whole discussion. We
concentrated, unconsciously, on the choice Mormon
women have between a career or none. As is often the
case with Nancy (my wife) and me, the conversation
continued as we walked home, got ready for, and into
bed. As I contemplated this "choice," it became clear to
me why I had had such a difficult time coming to a
decision regarding my own career: I had no such choice.

Both Mormon and
sources present vibrant,
theological
articulations of the
roles of women, yet
pallid, unsubstantial
treatments of male
roles.
I, as a man, because of the cultural air I breathed, had to
have a career. I had no option and had never had. No one,
of course, was forcing me to have a career. We as a
couple could choose, as friends of ours have, to reverse
roles: the lawyer wife is the provder and the husband is
the homemaker. But because that decision defies and
renounces the cultural mythology, a price must be
paid--and is--by our friends. They are strange, odd,
apart, diffe~’ent, and even ridiculed. That a wife and
mother woJ:ks is more socially acceptable today than
previously; but that a husband and father willingly
chooses to stay home is still out of harmony with societal
expectations. Theoretically men may choose as
individual, authentic human beings to reject the idea of a
career, but given our cultural mythology, they really
have no choice. That men have more freedom than
women, then, is unfounded.

Plaskow shares many of Saiving’s fallacies, as well as a
rhetoric which supports the syllogism: women are A and
men are not A; therefore men and women are different. I
have nothing against differences, and I do not wish to
deny them. I am, however, wary of statements of the
general nature "men are    ," because the exception is
usually more prevalent than the rule. That men have
more in common with men just because they are men,
and women with women, is not clear, or at least non-
essential. I am biologically different from every woman I
know and will ever know. That fact, however, separates
me less from many women I know than the

psychological, emotional, spiritual, and intellectual
separation I feel from many, if not most men in the
world. My best friend in high school was female. Few
people understood that relationship, mainly because
when a boy and girl were friends, they were also
potential marriage partners. We were just best friends. I
would have to say I was more like (less different from)

"Is there anything inherently
male about the
priesthood?"
My intent
is to show that
there is not.

Mary Christensen than Bruce Hoban, my first
roommate at college. And today, notwithstanding our
differences, I am more like my wife Nancy than any
other person I know. Male-female differences are
undeniable, but beyond the anatomic-physiological
ones, I am inclined to suggest that the differences are
human differences, similar to the human differences
that exist in male-male or female-female relationships.

Before leaving Saiving’s and Plaskow’s treatments, or
mistreatments, of men, let me suggest what I see to be
basically wrong with their positions--even more basic
than their invalid portrayals of men. "[’hey have bound
themselves to the tradition which they are trying to
criticize by adopting its assumptions and language game,
and therefore are really asking the wrong questions. My
feeling is that for any future Salving or Plaskow to have
a profound effect, she needs to ask new questions which
are not limited by the current tradition of Tillich,~2
Freud, and Masters and Johnson. She must not make the
same mistake Wayne Booth made in a speech geared
toward undergraduate women at the University of
Chicago winter quarter 1980. The speech was entitled
"Is There Any Knowledge that a Woman Must Have?"
The main point was that a woman :needed to learn
strategy, for strategy would allow her to win the game
that is, to be successful within the tradition whose limits
she cannot avoid once she begins playing by its rules.
The underlying assumption seemed to be that men
exploit women and a woman can only win via a well-
executed strategy against that exploitation. Since the
same men who exploit women also exploit other men,
the situation is not going to be remedied by women in
turn exploiting men and eventually other women. Not
only are the rules of the game wrong, the game itself
must be discarded, and an altogether new one begun, if
not an already existing better one incorporated.

I am similarly wary of the existing mythology and
tradition concerning fatherhood. Ashley Montagu
encapsulates the tradition by stating that whereas
"there is not the least doubt that women are by nature
maternal.., men are not.’’13 And why not? Cultural
definitions and expectations have shoved boys outside
the doors of the home and all but locked them out. His
chores around the house are outside ones: he takes out
the garbage, mows the lawn, paints the fence, and weeds
the dandelions. He is not expected to dust, vacuum, or do
the dishes. If he does these things, it is only as temporary
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assistance--they are not on the list of his expected[
contributions to the family. His list of parttime jobs,
rarely includes babysitting. Therefore, in all likelihoods.
before getting married--and often ten years later--he
has never changed a diaper, fed an infant, or rocked a
baby to sleep. The unspoken assumption goes.
something like this: "Behold, the natural disposition of
man is not maternal." Of course not. Maternal stems
from mater which means mother" and men are not
mothers. Therefore, they are not maternal. Non sequitur.
We must not fall victim to equating fatherhood with
maternity; likewise, neither must we necessarily equate
motherhood with what "maternity" has come to mean.

We must not fall victim to equating
fatherhood with maternity; likewise,
neither must we necessarily equate
motherhood with what "maternity"

has come

I was pleased to receive a letter about a year ago from a
well-educated French woman after the birth of her first
child.
Phillip believes in sharing everything, down to
"household tasks."... Then the baby came! And I realized
something that really shook me up! A man can have a
"maternal instinct," if you see what I mean! I guess I
wasn’t quite converted to what I preached because it
really surprised me to see my husband so well at ease
with child care without any previous training.

The problem with the terms father and fatherhood is
that when they are discussed in conjunction with
mother and motherhood, they are generally addressed
on a completely different level. This, too, is a result of
our cultural mythology which colors our use of terms.
Whenever Salving, Plaskow, and this year’s Melchizedek
Priesthood Personal Study Guide discuss women, it is in
terms of women as mothers. Whenever men are.
discussed, it is in terms of men as political entities.
Similarly, discussions of 7motherhood are creator-
educator in orientation, whereas discussions of
fatherhood are businessman-militarist in nature.

On the one hand, current Mormon cultural
definitions of fatherhood parallel the rest of the.
Christian world. At the last stake priesthood meeting 1
attended, the stake Relief Society president was asked to
bear her testimony. Had she had time to prepare, I do not
think she would have made this slip, but that she did is
indicative of how much our culture is ingrained in our’
souls. In essence, what I heard her say was: "Fathers, the.
only way any culture [read artistic refinement] will come.
into your family is through your wives. Please support
them." I was offended. Am I so unrefined and barbaric:
that I cannot teach my children to appreciate good music,
art, dance, and literature?

On the other hand, Mormon theology adds new
dimensions to parental roles. Parenthood is not merely a
temporal phenomenon. Families are sealed as units for
eternity, and the creation of offspring continues in the

next life, though then it is spiritual rather than
temporal. Since I cannot envision the need at that point
for economists, businessmen, and generals (our cultural
descriptions of fathers), am I to conclude that fathers
will have nothing to do--as fathers--in the next life?
Based upon the examples of our own spiritual Father, I
think not. But what is his position as Father? He is our
creator and educator.

My point is that creation, and particularly education,
is not the exclusive domain of women. I do not think
women have usurped the responsibility as much as it has
been foisted upon them. What we call the maternal
instinct, as my French friend concluded, is as instinctive
in men as it is in women. The difference is that from the
moment of birth, and probably prenatally as some
neonatologists would suggest, the male infant is taught
to suppress those instincts, while the female infant is
taught to develop them. I agr’ee with N. Eldon Tanner
who has said:

The happiest women I know are those whose families
would rather be home than any place else; whose
children come bounding in after school to look for
Mother to tell her about their activities of the day; who
share the sorrows and joys and successes of those
children and rejoice in their accomplishments.~4

Likewise, I feel that we should say:

The happiest men I know are those whose families would
rather be home than any place else; whose children come
bounding in... to look for Fatt’~.er to tell him about their
activities of the day; who share the sorrows and joys and
successes of those children and rejoice in their
accomplishments.

There exists an unfortunate
conflation of the terms priesthood,
maleness, and fatherhood in most
Mormon
circles.

Our theology seems to suggest that we must not excuse
fathers from what are normally called maternal traits by
assigning some other traits to their exclusive domain,
such as provision and protection.

Moreover, because all Mormon men hold the
priesthood (uedike other Christians who rely upon a
professional clergy) and because almost all Mormon men
are fathers (given the Mormon doctrine of eternal
marriage) and because all Mormon priesthood holders
are male, there is a natural tendency in Mormon circles
to equate the terms maleness, fatherhood, and
priesthood. However, the terms are not synonomous.
Maleness refers to man’s biological position in nature;
fatherhood refers to a man’s position in the family;
priesthood refers to man’s religious duty and
responsibility. It is easy and convenient for the sake of
symmetry, to stack the three on top of each other:
maleness is on~ the bottom s~,nce one can be male and
neither a father nor a priesthood holder; fatherhood is in
the middle since being a father subsumes being male
without necessitating that one can be a priesthood
holder; and priesthood on top to cap the sequence,
subsuming fatherhood and consequently maleness. This
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model unfortunately emphasizes what I consider the
non-essential elements of priesthood.

Of the many causes of this confusion, one of the most
significant and influential comes from the too frequent
coupling of priesthood and motherhood. Again, as we
have already seen, we attempt to contrast and compare
two concepts while addressing each at very different
levels. I am n~ot even sure that they ought to be discussed
in conjunction with each other. For one thing, where
does one then put fatherhood? Furthermore, the
conjunction can lead to the false equation of godhood
and motherhood. In our temples we learn of gods and
goddesses, not gods and mothers; of priests and
priestesses, not priests and mothers; of kings and
queens, not kings and mothers. There we do work for
husbands and wives, not priesthood holders and wives;
for fathers and mothers, not priesthood holders and
mothers; for parents and children, not priesthood
holders, spouses, and children.

The essence of the priesthood, as I understand it, is
twofold: to perform the ordinances and to preside. The
Doctrine and Covenants tells us that: "In the ordinances...
the power of godliness is manifest. And without the
ordinances.., and the authority of the priesthood, the
power of godliness is not manifest unto men" (84:20-1).
"The Melchizedek Priesthood holds the right of
presidency, and has power and authority over all the
offices in the church.., to administer in spiritual things"
(107:8). Bei~tg a provider or protector has nothing to do
with the priesthood itself. It just happens that most
priesthood holders are also providers and protectors.
They are because of our social mythology, not because of
anything to do with the priesthood.

It is significant to me that in the Doctrine and Covenants it
also states that "the rights of the priesthood are
inseparably connected with the powers of heaven, and
that the powers of heaven cannot be controlled nor
handled only upon the principles of righteousness"
(121:36). The powers of heaven are not controlled by the
principles of maleness or fatherhood, but only upon the
principles of righteousness. I find nothing inherently
male about the rights of the priesthood. Certainly
righteousness is not the exclusive domain of men. There
is, likewise, no connection between being male and being
capable of performing ordinances or presiding. Female
workers perform the holy ordinances of washing and

Men have accepted and lived
within tlhe limits of
society’s definitions of
them; th,eir
compromises have
for the most part been
invisible,.
annointing in the temple, and thousands of Relief
Societies and single female parent families survive and
succeed throughout the world. The only significant male
aspect of the priesthood is its history--and I do not want
to deny that that history is important. There is no way
around the fact that all priesthood holders of whom we
know are or were men, with the possible and
problematic ,exception of Deborah.

About the same time in my life as the discussion with
our friends, I began thinking a lot about the priesthood. I
was bothered by the subtle elitism and chauvinism I saw,
and to some degree felt. What, I wondered, gave me the
right as a male to hold the priesthood? For a long time, I
asked the question in terms of "better than": what
makes me "better than" Nancy, that I hold the
priesthood? I even experimented with the inverse: what
makes her "better than" me that gives me the need to
hold the priesthood? I never found the answer in terms
of "better than." I think that the dilemma is analagous to
the problem the church faced regarding blacks and the
priesthood before June 1978. The world answered in
terms of "better than," but believing Mormons who
loved God and His prophets could not. There was only
one answer for me then: "It seems wrong to me, but I
believe in God and in his prophets when they speak--
and they have not spoken."

I find nothing that indicates that there is anything
inherently and essentially male about the priesthood.
Why then do only men hold the priesthood? I do not
know, other than that God and his prophets have not yet
spoken. But unlike the black question, we have no
promise that they will speak. I am not sure that it really
matters whether they do or not. Because I see the
priesthood as something distinct and separate from
maleness and femaleness, fatherhood and motherhood;
the way men and women, fathers and mothers relate to
it is what is important. In terms of eternal progression,
the fact that men and fathers must hold the priesthood
sustains challenges and conflicts that are no less real and
rewarding and anxiety-bound than the fact that women
cannot.
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A Story by Levi S. Peterson

DARROW’S faith had returned to him without
warning or solicitation. In his seventieth year, he
had gone with a friend to St. Louis to attend a

world series game in the splendid new stadium. After
the game they had wandered to the giant arch of
stainless steel standing upon the bank of the Mississippi.
Darrow was captivated. Unbelievably slender,
triangular in section, pinned to the earth only at its two
bases, the glittering arch was a daring application of
geometry against wind and gravity. Darrow had stood
with his back to the river, looking westward through the
arch, and thought, as he ihad not thought for a long time,
about his own westgone people. It was as simple as tl~at.
In an instant, without fanfare or commotion, Darrow
believed again.

On a bright morning in Kentucky, in the summer
following the return of his faith, Darrow had watched
his son and daughter-in-law play a furious game of
tennis. Cecily, his granddaughter, sat on Darrow’s lap.
For a while Darrow responded to the charm of the
spreading walnut trees and to the comfort of Cecil.y,
who snuggled in his arms. Grief slowly grew in
Darrow’s mind: there was nothing in Cecily’s life to
condition her impulses toward salvation; this precious
child was growing inevitably into damnation. From that
moment, Darrow’s prayers for absolution became
hollow and unconvinced. Though he had been quietly
rebaptized into the Church, he feared that the recanting
of an old man was meaningless. It was not righteousn~.ss
but rather the narrowing opportunities of old age that
crowded Darrow from his corruptions. The
improvements and perfections for which mortal life was
given were stillborn and vapordrifted. His taint defied
cleansing: the sinroot had gone too deep.

Then, near the end of the same summer, a letter came
from Leah, Darrow’s sister, inviting him to a reunion of
the Sevy family. He accepted, and for the first time in
forty-five years, Darrow returned to Utah.

Sara, Leah’s daughter’, met Darrow at the Salt Lake
airldort and took him to her apartment in the city.
Looking at Sara’s smooth, unweathered face, Darrow
was startled to realize that she was nearly forty. She
intended to join Darrow at Leah’s house in Lehi, but for
the moment she seemed to have forgotten that her
purpose in coming to her apartment was to pack her bag.
She sat on the sofa with a high-heeled shoe propped
against, the coffee table and talked with a wide-eyed
intensity.

"Have you heard of this s.t, upid book of Cousin
Claiborne’s?" Sara was saying. "It brings up the whole
matter of Joram and Ruhannah. It’s supposed to be a
biography of Joram. The manuscript will be presented at
the reunion; Claiborne wants the family to publish it as
Great grandfather’s official life story. But, lord, what a
travesty! Cousin Claiborne doesn’t have a historical

bone in his body. The book is nothing but sentimental
mush, folklore, any silly, pilous thing anybody in the
Sevy family ever said about Joram. I can guarantee there
will be skirmishes fought over Claiborne’s book. A few
of us see it for what it really is, and we don’t intend to
have it published without a fight."

"That’s a little frightening," Darrow said. "I wouldn’t
think any book would be worth fighting over. It can’t
hurt anybody, can it?"

"Maybe you don’t remember Cousin Claiborne very
well," Sara said. "He’s typical of a certain personality
type in the family--pompous, convinced God has
endorsed his special projects, and absolutely unwilling to
let you ever forget that he’s a retired vice president of
Utah Valley Bank. But that is irrelevant. What matters is
that I’ve read the manuscript, and the book is a slander
on Ruhannah. I knew it would be, but it made me boil all
over again to see those things in writing."

Darrow shifted his eyes from Sara’s gaze and looked
uncertainly about the room. He was an appealing man
despite his age; his arms were brown and muscular, his
hair silver and profuse. "I knew Joram," he said, half
abstractedly, as if he spoke to himself. "So did Leah--
better than I did, in fact, because she was born five years
earlier. Could we be so old, remembering a man who saw
the Salt Lake valley when it was only sagebrush?"

Darrow had heard Ruhannah’s story in his youth.
Ruhannah claimed that Joram--Darrow’s
grandfather--had sacrificed a friend, a thing to be
understood as an act of blood atonement. The story was
attributable to the bitterness of Ruhannah--the second
of Joram’s five wives--who in her later years had
divorced Joram and had apostatized from the church.
Darrow was atstonished that Ruhannah’s acusation was
still remembered, that some hundred and fifteen years
after the supposed deed had occurred, the rumor of it
was still an issue in the Sevy family. Darrow was also
astonished by" the sudden revulsion which had swept
over him as he listened to his niece. The very idea of
blood atonement, this principle of a final desperate
purchase of salvation for the guilty, through the
shedding of their blood, was barbaric. With a tremor of
anxiety, Darrow noted that of the possible solutions to
the problem of damnation, blood atonement was one he
had not yet considered.

"It’s obvious that I’m on Ruhannah’s side," Sara said.
"Do you have to take sides?"
"If you’re in the majority party of the Sevy family,

you’ve got to believe Ruhananah made up her story out
of malice."

"I don’t remember the family being divided into
parties. Isn’t it something you’d be just as well off
forgetting?"

"It isn’t something people will let you forget. There is a
gross overrating otJoram, its always done at the
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expense of Ruhannah. You would be disgusted to see
how some people have deified Joram--including
Mother."

"It seems odd that people should make so much of
Joram," Darrow said. "But even if they make too much of
him, even then I’m afraid I don’t have the heart to believe
Joram killed that fellow."

"Which means that you believe Ruhannah lied about
him."

Darrow took out a penknife and began to pare a
fingernail. ’q’d rather not think anything at all about it."

"Joram being a man, you can’t believe he would
commit a religious murder. But Ruhannah being a
woman, you can easily believe she would spread an
abominable lie."
"Who knows what really happened in the past?"
"I know tlhat Ruhannah would not have lied."
"You were there? You saw with your own eyes?"
"Yes," Sara said triumphantly, "in a sense I was there. I

have a copy of Ruhannah’s diary." She rose and
disappeared into her bedroom. In a moment she
returned and motioned for Darrow to sit close beside her
on the sofa. On the coffee table before them she opened
out the roughly bound pages of a photocopied
document. ’The original, she explained, had recently
come to one of their cousins, a professor of history at
BYU, from the family of the woman who had nursed
Ruhannah in her last illness. "Claiborne pretends it isn’t
authentic, t3.ut you have only to read it to know that it
is."

Darrow bent and scrutinized the tilting, jostling lines
of Ruhannah’s handwriting.

"She was an intelligent woman," Sara said. "It’s a rare
journal. Mostly our old pioneer diary keepers talk about
trivialities---about gathering eggs and putting up hay;
but Ruhannah had feelings to talk about. What spiritual
gifts she had! Here, look at this passage."

I was wakened this erly morning by a loud ratteling at my
door. It was Mrs. Johnsen from behind the block. Her
husband is in the mines and she had no one else to come
to. Her littlest child was screeming in pain. I laid hands
upon her and blest her unto recovery. Only shortly and
the little thing went off to sleep. I feel to thank the Lord
for this kindness.
"That is the woman the Sevy family makes out to be a

villainness,’" Sara said. "There are dozens of passages
like that--many of them, like this one, coming long after
she is supposed to be living in apostasy and darkness.
She was prayerful and good tempered, and she helped
her neighbors. Nobody can deny her godliness--except
those who are afraid to read her diary. And you wouldn’t
believe how many of our cousins won’t even touch it!"

Twilight was gathering as Darrow and Sara took the
southbound freeway for Lehi. Streetlamps and neon
lights cast a diffuse glow in the bronze dusk of the city.
As she drove, Sara continued to talk; she gripped the
wheel tightly and repeatedly took her eyes from the road
and directed them to where Darrow sat. Darrow
struggled to retain his neutrality, to reassure himself of
his indifference to this old affair between Joram and
Ruhannah. Darrow puzzled over Sara’s obvious attempt
to make a convert of him. Darrow feared her zeal and
her air of au:thority, although he could not fail to admire
the precise competence of her personality and the
knowing arrangements of her body--crisp pants and

blouse, dark penciling about her eyes, ihair with sheen
and curl. It disturbed Darrow to suppose that a
significant minority of the family shared her passion for
discrediting Joram. Was it simply an attempt to elevate
Ruhannah, to rectify a perceived injustice to this one
woman? Or did it imply a congenital dissent within the
family, an infusion of a deviant gene among the Sevy
cousins, a deep, shadowy kindred of perversity?
Suddenly it seemed to Darrow that he cared immensely
whether Joram had committed the bloody deed of which
Ruhannah had accused him.Therehad been Sevys before
Joram, but Darrow knew little about them. Wasn’t
Joram the founder of a race? Hadn’t he been a pioneer? If
Joram had carried a condemning guilt to Judgment, what
hope was there for a lesser man like Darrow?

The next morning, Leah served Darrow and Sara
gooseberry pancakes for breakfast. The table of her
small kitchen was covered by a bright yellow cloth and
set with gleaming dishes. Leah bustled between the
stove and table, providing her brother and daughter
with flat, smoking cakes. At last she brought a stack to
her own plate and sat at the table. She wore a simple
gingham dress upon her diminished frame, and above
her thin, bony face, she had arranged her grey hair into a
hemisphere of tight, tiny curls. Her brown eyes
sparkled, voice rose in animation as she alternately
complained and boasted about a surfeit of vegetables
from her garden, the dying Lombardy poplars along her
fence, and her recent success in causing her sewer line to
be cleared of roots.

Sara intended to ride horses with a friend in American
Fork and was dressed in jeans and boots. During the
meal, she scarcely looked at her mother. Having finished
her pancakes, she sat drumming her fingers lightly on
the table. At a lull in Leah’s talk, Sarah leaned toward
Darrow and said, "When I get back from riding, I want to
show you a passage in Joram’s journal."

For a moment the eyes of the two women locked.
Disappointment crossed Leah’s face, and then a bristling
anger. "So you are already into that?" she said bitterly.

"It appears that Mother will not let me take her copy
of the journal," Sara said. "I will have to show you some
other time."
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"Won’t let you take it!" Leah snorted. "You can look in
Grandfather’s journal any time you want. Anda lot of
good it will do you! There’s nothing to see. Those who
want contentions know how to make them out of thin
air."

"Joram was in Salt Lake City on the weekend of
September 21, 1856," Sara said. "He could easily have
heard Brigham Young’s sermon on blood atonement."

"That statement has to be corrected," Leah said°
"Grandfather took calves to the city on September 18--a
Thursday. That’s all the journal says."

Sara wiped her mouth with her’ napkin and pushed
back her chair.

"Go ahead and tell him," Leah said. "You’ll get around
to it sooner or later. I just as well hear what invention
you’ve come up with this time."

"It isn’t an invention that makes people defensive,"
Sara said dryly. "It’s the truth that hurts."

"Just go ahead," Leah fumed. "Get it over with."
"I will," Sara said, pulling her chair close to the table.

Evading her mother’s eyes, she went on in an emphatic,
slightly elevated voice. Joram’s journal, under the
heading of November 6, 1856, recorded the burial at
Joram’s West Canyon ranch of S. Johanssen, who, the
journal stated, had died of gunshot. The journal entry
had to be viewed in the context of the Mormon
Reformation of 1856. Though the Saints had been on
the Utah frontier for only nine years, there were fire-
eating apostles who preached that the Saints had grown
too prosperous and complacent. Picking up their theme,
Brigham Young had preached his famous sermon. To
Darrow’s surprise, Sara had memorized phrases from
the sermon. "There are sins," she quoted, "for which
men, if they had their eyes open to their true condition,
would be perfectly willing to have their own blood spilt
upon the ground, that the s:moke thereof might ascend
to heaven as an offering for their sins." The entry in
Joram’s journal about the death of Johanssen, coming as
it did within six weeks of Brigham Young’s sermon,
coupled with Ruhananah’s later accusation, made
Joram’s guilt inevitable. Sara granted extenuations fo~"
Joram. Undoubtedly he had been in a near hysterical
state of mind due to the isolation of the West Canyon
ranch and due to the terrible losses he had suffered
during the persecutions in Missouri and Illinois and
during the exodus to the Rocky Mountains. It was
probable that Johanssen himself, motivated by a
devastating guilt, had requested his own execution,
making Joram a participant in a holy" suicide. Regardless,
Sara was certain that no other person than Joram had
pulled the trigger of the gun that killed Johanssen.

While Sara talked, Leah shifted restlessly in her chair
and with a vindictive fork pushed ~ morsel of pancake t~2.
and fro across her plate. When Sara had finished and
looked expectantly toward her mother, Leah diverted
her eyes and seemed to scrutinize the joint where the
wall of the kitchen met the ceiling. Sara turned back to
Darrow and said, "Don’t you agree that there is more
here than mere coincidence?"

"I don’t know what to think," Darrow said helplessly.
"Please don’t draw me into it."

"I don’t have to tell you that you won’t find any of this
in Claiborne’s book. At least you know the other side of
the story now." With that, Sara stood and left the room.

After a moment Darrow heard her leave the house, start
her car, and drive away.

"She said all of that for my benefit," Leah said. "She’ll
bait me any ti~ne she thinks she can get me to explode.
But I’ve got smart lately. ! refuse to give her the
satisfaction."

"What a terrible thing!" Darrow said.
"Yes, imagine her trying to proselyte you in my own

kitchen! She has a black tongue, that girl has."
"l don’t know what to believe," Darrow said.
"Sara makes it seem so plausible," Leah said, "but I

think it’s my turn to say a few things now. It won’t take
long to set the record straight. Wouldn’t Grandfather
have mentioned Brigham Young’s sermon if he had
heard it--considering that Brigham was the prophet and
president of the Church? And what if Grandfather had
heard it? That wouldn’t mean a thing. Blood atonement
was never practiced by anyone in the church. It wasn’t
even thought of. Everyone who heard Brigham Young
knew what he meant--if you murder someone, the law
will execute you. But all those other wild things about
blood atonement--they are the invention of Gentiles
and apostates."

"Sara seems to have every confidence in her story."
"If Sara isn’t careful, she’ll end her days as an

apostate," Leah said grimly. "Things have got worse in
late years, Darrow. All the laxness and immorality of the
world--they’ve got in among the Saints, you know.
Honestly, I sometimes think Sara is a person I never
knew in all my life. She’s even into this ERA thing. What
do women want nowadays? ill don’t want to be a man.
Why do they?"

Later Leah drove Darrow along the streets of Lehi
where they reviewed remnants of their childhood---the
spot where Joram’s house had stood, now part of a high
school playing field; other fine old yellow brick pioneer
houses with multiple gables, still owned by families of
pioneer vintage; Gardiner’s Mercantile, incongruously
perched between new buildings housing a bank and a
franchise shoestore; the Third Ward chapel, vacant ,and
unused.



At midmorning, Darrow strolled with Leah along the
graveled pathways of the Lehi cemetery. A cool
evaporation,, rising from the damp carpet of grass,
tempered the heat of the bright summer sun. Darrow
saw, as he and Leah passed among the ranks and rows of
stones, that the town he had once known was gathered
in this cemetery. At every other step he came upon a
name, engraved in granite or marble, that moved him
with affection or grief. Darrow paused before the stone
of Jacob Benton, a retarded mute whose sister Doris had
dressed him every morning in clean bib overalls and had
sent him to spend the day in Gilbert’s drugstore on Main
Street. On every weekday for uncounted years, Jake
Benton had occupied the same stool at the drugstore
counter from nine to twelve and from one to five. He sat,
hunched and sagging, saying nothing, drooling a little,
staring with wide, innocent eyes at everyone who
entered.

"Reginald Gilbert gave that stool to Jake," Darrow
said. "It was Reginald’s contribution to the mentally
handicappedl. And, you know, nobody minded old Jake at
all.’"

"Of course people minded," Leah protested. "Doris
should have kept him out of sight."

Darrow squatted by the grave. "Old Jake!" he said
reverently. "So even you had to die?"

A little later Darrow paused before another stone. It
marked the grave of Timothy Crofter, a boy whose skull
had been crushed by the kick of a horse. "When I heard
about the accident, I ran down to the livery barn on First
East," Darrow explained. "They had already taken his
body away. I remember squatting on the sidewalk
looking at hlis trampled hat and at a little blood that had
puddled in the dust. The next day in school it seemed odd
to see his empty desk."

"God has ihis reasons for calling children home," Leah
said. "It’s velTy sad for us who stay behind, but it’s better
for them."

They strolled on. Darrow stopped before the stone of
Karl Bjorlund. "Here’s one who suffered," he said. "He
had cancer of the face. His brothers kept him locked in a

room so that he wouldn’t kill himself. He took a stick of
firewood and tried to beat himself to death with it. I
don’t know how long it took him to die."

In time they came to the graves of their father and
mother, John and Nellie Parker Sevy. "Look at this
weed," Leah said, stooping to pull a plant growing on
their mother’s grave.

Darrow turned half away and looked toward the
distant peaks of the mountains. He had last seen this
holy man and woman on that evening long ago when he
had said goodby at the Lehi depot. He remembered
clearly the rounding nose and walrus mustache of his
father, the thin lips and dark, worried eyes of his
mother. Humorless, kind, and utterly scrupulous, they
had lived in a state of salvation.

"I couldn’t make it to the funeral of either of them,"
Darrow said. "If it had been possible, I think I would have
come. I was in New Jersey when Mother died, and I
didn’t get word of the funeral until three days after it
was Over. Dad died during the war, and I couldn’t get a
train in time. Everything was tied up in troop
transportation."

Leah had momentarily moved to a nearby grave. "I
can’t stand these plastic flowers. They look shoddy so
fast. I think I’ll just take them in my purse and put
them in the garbage can at the gate."

"I could have come to see them while they were alive
and I didn’t," Darrow said.

"It’s no use talking about things like that," Leah said.
"I have to come back to the Church," Darrow said

abruptly.
Leah’s face was blank.
"I have been baptized again. I attend meetings. I pay

tithing."
Across Leah’s face, moving in quick succession, came

surprise, fear of deception, and a curious mingling of
rage and relief. "Why didn’t you tell me?" she cried.

"Because it was tentative. It is still tentative."
Again incomprehension crossed Leah’s face.
"I have no word from God that I am forgiven."
"You don’t need a word," Leah burst out indignantly.

"If you obey, everything is all right." She embraced him,
took his hand, pressed it to her cheek, looked into his
face with tear-misted eyes. "Oh, Darrow, I am so happy,
so very, very happy."

"I can’t pay for what I have done. to Father and
Mother," he said.

"Oh, bother!" Leah said with vexation. "It doesn’t
matter at all. You are baptized again. They know it on
the other side, Darrow, and they are so glad."

Darrow shook his head somberly. "They know what I
have done with my life."

They walked on, arm in arm. Leah clung to Darrow
like a sweetheart, tender, happy, doting. But even as
Leah chatted about this cousin or that, Darrow was
seized by panic to see how age had come upon his sister.
She was nothing like the image of the full-bloomed,
hearty-fleshed woman Darrow had carried in his mind
for these forty-five years. Her face was parched, her
frame shrunken, her muscles reduced to taut wires. Nor
could Darrow now put from his mind the bloody,
premature death of Timothy Crofter or the terrible
suffering of Karl Bjorlund, whose graves he had just
seen. What had God intended when he authored a world
in which a face-eaten wretch was driven to bludgeon
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himself to death? The world was a book whose stories
always ended in blood. Perhaps, as some said, the bloody
endings were not God’s meaning at all, but were the
interpolation of mistranslating monks, dozing scribe..~,
or old unvaliant Adam who relished the lustfruit of hiis
curiosity. But perhaps the bloody endings were precisely
God’s meaning--an allegory of damnation written into
the pages of the temporal world for all who had the sense
to read.

Taking in the bright sun, the calls of birds in nearby
trees, the reassuring hum of automobiles on the distant
freeway, Darrow could almost persuade himself that the
horrors and griefs of this graveyard had safely
evaporated atmosphere. But not quite. He fancied he
cou|d hear a faint, persistent static from the graves
about him--a muted, indistinguishable murmuring of
subterranean voices. He imagined a sentience among the
graves, a residual consciousness of the dead which had
infiltrated the soil into which their bodies had corrupted:
buried yearnings, passions ingrown with roots, pulsing
aspirations locked in the deathclutch of the ground. He
imagined that if he listened closely, if he strained to
interpret, he could make out words piteous beyond all
other speech; it was the dead calling, "Here we are, Lord!
See us! Save us!" Wasn’t a c~emetery.a sign of hell! Its
deathdread was symbolic and predictive Of ~inwrought
man’s skywide horror of perdition.

At length Darrow and Leah came to a large plot
enclosed by a picket fence of iron. A monumental shaft
stood in the center of the plot. Its inscription read: Jorarn
Eas~park Sevy--Pioneer Founder.-- 1824-. 1915.

"Joram himself," Darrow said. "I remember the day he
was buried."

"Here’s Grandmother," Leah said as they entered the
plot. They looked at the lettering on a polished black
stone: Seraphine Darrow--Fourth Wife of Joram Sevy--1848-
1905.

"She was gone before I was born," Darrow said.
"She changed my diapers many a time, Mother told

me," Leah sai.d. "Doesn’t it make you feel good to see
Grandfather’s wives here with him ? Of course, Martha
Dean isn’t here. Isn’t that funny? Because she died on
the plains before Grandfather had other wives, I almost
forget he was ever married to her."

"And Ruhannah," Darrow said. "She isn’t here
either."

"Well, of course not. What would you expect? She is
buried in the cemetery on the avenues in Salt Lake City.
She apostatized, you know. She was buried by an
Episcopalian service."

"Sara showed me Ruhannah’s diary. I can’t get out of
my mind the possibility that Joram was guilty."

"How can you say such a thing? You of all people!"’
Leah cried. "You were in his house dozens of times.
Don’t you remember how often Mother sent us to stay
the night? We were supposed to keep an eye on
Grandfather and Aunt Christine, but it was they who
k,,e, pt_ an eye on us."

What can you do with Ruhannah’s diary?" Darrow
said. "Ruhannah seems to have been a sincere person."’

"Oh, yes, sincere! Sara likes to prate on about
how genuine Ruhannah was and about how great her
spiritual gifts were. Grandfather’s other wives could
have given you another side to that story. I had it over
and over from Aunt Christine."

"I wouldn’t think Ruhannah would lie in her own
diary."

"She didn’t lie; she exaggerated. Ruhannah turned
every whisper of the Spirit into a shout. I’m not
impressed by the spirituality of a woman who couldn’t
be decent to her sister wives. Ruhannah was all for
herself. She never had a kind word for anybody else. She
expected the other wives to worship her because she was
singled out for special revelations and healings of the
sick."

Leah squatted and plucked a dandelion, which she put
brusquely into her purse. Her voice was hoarse with
disgust. "Sara says that Grandfather harried Ruhannah
out of the Church. That’s silly. It isn’t even a possibility.
Ruhannah never had a testimony of the Church. She
had her own version of the gospel, and she didn’t know
what it was to help build the kingdom. I don’t know why
she came to Zion in the first place. And Grandfather
tolerated her. He never lifted a finger against her, not
even when she was spreading that terrible story. His
other wives scolded him for it; they said if he didn’t

defend himself his reputation would be ruined. He
shrugged his shoulders and said God would be his
judge."

"It’s strange he wouldn’t defend himself," Darrow
said.

"He didn’t need to defend himself! Everybody knew
what kind of man he was. Any traveler caught at night in
Lehi stayed in Grandfather’s ’.house. He never charged a
penny."

Darrow and Leah wandered among the stones of: the
plot. Coming to the fence, they paused. Leah fingered
the blunt point of an iron picket. "Grandfather didn’t
shoot Johanssen, and Ruhannah knew it. Johanssen was
killed accidently. Shooting accidents occurred all the
time in those days. They still occur all the time. But
Ruhannah couldn’t take polygamy. She never did accept
Grandfather’s other wives."

"It’s bizarre that the old sto~ry hangs on," Darrow said.
"Don’t doubt Grandfather,"’ Leah said urgently. "You

mustn’t betray’ him. I couldn’t stand it if you did."



Leah’s fingers continued to play over the scrolls and
pickets of the iron fence. She had begun to talk about the
heroism with which Joram had endured the unbelievable
rigors of pioneer life. She reminded Darrow that the
teenaged Joram had been driven, with his parents and
their other clhildren, from a home in Missouri. Mobbers
had seized their house, barn, and animals. A sister died
of dysentery during the trek to Illinois. In Nauvoo,
Joram married Martha Dean and built a house of his
own. He sok| it for sixty dollars when the Saints were
driven from Nauvoo in the winter of 1846. The next
summer, Joram joined the Mormon Battalion, leaving
behind his wife and tiny daughter in the camp of the
Saints. With his fellow soldiers, Joram marched afoot
from Fort Leavenworth to San Diego--a walk of some
two thousand miles. Discharged, he made his way to the
Salt Lake valley, arriving there only two months after
the vanguard of Mormon pioneers had arrived on July
24, 1847. He learned that neither his wife nor daughter
had survived the terrible winter on the Iowa plains. A
year later, Joram married Ruhannah. Afterward he
married other wives and made his headquarters in Lehi.
By her own choice, Ruhannah remained with her three
children on the ranch in West Canyon. Five years before
Ruhannah denounced Joram and left the Church, she
moved to Lehi, where she insisted that Joram build her a
separate house. Joram became a pillar of the community
of Lehi. He served many terms as alderman and mayor,
and for many years he was a counselor in the Provo stake
presidency.

"I know Grandfather would never kill a man," Leah
said passionately. "I know because I knew him. I know
because of the way I feel in my heart." She looked
insistently into Darrow’s eyes. "And you know it too,"
she said.

Darrow and Leah walked arm in arm, returning along
the paths leading to the gate of the cemetery. A jet
whined high overhead; a locust buzzed in a nearby tree.
Darrow’s world seemed suddenly washed in sunshine.
He was cheered immensely by the affectionate little
woman who clung to him. He perceived the return of a
lapsed protection. Despite her shrunken, aged condition,
he sensed that nothing essential had departed from her.
He fancied tlhat her dwindled body bloomed with grace,
that it could not fail to revive, pulse, and flourish
forever. Her fervent loyalty for Joram was contagious.
Didn’t a man like Joram merit confidence; didn’t he
deserve the benefit of the doubt? Darrow remembered a
morning when he and Leah had slept in Joram’s house.
Aunt Christine, Joram’s last surviving wife, had called
that breakfast was ready. Darrow ran down the stairs to
the kitchen. Behind him, pacing demurely, came Leah,
her unstrapped shoes scraping along the hardwood floor
of the hall. From outside, a metallic clinking sound had
stopped; Joram, already at work in the tool shed, would
have put down his mallet and punch. Set upon the
oilcloth of the kitchen table were bowls of steaming
oatmeal and[ plates of buttered to_a_~s.t_and___el~Ks__f_r_ied
sunnys~de up. Joram clattere~l into the kitchen through
an outside door, growling at the recalcitrance of a
stricken leg. Grey hair bristled in a thick patch on his
head and sprouted in coarse tufts from his eyebrows. He
gripped Darrow’s shoulder and patted Leah’s head as he
went by on his way to wash his hands at the sink.

Remembering, Darrow recognized that Joram had not
needed words; his mere presence was an utterance and a
prophecy.

It was no accident that the family had made a hero of
Joram, Darrow reflected. Without qu. estion, Joram had
been a man of extraordinary nerve and virtue. Under no
circumstance could Joram have construed God’s will as
bent toward a bloody penance for sinful men. To think
otherwise did dishonor both to Joram and to God. Hadn’t
God commanded men to love one another and hadn’t he
told them, when offended, to turn the other cheek?
Thinking well of Joram, Darrow could think better of
himself. Surely there was something salvageable,
something worthy of redemption, in Darrow Sevy.

A little after twelve, the general reunion of the Sevy
family began with a lunch in a Lehi park. Darrow found a
place in a line filing along serving tables loaded with cold
cuts, casseroles, salads and breads of all sorts, fresh fruit,
early corn, and innumerable pies and cakes. He sat to eat
at a table where unfamiliar but amiable cousins made
room for him. At two o’clock Darrow joined a crowd of
his relatives in the recreation hall of a nearby church
where the first session of the reunion convened. Near
four o’clock, suffering from a headache, Darrow
emerged from the church before the meeting concluded.

On the steps of the church a man sat whittling.
"Hello, Darrow, how be?" the man said. "It’s me, Glen
Sevy. You used to know me when I was just a bigassed
kid." Glen wore stiff, unfaded Levi’s, scuffed cowboy
boots, and a pearlbuttoned shirt beneath which his
stomach bulged. Beads of sweat stood on his tanned,
bald head.

"Well, for sure, it’s Glen, isn’t it?" Darrow said.
"Yeah, it’s me. I been meaning to speak to you all day. I

had to get away from all the crap going on inside there.
Can’t take much in that line."

"It makes you want to be somewhere else, doesn’t it?"
Darrow agreed.

Glen laughed. "Kind of funny, though, the way
they’re clawing each other up in there. Old Uncle
Samuel, he says, Now, your officers having duly met in
Provo the other night, we endorse fully this fine
manuscript of Cousin Claiborne’s, which tells the whole
truth and nothing but the truth about Grampa Sevy, and
then that BYU professor, Morton Rickover, he leaps up
and says, We ought to thank Cousin Claiborne for his
great labors, he really has put together a wonderful book
here, except it’s all a bunch of goddamned lies about
Ruhannah, and then Claiborne’s boy Richard gets all
heated up and he says, What do you mean this book don’t
tell the truth about Ruhannah and Grampa, and your
good sister Leah goes running in swinging like a
prizefighter and she says, How come we can’t let these
blackhearted falsehoods die and how long are we going
to put up with this kind of libel against one of God’s
noble servants. God, I thought I’d die laughing." Glen
stopped laughing abruptly. "I got to have a drink. Listen,
I have a bottle in the car. Let’s drive on down to a little
bar I know on Geneva Road. They’ll give us set-ups and
we can recover from all that bullshit."

"Okay," Darrow said, "let’s go talk a while. But I’m
strictly on soda pop."

Several miles south of the Geneva steel mill, they
came to a bar named the Slagheap. Inside it was dim and
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cool. In a corner a woman with plump, half-exposed
breasts played and sang at: a piano.

"There’s Dorothy," Glen said. "I was afraid we might
be too early." He led Darrow to the piano. "Dorothy,
honey, here’s one of my cousins, Darrow Sevy. He’s a
good man from the East." The woman smiled at Darrow.

"How about ’By the Time I Get to Phoenix?’ " Glen
asked.

"Sure, after this one."
Glen led Darrow to a table. "Nice woman there. She’ll

play the old ones if you want her to. I’d sure like to get
into her pants, but she don’t take none of that. But she
sure is nice."

They sat and Glen pulled a fifth of bourbon from a
sack. "You won’t change your mind, I guess?"

"No, thanks, just rootbeer for me," Darrow said.
"Mighty nice meal, that lunclh today," Glen said.

"Can’t say I felt very comfortable though. Don’t none of
them regard me anyhow. This liquor’s the reason. I
know that and I know I got to get hold of it. Old
Claiborne went by me in the hall just before the meeting
and he says, Get off that goddamn liquor, Glen, though
of course he didn’t say goddamn. Then he just went on
by. He don’t size me up high as a dog turd."

"I know what you mean," Darrow said.
"Oh, hell," Glen said, laughing again, "wasn’t that

funny when old Uncle Knudson gets up during the
introductions this afternoon. He’s every inch of ninety-
five. His voice quivers like an accordion and he says, I
been around for a long time, I was thirty when Grampa
died, I can’t see and my arthritis is terrible, I ought to be
in the cemetery but I ain’t. Lord, that old goat! Samuel
finally had to get up and cut him off so the meeting could
go on."

At another table two women sipped beer and talked in
low, confidential tones; with half closed eyes one of
them drew in on her cigarette and exhaled a column of
smoke. The smokey twilight of the bar depressed
Darrow. It was too familiar; everything about the bar
reminded him of his misspent years. He thought of the
good mood he had been in after his visit to the cemetery
with Leah. In this place, he couldn’t understand that
mood at all.

Darrow leaned forward. "’Tell me, Glen, do you think
Ruhannah was right? Did Joram kill Johanssen?"

"Why, hell yes, he done it. You think Sevys got a
guarantee for sainthood?"

"I’m serious. Would he really do it?"
"Let me tell you something," Glen said. "Sevys ain’t

angels. You seen that boy Lester drifting around at
lunch today? Lester Evans, Katie’s boy. That boy :is
queer."

"He’s what?"
"Gay. Fruitier than a Jello salad. He screws with men."
"Is that true?"
"Hell yes. When you lift the cover off and look at what

is underneath, there ain’t anything you can’t find in the
Sevy family. Take that pious old fraud, Cousin Wilbur
Jones. When my dad tried to get an option on Joram’s
sheep herds, Wilbur bribed the probate judge. He got the
whole damn sheep business, all of it, everything Joram
had built up in Cedar Valley and Rush Valley and even
out in Skull Valley. Wilbur was chairman of the board--
the one and only Rush Valley Land and Livestock

Company. He’s still on the board, but that stinkass
grandson of his is chairman--Benny. He ain’t hardly
thirty. I asked him, Benny, can I hunt deer up there on
Joram’s land in the Sheeprocks, and he says, Why sure,
just line up and pay your twenty dollar trespass fee like
all the other hunters. Shift"

Glen pouredhimself another drink. "Sure Joram did
it," he said.~ "You didn’t know my dad much. You’re
supposed to love your dad, ain’t you? Well, of all the dirty
sons of bitches that ever lifted a hind leg and pissed on
this earth, my dad was the dirtiest. I hate that son of a
bitch and sometimes I wish he was still alive so I could
show him how much. Do you know what he done to me?
He took his belt off, lots of times, and he held me by the
arm, and I circled around howling like a dog, and he
whipped the living daylights out of me. I couldn’t cough
without him thinking I was sassing him."

"Joram wouldn’t do something like that," Darrow said.
"I knew him."’

"You believe what you want. It don’t make no
difference to me. I sure as hell wouldn’t get up in a
meeting and spout off the way Morton Rickover and
that niece of yours does. But you take my dad again.
Most of my life, I kept saying to myself, He was a good
man, he didn’t go to church and he smoked and all that,
but he was my dad, and everybody knows your dad is the
best guy there ever was. But I got to thinking about what
he done one day when I was thirteen. I had a dog,
Cockleburr, part collie and God, I loved him; he was the
only thing that held me together. One day Dad says, Call
that dog in so we can get back to town. The dog wouldn’t
come in a hurry; he was fooling around a dead sheep
across the creek. Dad took out the thirty-thirty and shot
him in front of rny eyes. It took me until I was forty to
figure out what Dad really wanted. It wasn’t the dog he
wanted to kill. It was me."

"It doesn’t fit with Joram."
"Sure it fits. I treated my kids the same way. I kicked

the shit out of them about once a week just to keep them
tuned up good. I got it from my dad. And where did my
dad get to wanting blood? He got it from his dad, and his
dad got it from .]oram. Don’t be fooled by how pious
Joram got in his old age. After them Missouri pukes and
Illinois mobbers pushed the Mormons around so long,
why hell, our boys was just as mean and ugly a:s the
pukes and mobbers ever wa:~."

"It isn’t possible that Joram wanted blood," Darrow
protested. "If he had shot Johanssen, he wouldn’t have
done it in anger. He would have thought he was doing
Johanssen a favor."

"People don’t never kill nobody unless they’re mad.
Maybe they don’t think they’re mad, but they arc.."

"No, you’re wrong," Darrow insisted. "He would have
thought of it as a sacred ritual. He wouldn’t have been
angry.

Glen turned his glass in his fingers. He stared at its
gyration with befuddled eyes. "So I might be wrong--
could be, easy enough." Then he brightened. "Maybe
God is the one who started it--wanting blood, I mean.
Suppose that son of a bitcl~. Johanssen had it coming.
Suppose he needed to be cleaned up."

"It couldn’t be true," Darrow said.
"I ain’t never noticed God being put off by a little

blood," Glen said. "Everybody says he put his own son up
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for crucifixion, don’t they? God’s up there keeping an
eye on the earth and he says, All you people down there
swilling around fucking and cheating and drinking and
carrying on, can’t you act decent for one little minute;
well, I’ll fix that; I’ll damn your hides to hell."

"That’s a terrible thing to believe," Darrow said.
"I’m just bullshitting. I don’t know nothing about

anything," Glen said. He scratched his shoulder and
poured another drink. "But I ain’t going to back down on
what I said about Joram. He done it, no doubt about it. In
1954 or somewhere around there, Bentley and me drove
up West Canyon to the old place. There wasn’t much
left, but the foundation of Ruhannah’s house was there.
The chimney was still standing. It was chiseled rock; I
don’t know who chiseled it. Out back a ways there was
some poles where the old corral used to be. Bentley says,
Glen, he shot him by the corral. I says, Who told you so?
Bentley says, Dad told me. Johanssen asked Joram to tie
him to the poles so he wouldn’t fall in the dirt, and then
Joram went back and leaned against a juniper so he could
shoot steady, and then he shot him in the heart. So
maybe it was a ritual. But you don’t kill nobody unless
you want their blood."

"How could he do it?" Darrow said. "The fall I turned
seventeen there was a terrible accident in Pole Canyon. I
was hunting deer with Father and Uncle Todd and three
of Uncle Todd’s boys. This old fellow--a guy from
Goshen or one of those little towns at the end of the
lake--this old fellow got the early blurs and he shot his
own grandson. He shot at him two or three times before
he hit him, and then he hit him in the ear’. There wasn’t
anything left on that side of his head. Father helped
carry the kid’s body, and I came along to carry the guns.
The kid’s jaw was loose, just hanging by some sinews,
and every so often, the jaw would catch on a branch and
flop down and dangle, and the old man would shove it
back into place, and he kept saying, I thought it was a
deer."

"God Almighty," Glen said, "I wouldn’t never be able
to hunt deer again."

"So I guess I don’t believe the story about Joram,"
Darrow said. "How could he go through his life
remembering something like that? What would he think
when he cut |ohanssen off the poles? What would he say
to Ruhannah? He couldn’t just go back to the house and
say, Ruhannah, wash that man’s body up nice and clean
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for burial. Don’t pay any attention to what the bullet did
to his chest, and I’ll fix up a nice coffin and..."

"There wasn’t no coffin."
’How do you know there wasn’t. They wouldn’t bu~:y

him without a coffin!"
"We dug him up."
"You dug him up!"
"Yeah. I’m kind of ashamed of it, but we done it.

Bentley says, Glen, why don’t we see if he’s still there.
There was this pile of rocks on the other side of the
corral, just like Bentley had always heard. We cleaned off
the rocks and dug down, and by damn, we found sorne
bones. We put them back later. Looked like a couple of
leg bones, a vertebra or two, and some others I couldn’t
make out. There wasn’t no coffin."

"Why wouldn’t they have a coffin?"
"They used wagon tarp in them clays. They didn’t have

nothing else."
Glen drove Darrow to Leah’s house and the two

cousins said goodby. In the evening, Darrow and Leah
went to the social assembly of the reunion. Sara waved
to them from the opposite side of the crowded recreation
hall. The program, a welter of amateur presentations
and impromptu expressions, was a comfortir~g
distraction to Darrow. He took refuge in the murmuJ:s
of approval which flowed through the audience as
representatives of family branches recited poems, sang
songs, bore testimonies, and recounted family lore. For a
while Darrow slipped from his fretful individuality into
the soothing mass of the family. He roused with
instinctive alarm to the strident voice of a cousin, Ruth
Boker, who walked onto the stage to announce a skit on
the life of Joram. She needed volunteers from the
audience to fill out the cast of a tableau vivant
accompanying a narrative poem she had composed.
Darrow sank as deeply as he could into his chair, but
Ruth came from the stage expressly to get him. Leah
enthusiastically pushed hi:m toward the outstretcked
hand of their cousin.

In a moment the figures were established on the stage.
In the center, a man and woman and six children
represented the family of Joram’s father and mother
during the Missouri and Illinois persecutions. On one
side of the stage, a young man wearing a military
bandolier and holding a musket represented Joram
during his service in the Mormon Battalion. On the
other side, wearing an oldtime coat and holding
scriptures in his hand, stood Darrow, representing
Joram in the time when he was a leader in the stake and
community. An accompanist at the piano let her fingers
ripple into a flourishing introduction. Ruth, overweight,
perspiring, indomitably cheerful, began the recitation of
a lengthy poem with a frequent refrain:

A greatgrandfather wise, to the gospel true,
He was ever attentive the Lord’s will to do.
He suffered mobbers, deserts, Lamanites too,
He triumphed over all for me and you.
Darrow broiled before the blinding stage lights.

Someone had turned off the air conditioning of the hall
and had opened a row of double outside doors. In the
lulls of the recitation, Darrow heard the chirrup of
crickets and the passing of cars on the street outside. He
sensed that Ruth had honored him. by assigning him the

most imposing station in the tableau of Joram’s life;
undoubtedly the word of his rebaptism was getting
around. But Darrow withered. He was a fraud, an
imposter; he could not play Joram. Beyond the stage
lights was the ominous power of his assembled uncles
and aunts and cousins. Glen had been wrong to
emphasize the corruptions of the Sevys; whatever their
individual failings might be, together they evoked a
monumental righteousness. The collective weight of
their decent eyes was a burden Darrow could scarcely
support.

The image of Glen’s sweaty, suntanned face appeared
and reappeared in Darrow’s mind, drifting like
evanescent clouds of cigarette smoke in the dismal light
of the Slagheap. The rage and passion of Glen’s words
dinned in Darrow’s ears. Darrow strained to remember
the elusive truth Glen had uttered. Suppose that son of a bitch
Johanssen had it comin,q. Suppose ];!e needed to be cleaned up. All at
once Darrow was staggered by an illumination. He had
grasped what no one else had understood. In its season,
bloody sacrifice was just. Ruhannah was right. Joram
had killed Johanssen. But he had killed him in
righteousness and was no less heaven’s hero.

Darrow looked askance at Ruth, whose interminable
poem went on. His anger surged. Ruth’s recitation
seemed innocent enough, a pulpy trifle, a mere nuisance
like the jangling of a telephone when one wishes to
concentrate. Yet her poem was a parody upon Joram’s
life. It was another episode i~ the perennial pageant of a
blanched, deodorized, mythical Joram. There are sins for
which men, if they had their eyes open to their true condition, would
be perfectly willing to have their own blood spilt upon the ,gr.~und,
that the smoke thereof might ascend to heaven as an offering for their
sins. Why had the Saints resisted Brigham Youtng’s
counsel? Why had Brigham himself gone back on it?
These assembled Sevys were shunners and weakhearts.
They were loathe to admit that men and women passed
to heaven only in horror and blood. They preferred to
believe that the dying pierced the veil without throes, as
if human beings were made of paper and could be neatly
folded, inserted into envelops, metered, bagged, and
mailed intact iinto eternity.

Darrow exulted, his spirits rose, a courage he had
never felt before came over him. He saw the surety of his
salvation. With an absolute sympathy he intuited the
guilty heart of Johanssen, fo~: whom the roar of Joram’s
rifle had been the most tender of mercies. In a pangburst
Darrow understood the beauty of flagellation. He
yearned for the strokes of the whip, for the lovely pain of
purgepain. He had been hostage to the prince of
darkness and had not known how to ransom himself.
But there was a way. He had authority from Joram.
Darrow’s blood was his wergeld. This very body, this
rich hoard of pain, was hi~s shriveprice, a sufficient
collateral to buy off wrath, to unbond him from
damnation. There was but a single technicality. His self-
destruction must be a rite, a ceremony; it would have to
proceed with propriety and order.

LEVI S. PETERSON is professor of English and director of the honors
program at Weber State College.
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criptural Commentary

Priesthood
Steven F. Christensen

In this issue of commentary we will
discuss some interesting items
pertaining to priesthood. Extracts
have been chosen which might
interest the reader to pursue the
study personally.

Power in the Priesthood
Readers no doubt will be familiar with
LDS terminology which sometimes
speaks of those who have been given
"priesthood authority" and
distinguishes between the mere
holders and those who are able to
"exercise power in the priesthood."
(For example see: "Put on Thy
Strength O Zion," Melchizedek
Priesthood Personal Study Guide
1982, p. 104).
In the First Manchester England Area
Conference held 19 and 20 June 1976,
President Spencer W. Kimball
delivered some fascinating remarks on
the literal power of the priesthood. In
the course of his remarks he quotes
Brigham Young’s feelings as to the
material and real sense of the
priesthood. Their remarks follow:

Brethren, you hold the priesthood. I
assume that all of you who are here today
hold the priesthood, at least most of you.
How grateful you should be to be able to
hold the priesthood. What is the
priesthood? It is the power of God
delegated to man to act in his stead. That
means he has just taken his power in large
quantities and put in on our shoulders and
said, "Now go forth and use it for good."

Few of us really realize the power of the
priesthood, the power it has in the home,
the power it has over the elements, the
power it has everywhere we move. The
reason it is not a greater power is because
we sometimes do not respond to the point
where we are wortl~y of that blessing.

It is strange that there are many people
in the Church who, when there is
distress--a broken limb or a sickness--call
for the doctor. We are grateful to have
such wonderful practitioners in our
communities who can help us to find our
way back to health, but Brigham Young
gave us something regarding this. I would
like to read a line or two from President
Brigham Young. He said, "When I lay
hands on the sick, I expect the healing
power and influence of God to pass
through me to the patient." Now if it is

not in me, how can it pass through to the
patient? And how do we get it in us? We
live worthy of it, and the Lord is anxious
to see that we have it. Brigham Young
said, "I do not say that I heal everybody I
lay hands on; but many have been healed
under my administration." (Discourses of
Brigham Young, comp. John A. Widstoe [Salt
Lake City: Deseret Book Co., 1954], p.
162)...
James E. Talmage, in acknowledging
the injustice experienced or felt by
some has written:

In the restored Church of Jesus Christ,
the Holy Priesthood is conferred, as an
individual bestowal, upon men only, and
this in accordance with Divine
requirement. It is not given to woman to
exercise the authority of the Priesthood
independently; nevertheless, in the sacred
endowments associated with the
ordinances pertaining to the House of the
Lord, woman shares with man the
blessings of the Priesthood. When the
frailities and imperfections of mortality are
left behind, in the glorified state of the
blessed hereafter, husband and wife will
administer in their respective stations,
seeing and understanding alike, and co-
operating to the full in the government of
their family kingdom. Then shall woman
be recompensed in rich measure for all the
injustice that womanhood has endured in
mortality. Then shall woman reign by
Divine right, a queen in the resplendent
realm of her glorified state, even as exalted
man shall stand, priest and king unto the
Most High God. Mortal eye cannot see nor
mind comprehend the beauty, glory, and
majesty of a righteous woman made
perfect in the celestial kingdom of God
(James E. Talmage, "The Eternity of Sex,"
Young Woman’s Journal 25 [October
1914]:602-03).

Again, Brigham Young said, "Do you see
the reason and propriety of laying hands
on each other? When we are prepared,
when we are holy vessels (I repeat that,
holy vessels) before the Lord, a stream of
power from the Almighty can pass through
the tabernacle of the administrator to the
system of the patient." (Discourses of Brigham
Young, p. 162.)

Women and the Priesthood

In October of 1852, Elder Ezra Taft
Benson, an apostle of the Church,
spoke during conference abut the
Devil, revelation, and modern
priestdom. Among other things he
commented about the sisters healing

through faith: "The Priests in
Christendom warn their flocks not to
believe in Mormonism; and yet you
sisters have power to heal the sick, by
the laying on of hands, which they
cannot do." (Millenial Star, XV:130.)
In the early history of the Church it
was common for Relief Society sisters
to visit and administer relief to their
kindred sisters, not through the
priesthood but by virtue of their
callings and faith.

Another saying which some sisters
may enjoy placing next to their other
"refrigerator slogans" is: "We have
heard of men who have said to their
wives, ’I hold the priesthood and
you’ve got to do what I say.’ Such a
man should be tried for his
membership. Certainly he should not
be honored in his priesthood. We rule
in love and understanding." (Spencer
W. Kimball, Buenos Aires Area Conference,
March 1975, pp. 52-53).

Women and the Patriarchal Priesthood
In a fuller and richer sense than is
commonly thought by many within
the Church women do share in the
priesthood. This order of priesthood
as taught by Joseph Smith is termed
"patriarchal" and associated with the
temple. Unfortunately some apostates
have misunderstood this priesthood
order which is a portion of the Holy
Priesthood, after the Order of the Son
of God. Apostates have tended to
think of it as a separate and higher
form of priesthood authority which is
not correct. (See: Ehat & Cook, The
Words of Joseph Smith [Religious Studies
Center, BYU: Provo, UT], 1980,
discourse and footnotes for 27 August
1843.) Elder Bruce R. McConkie has
stated:

We go to the temple and we get married
for eternity, and when we do, we are given
everything that Abraham received as far as
the promises of glory and exaltation are
concerned ....
Joseph Smith says that in the temple of
God there is an order of priesthood that is
patriarchal. ’Go to the temple,’ he says,
’and find out about this order.’ So I went
to the temple, and I took my wife with me,
and we kneeled at the altar’. There on that
ocasion we entered, the two of us, into an
’order of the priesthood.’ When we did it,
we had sealed upon us, on a conditional
basis, every blessing that God promised
Father Abraham--the blessings of
exaltation and eternal increase. The name
of that order of priesthood., which
is patriarchal in nature, because Abraham
was a natural patriarch to his posterity, is
the New and Everlasting Covenant of
Marriage." ("The Eternal Family Concept,"
Genealogical Devotional Address, 19-23 June
1967 [Provo, Utah: Brigham Young
University Press, 1968], pp. 89-91.)
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IMormon Media__ age I
Recently the Mormon church has been the
subject of numerous articles in the national
press, some positive and some negative. The
following are summaries or excerpts from such
articles. We at SUNSTONE do not endorse the
opinions expressed nor do we vouch for the
accuracy of the original reporting. But we
include this section because we think it is
important for our readers to know what is
being said.

More on "The Mormon Nation"
Peter Bart, author of Thy Kingdom
Come, continues to enjoy a nationwide
audience for his opinions regarding
"The Mormon Nation." In a recent
article published by The Denver Post, the
novelist’s authoritative pronounce-
ments on the LDS church’s financial
holdings, political influence, .and
capacity for "social engineering" were
reported by Post religion editor,
Virginia Culver.

"There are raised eyebrows and
clicking of the tongues" in the
hierarchy over the resurgence of
polygamy in the Church; however
"The leaders aren’t really trying to
curb the practice," Bart told Culver.
Members who return to such
fundamentalism "are the core of the
church. The church doesn’t give a
damn if it loses a liberal, but it hates
to lose its core members;" he claimed.
According to Bart, plural marriage
was originally based on the LDS belief
that only married persons will get to
heaven "and basic feelings of lust
among Mormon men and a feeling
among Mormon women that sex is
disgusting and vulgar."
Culver noted that Bart "grudgingly
admires the church" for
"accomplishing the greatest task of
social engineering" he has ever seen.
"Early Mormon Women were
feminists and leaders," said the
author, "but in the course of a
generation (following the end of
polygamy) the church managed to
change those prototypical women’s
libbers to Victorian housewives, and
the women buy it."

Bart said he believes LDS leaders
anticipate the Church taking over the
country. "They feel it is their destiny,
that it’s an irreversible course. They

feel that the country will be ceded to
them, as the chosen people. That
thought motivates their political
influence and the influence they have
in every area." "The Kingdom of
Zion," continu.ed Bart, "shows a
peculiar seren:ity and calmness. The.y
seem to know they’re right, so there’s
nothing to be nervous about."
Linked to this is what Bart described
as the "astonishing... lack of dissent
among church members. There’s a
saying that if you got 10 Jews in a
room you’d have 40 different
opinions. Well. if you get 10 Mormons
in a room you’ll have one opinion ....
Dissenters are either pushed out or
ignored.

The novelist said he was also
impressed by the Church’s
"unbelieveable power" and wealth. "I
sensed that they could make or break
a person’s career." He believes that
the Church’s holdings rank among the
top 50 compardes i n the country with
an annual gross income of more than
two billion dollars. Bart, formerly
with the Wall .Street Journal, compared
interviewing Mormon leaders with
interviewing business men. "The
leaders are industrialists, though they
invoke God’s name a lot. It’s difficult
to deal with the hierarchs who really
believe they talk to God every day."
Considering Bart’s views on the
Mormon community, it is not difficult
to understand why the main plot of
Thy Kingdom Come centers on the aims
of the First Counselor in the First
Presidency to "lead the church in a
non-violent takeover of the United
States through proselytizing and
business acumen." (A sub-plot
concerns a polygamist cult trying-to
return the Church to its original
fundamentalism.)

Bart told Culver that he decided to
write the book. after "becoming
fascinated with the mystery and
growth of the church ’and how it has
managed to keep such a low profile.. It
seemed like a terrific setting for a
novel.’ "
Bart also falsely claimed that his is the
first novel written about Mormons in
41 years, yet it has "quietly
disappearecl from all church-owned
bookstores. The Deseret News...

reviewed the book with the attitude
of ’how dare an outsider write about
us.’ " Culver said Bart’s book was
"written much like a historical novel,
accurate in historical and other facts
concerning the church, but with
charact~.rs and plots based on the
author’s imagination."

Elsewhere in the country, Thy Kingdom
Come has received mildly favorable
reviews. Oakley Hill, in the Los Angeles
Herald E2:aminer’s "Book Week," wrote:

Saints may find the novel offensive,
while apostates regard its revelations as
shopworn and tame. To a Gentile the
information on Mormon history and
the state of the Church is fascinating.
He is only mystified by the basic fact of
the Mormon faith. What is the power of
this improbable system of worship that
makes it, with Islam, one of the two
great religions still expanding
worldwide? The novel never comes to
grips with this first cause. It is simply a
given that must be accepted.

Whether this given is accepted or not,
the novel is a compelling one, packed
with suspense contrived to keep the
reader’s nose in the book. If the authors
of this kind of novel need to be as much
generals marshaling their information,
as writers, Peter Bart has here won his
chicken colonelcy, if not his first sta~’.

According to a review in the .July,
1981 Lib:,’ary Journal, the characters in
Bart’s book "are mostly true to life
and convincing. They wrestle with
well-publicized issues ranging from
the status of women to polygamous
cults. A few adolescent and breezy sex
episodes lighted the burden as
skeleton after skeleton is hauled out
of the closet. The author is an ex-
journalist whose writing is compelling
and impassioned. This gloves-off
recreation will spark readers piq~ae
and inter:est."

Publisher’:; Weekly called Thy Kingdom
Come "well-researched, timely., and
frighteni.ng." Its "tale of people,
power, and corruption is sometimes
exciting, sometimes overdone, but for
the most part is an absorbing yarn."
Somewhat less impressed was
Cornelia Emerson, whose review
appearec] in the book section of the Los
Angeles Times. "Shades of plots and
paranoia," wrote Emerson. "Thy
Kingdom Come... should be cause for
rejoicing among conspiracy fans--
giving tb:em something new to worry
about. Members of the Mormon
Church are working to inherit the
earth .... Thy Kingdom Come is a
contemporary conspiracy story,
absorbing and readable, that succeeds
by explo!iting fears about a subculture
in our midst. In the end, the title
reads like a prophecy--of a kingdom
still to come!"
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B. H. Roberts Society Meets
"Mormon Women and the Struggle
for Definition" was the topic for the
latest of the quarterly lectures
sponsored by the B. H. Roberts
Society. Organized to promote the
pursuit of "intelligent discipleship,"
the society’s lectures have focused on
various aspects of the relationship
between the institutional church and
the individual,
The status and self-image of women
in the early days of the church was
discussed by Carol Cornwall Madsen,
author of numerous historical articles
on Mormon women and an associate
of the Joseph Fielding Smith Institute
for Church History at BYU. Early
LDS women had a much different
perspective on the priesthood than is
common in the church today,
according to Ms. Madsen, and
regularly exercised spiritual gifts,
most notably the gift of healing. This
was done out of their understanding
that the priesthood’s power was
available to any person possessed of
sufficient faith to exercise it.

Ms. Madsen also commented that
women in leadership positions in the
early clays of the church wielded more
influence in the determination of
practices and policies now decided
entirely by men.

Lavinia Fielding Anderson, writer,
editor, and member of the LDS
church audio-visual committee
explored the role of contemporary
Mormon women. If the confidence
once displayed by Mormon women is
lacking in sister Saints today, it is
largely due to the unresponsiveness of
the growing clhurch bureaucracy to
gender-based :inequities and the
current identification of Priesthood
with maleness.

Dr. Anderson cited several factors
which tend to stifle the development
of women in the Church, including
the lack of leadership positions
available to them and the prescriptive
roles assigned to women in Church
manuals. She gave specific examples
from handbooks and lesson manuals
in which female members are taught
deference to men. A particular
passage cited from a YWMIA manual

advised an LDS girl to honor her
brother’s priesthood by shining his
shoes, helping him learn scriptures,
and leaving him the bathroom on
Sunday morning.

While critical of such notions, Dr.
Anderson admonished women not to
attack the institution of the Church.
Emphasizing the importance of
serving people rather than programs,
she urged women not to become
involved in bureaucratic power
struggles but to seek spiritual power
in personal righteousness.

Francine Russell Bennion, a former
Young Women’s General Board
member and currently a stake Relief
Society president, gave an interpretive
response to the other women’s
remarks. She pointed out that "the
Church" means many different things
to different people and warned against
the danger of considering the opinion
of individuals or committees within
the Church as doctrinal, even when
those opinions appear in lesson
manuals.

Ms. Bennion described some of the
ways in which the concerns of a few
can become the policies of the many,
saying that warning people about

specific temptations ~s one thing, but
basing policy on the assumption that
none of us can or should deal with
those temptations is another.

Commenting also on the difficulty of
distinguishing between the human
and the divine in Church literature
and pronouncements, Ms. Bennion
joined Dr. Anderson in urging women
to rely on personal testimony and
promptings from the Lord as to their
individual roles and callings in life.

AMCAP MEETS
The Association of Mormon
Counselors and Pyschotherapists held
its seventh annual conference at the
University of Utah LDS Institute on
the 1 and 2 of October.

Gary Collins, professor of Pastoral
Psychology at Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School in Deerfield, Illinois,
was the first non-Mormon to be
invited to conduct the association’s
annual workshop. Collins discussed
the possibility of conceptualizing and
applying Christian principles in
counseling.

Past AMCAP president, Allen Bergin,
delivered the Presidential Address on
"A Philosophy of Therapeutic
Change." Other participants included
Mary Sturlaugson Eyre, the LDS
church’s first black female missionary,
speaking about "The Black
Experience," and BYU philosophy
professor, C. Terry Warner,
addressing the topic, "Thoughts on
Personality and Change."
Elder L. Tom Perry referred to his
experiences growing up in a closely-
knit LDS family and expressed his
concerns about today’s society. With
numerous problems threatening
contemporary families, Elder Perry
noted that Mormon counselors have
their work cut out for them.

Mary Beth Raynes, from the Salt Lake
County Division of Health, moderated
a panel on human intimacy which
included Dr. David Coombs, Dr. Val
D. MacMurray, and Dr. Robert S.
Stahmann.
The selecting of new officers and the
awarding of the association’s annual
honors were among the items of
business conducted at the conference.
Carlfred Broderick was elected
AMCAP president and Paul Cook,
secretary. Ramona Morris, former
editor of the association’s newsletter,
received this year’s Service to
AMCAP Award, and Lowell L.
Bennion was presented with the
association’s Distinguished Service to
Humanity Award for his work with
the Mormon Volunteer Corps.
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North to Montana!
Betty M. Madsen
and Brigham D. Madsen
University of Utah Press, 1980.
298 pages, $20.00

By Charles Peterson
IN THE works for upwards of a
decade as the Madsens haw~ gone
about a thorough job of researching
and writing, North to Montana! ]ehus,
Bullwhackers, and Mule Skinners on the
Montana Trail is worth the wait. It
deals with one of the major routes of
commerce and human movement in
the West--the 350 miles from the
settlements and railroads of northern
Utah to the mines of Montana.
Timewise, North to Montana spans
approximately a quarter century from
the early 1860s to the mid 1880s, and
in terms of technology and economics,
it chronicles a commercial
development that progressed from a
rather primitive regional trade
conducted by frontier farmers and
petty entrepreneurs to the
competition of giant corporations,
express and stage companie:s, railroads
and riverways. Depending primarily
upon early newspaper accounts and a
vast number of memoirs, most of
which appear to have been published,
the Madsens color and activate their
accounts with superb use of short
quotes.
Chronological in its development,
their book notes that the first whites
followed routes laid out by-the
Shoshone Indians. The first chapter’s
deal with the exploration of the route,
the gold strike in Montana, and the
opening of markets for Utah in bread
stuffs and other agricultural products
as well as goods transshiped, through
Utah from the states. Described in the
process are the early Mormon trade
and freighting, stagecoaching, and
mailcontracting. Also treated in this
portion of the book is the challenge
from trade goods shipped up the
Missouri River. Stagecoach king Ben
Holladay, and others of less reknown,
emerge as strong figures in the
narrative as do bullwhackers,
muleskinners, jehus, and various
classes of station support personnel.
The trail with its length, its season,.
its mud, dust, coal, and heat is in vivid

description as are animals, outfits,
payoffs, and various frustrations
including tolls and what one is
impressed with as the occasional
depredations of Indians and the
frequent depredations of white
highwaymen. As one reads, one
knows and feel the customs and
thought patterns of the society that
worked and was served by the early
trail.

In later chapters the book chronicles
the advent of the railroads after 1869
and the. successive business
communities that loomed as the trail’s
long miles were progressively reduced
by new track. Mistress of the
Montana trade for years was Corinne
at the western extension of the Union
Pacific line in northern Utah.
Thousands of tons of goods were
dispatched there annually, and
Corinne’s free-booting mail-
contractors, expressmen, and
stagecoachers vied with various other
interests to retain control. Off season
Utah farmers and Mormon boys still
supplied much of the muscle and
rawhide, but the trade was
increasingly in competition between
big carriers including the Wells Fargo
Express Company and the Union
Pacific Railroad itself. For years
Corinne was able to stave off disaster,
until ultimately, as the Union Pacific
took over the Utah and Northern
Railway, the boisterous "Berg on tlhe
Bear" collapsed completely.

All in all it is a great story and well
told. It deals with a commerce and
traffic that, as the Madsens point out,
far transcended the much-studied
Santa Fe trade even in its most
exuberant days. Careful research, :rich
detail, good action, and vivid imagery
all contribute. The Madsens have
written a first rate book, one that
takes its place among the finest of the
large trail literature. Students of
Mormon culture and indeed all
readers with an interest in the
American West will find it to be an
important contribution.

CHARLES S. PETERSON is professor of history
at Utah State University and editor of Western
History Quarterly.

Uncertain Sanctuary: A Story of
Mormon Pioneering in Mexico
Estelle Webb Thomas, with an
introduction by Stewart and Ermalee
Webb Udall.
Westwater Press, I980.
146 pages.

By Constance Lieber
IN UNCERTAIN Sanctuary, Estel]e
Webb Thomas reminisces about her
turn-of--the-century childhood in the
Mormon colonies of Mexico. In 1898
the Webb family--Estelle, her father
and his three plural wives, and her
brother:~ and sisters--sought
sanctuary there from prosecution for
polygamy under the Edmunds Law.
After the outbreak of the Mexican
War in 1912, the Mormon colonists,
the Webb family among them, were
forced to return to the United States
with Mexican rebels close on their
heels.
The narrative of these years is often
charmi~.g and amusing, but it is
marred by defects which make the
book infuriating to read as a
continuous story. Incidents related in
the book are arranged roughly by
geographic location: on the road to
Mexico, the various colonies in
Mexico, and the flight back to the
U.S. Yet there seems to be little
continui.ty between specific incidents,
which are a mixture of Mrs. Thomas’s
own recollections and the experiences
of others, mainly her brother Lee and
sister Isabel.
According to the dust jacket, this book
is a story "told by a young girl
maturing into womanhood while the
idyllic dream of childhood shattered
around her.., the story of the
unshakeable faith and testimony of
the Mormon people, and of the love,
loyalty, and unity in polygamous
families .... " I looked in vain for that
girl. A young girl moved through the
book to be sure: We read of her
singing with her sister, listening to
her mother, worrying about her
brother. We laugh as she tries to
understand the needs of Mexicans
who come to buy at the family store.
But we are left wondering how the
young girl really felt. Instead of
maturi~.g, she doesn’t seem any older
at the end of the book than she. was
when the story began, fourteer~, years
earlier.
The author writes of seeing among
many Mormons in Mexico a
willingness to make great sacrifices to
their religious beliefs and wonders,
"Would I stand the test if ever we
became a driven people again. (.As I
grew older, I found that sacrifice for a
cause only makes one’s faith
stronger.)" This parenthetical
commentary by the author on herself
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pulls the readler abruptly out of old
Mexico into the thoughts of an older
woman of our own time. Where is our
young adolescent? Why does the adult
Estelle know that faith grows through
sacrifice? Did she discover this as a
teenager, driven from her home and
forced to consign her most precious
belongings to earth? As the book
draws to a close, Estelle, still among a
driven people, fails to answer her own
question. Such overt moralizing is
irritating rather than informative. It
would have been better to have let
the young girl teach us, as she learns
through living. This is a consistent
problem in the book. Is the narrative
written from the viewpoint of a
young girl, or is it a grandmother’s
reminiscences? A subtle point
perhaps, but the constantly shifting
viewpoint contributes to the book’s
lack of cohesiveness.

Bits and pieces of Mexican geography
and history are interspersed at
random throughout the book, as if the
author can’t decide what the reader
needs to know about Mexico. For
example, in the chapter on Colonia
Garcia Mrs. Thomas begins: "Colonia
Garcia was settled by the Farnsworth
and Bingham families and was called
Round Valley until it was decided to
name it for a famous Mexican patriot.
As its name implied, the valley was
almost perfectly round. It was ringed
about with a tall, thick pine forest
and, when the colonists first saw it,
was covered with waist-high grass
and countless brilliant wild-
flowers .... " The author then launches
into a series of vignettes about Aunt
Diane, a lady with whom she, her
mother, and sister roomed and

boarded for a time. But several
questions remain unanswered. Who
were the Farnsworth and Bingham
families? Why was Garcia famous?
What did the valley look like when
Estelle first saw it (rather than the
first colonists)? More important, what
does any of this have to do with the
story of Estelle and her family? Some
background information would be
valuable for the reader unfamiliar
with Mexican history and geography,
but such information should
contribute to the story and avoid
raising more questions than it
answers.

The photographs of the family that
were included were interesting; I wish
there had been more. But the maps
were sometimes confusing or
irrelevant, and political cartoons about
the Mexican War out of U.S.
newspapers certainly have no
relationship to an adolescent girl’s
experiences.

Stewart and Ermalee Udall write in
the introduction: "This book is an idyll
about the frontiering experience of a
family and the sweetness it brought
to their lives.., the cameo story of
one family, written in the ink of
love..." Despite flaws of
workmanship and a cluttering of
information extraneous to the story,
that is true. An idyll: A scene or event
of rural simplicity. Read the book as
such. Open it at random, browse, and
sample events from a time far from
most of us, interesting because it can
never be experienced again.
CONSTANCE LIEBER is a graduate in history
from the University of Utah. She is the author of
an article on Martha Hughes Cannon published
recently in the Utah Historical Quarterly.

and
Milking the Mormon
Market: ’Tis the Season
That we Mormons are a peculiar
people is now accepted in most circles.
It is not surprising, then, that our
peculiarity is increasingly manifested
in the products we produce and
consume--products especially for
Mormons. Since there is no LDS
counterpart to the Christian Advertiser, a
magazine that can tell you what
percentage of people who confess a
belief in Jesus own refrigerators, our

manufacturers must rely on
inspiration. However, as one who
tries to keep her finger on the pulse
of the LDS marketplace, I can offer a
few educated observations as to what
products appeal to Mormons.

To a certain extent, our peculiarity
breeds contempt for frivolous
expenditures, like tipping waiters, new
underwear, and art that doesn’t
illustrate a gospel principle. However,
even the most miserly among us can
be coaxed into purchasing almost
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anything at whatever price if it is
quintessentially useful in a gospel
context, celebrates our peculiarity,
evokes a tear, or promises easy
solutions to complex commandments.
Of course, all the above are
superfluous if the product bears the
imprimatur of a popular Church
leader, the Osmonds, or LaVell
Edwards (at least this season).

With Christmas just aroun.:l the
corner and visions of Reaganomics
dancing in our heads, undoubtedly the
Scrooge in all of us will be overcome
by many of the following,, popular
items made with the Mormon in
mind.
Faith-Promoting Paraphernalia
Some faith-promoting paraphernalia
are omnipresent in the Mormon
community, like LDS, Angel Moroni
or Salt Lake Temple lapel pins (worn
opposite Freeman Institute American
flags), and zippered scripture covers
manufactured with or without the
now fashionable handle in a variety of
fabrics--including kangaroo and cow
hide.

Other popular products in this
category are the "I Am a Child of
God" belt buckle; gold metallic Book
of Mormon covers incised with
Reformed Egyptian hieroglyphics (that
only a seer or Hugh Nibley can read);
Salt Lake Temple coin banks (a
striking image which eluded Peter
Bart’s all-seeing eye); "I Dig My
Roots" T-shirts; and, "Happiness Is
Family Home Evening" or "Discover
America: Read the Book of Mormon"
bumper stickers. (The "Do It" that
used to adorn LDS bumpers has been

discontinued for reasons obvious to
the observant.l

Packaged PMA
Although there is as yet no way of
actually packaging a positive approach
to life, many Mormons will testify
that it comes, with certain cleaning
products. You may think you’re just
buying a biodegradable detergent, but
in reality you’re getting a new outlook
on life. Ask any Amway distributor, if
you can identify one.

Of course, there are some irascible
creatures who cannot bear too muclh
PMA. During a Relief Society lesson
on nutrition, given by a Shaklee
devotee, the bishop’s wife displayed
her impatience by kicking the well-
meaning instructor in the derriere.
The Relief Society General Board
wisely responded to the incident by
lifting nutrition lessons from future
manuals.
Keys to pulling ourselves up by the
bootstraps an~. exorcising despair are
also widely aw~ilable on LDS cassettes.
Although "Everybody Wins," "There
Are No Nobodies," and "When You
Like You, Others Will Like You" are
among the more popular, my favorite
remains "The Joy of Depression."
With the right attitude, we Mormons
can enjoy anything. I look forward to
future tapes in this series, like "How
to Survive a Nuclear Attack and Like
It" or "Emphysema, One of Life’s
Little Blessings."
Food, Glorious Food Storage
While we approach life positively, we
prepare for the worst. If this were not
true, how could Mormons tolerate

costly freeze-dried food--which lasts
for 30 years and is never eaten, except
when disguised in casseroles at annual
ward preparedness bazaars?
Among the hottest items this year are
food dehydrators that capitalize on
the Church’s dictum to have a year’s
supply as well as President Kimball’s
admonishment to plant gardens.
Although I adore dried apricots, I have
a hard time swallowing their
ubiquitous zucchini counterpart.
(Does anyone have a new reconstituted
zucchini recipe?) The sanctity of
homemade, whole wheat bread in
LDS enclaves keeps the market for
wheat grinders and bread mix~,’s
healthy.

The Printed Word
Aside from doctrinal discourses, the
majority o.f Mormon publications fall
neatly into one of four categories:
inspirational anecdotes, "she came to
realize" fiction, proof-texts, and how
to’s. Inspb*ational anecdotes and "she
wanted to be a movie star, but came
to realize that the gospel was more
important" stories are the stuff two
and a half minute talks are made of.
They touch our easiest emotions and
make us feel good for at least an
hour.

Proof-texts are reserved for
countering opposing opinions in
Sunday School classes or for fires:ides
on Book of Mormon archaeology. How
to’s quite simply explain how to raise
your children, how to get a celestial
date, how to act on a celestial date,
how to spend your sabbath, how to
treat you~ husband, how to treat your
wife, how to dress, how to organize
and plan your life, how to love, how
to be a woman, how to discover your
roots, how to think, how to study the
scriptures, and how to become like
Christ.

Since it has been noted that the term
"book sto:l’e" in Mormon circles is
synonymous with "gift shop," I would
like to offer a few possible titles
which might appear in anticipation of:
the Chrisl:mas rush on LDS books:
Coca-Cola Can be Overcome; The Mormon
Woman: More Than a Rib, Not Quite
Prime; Cret:~tive Cultural Hall Decorating:
One Hundred and One Ways to Disguise a
Basketball l-loop; In Nephite Footsteps: A
Detailed Atcount of Daily Life in Ancient
Zarahemla; ] Turned the Television Of J for a
Day anti Discovered My Children; and, The
Complete Guide to Relief Society Visual Aids.

Finally, a parting word to LDS
manufacturers: "Behold, the field is
white already to harvest."

Lorie Winder
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We would like to thank all those who so generously donatedalready one-third of the way there. But we need your
toward our goal of $15,000. Due to your response, we arecontinued support.
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David P. Forsyth
Dr. and Mrs. Marian J. Haslam
Dr. and Mrs. Dale G. Johnson
Richard B. Johnson
!. B. Ritchie
Mike Walton
Stephen L. Tanner
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lames and Elaine Bennett
Cathryn !. Bishop
Stanford Cazier
Hal Cole
Alton S. Donnelly
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Doolitt[e
Stacey Edgley
Russell M. Frandsen
Gary Gregor
Layne Hamilton
Larry S. Luke
Claire Whitaker Peterson
C. [])avid Richards
Anna E. Stark
Russell Swenson
John H. Zenger

A high quality reproduction of the original Hebrew grammar manual written byJ. Seixas and
used by Joseph Smith in the School of the Prophets will soon be available at a surprisingly
reasonable price.
An important addition to any well-rounded LDS reference library, the nineteenth-century
text is being reproduced by Michael Walton for the Sunstone Foundation.
If you order now, this fine reproduction with an informative introduction by Professor Louis
C. Zucker can be purchased for $12 plus postage.
Please send orders and inquiries to:

THE SEIXAS GRAMMAR
clo SUNSTONE

Box 2272
Salt Lake City, UT 84110




